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I 

A 

s the North American Wetlands 
onservation Council (Canada) 
(NAWCQ enters its loth year, 
C 

we, look back on past succ 
. 
esses, 

and forward . to continuing challenges in 
wetland conservation . In the past decade, 
there have been significant developments 

. in the area of wetland conservation. policy . 
in Canada at all levels of government and . ` 
within . industry. . Awareness. and recogni= 

The series of case studies, reflectiôns and 
practical framework contained in the doc-
ument . offér additional guidance, through ' 
lessons that others have learned. .Future 
activities envisioned under the . Wetland 
Mitigation Prôject include . wide . distribu= 
tion of this document across Canada, urg-
ing federal, provincial, térritorial, aboriginal 
and municipal . governments to recognize 
its strengths and adopt it for their region' 

tion of the importance of wetlands contin- and mandate. It is hoped that - 

ues to grôw. However, even with ~these,' industry, be . it construction, 
positive ..developments, 'wetland . losses transportation or other, will: 

mount as the result of pressures from âgri- . look positively .on the- doéu- 

culture; ~industrialization, urbanization and 
other land uses. across Canada . 

Nonetheless, governments, non-govern-
ment ~ organizations, industry and others 
have recognized the need for develop-
ment that is sustainable: Although far from , 
universal, there .is a genuine, and wide- . Secretariat will also be encouraging work- 
spread . interest in conserving wetlands, °. _ .sh.ops to publicize and promote .its use. . 
white allowing for necessary develop- 
ments to proceed. Unfortunately, while - _ We* urge you to consider adopting the wet-

there . is a will. to mitigate* the effects of land mitigation approach described in this 

developments on wetlands, the capability document, and to establish your own 

is, not always present. In . Canada, there is : . guidelines applicable to your -particular - ' 

no 'standardized, consistent approach to activities and endeavours : A more consis-

wetland mitigation . . The -NAWCC (Canada) . tent application of this approach to-wet-. . 

recognized that there wits a need for guid- land mitigation will add a powerful tool to . 

, ance, for a blueprint ~that those with : the. help conserve .Canada's wetlands . ; 
responsibility for, developments and for 

, land management could use. to help them . . 
fulfill a commitment tô wetland conserva- George Finney 
tion . NAWCC (Canada) Member . 

This paper, developed, through an exten-, 
sive consultation process, is, published to . 
help fill that . void . It is .part of a multi-: ' 
phase: .'initiative, the' Wetland Mitigation ~ 
Project, that is designed to : advance the 
state of wetland mitigation in Canada : The 
document sets out a -series of principles 
that should. underlie . the approach- to miti-
gation, and a: set of _ guidelines- that- give 
direction to the. mitigation process., The se . 
principles arid guidelines have been 
adopted by the NAWCC (Canada) for the., 
mitigation. process-for North American 

men t ~ and: adopt it for use in 
their. development projects . 
The NAWCC _ (Canada) 

Fo revuo rd 

Sécretâriat looks . forward' to providing . 
. guidance . and consultation .on any of the , 
concepts - in the- `doeumerit,: and wel- 
comes discussions for improvement. The . 

Chair, Eastern Hâbitat.Joirit Venture : 
NAWMP 

Art Martéll . . . . , 
NÀWCC (Canada) Member 
Chair, Pacific Coast joint Venture 
NAWMP . 

Gerald McTCeating - 
NAWCC (Canada) Member 
Chair, Prairie Habitat Joint Venture 
NAWMP . 

Waterfowl Management Plan (NAWMP) . 
projects, in ̀ Canada, should there be .a : 
NAWMP project wetland threatened with ` 

. . ~ disturbance .and/or development. . 





T 

his publication brings ~ together 
the current thinking on wetland 
mitigation in Canada : It . offers an 
approach to mitigation that, if fol- 

lowed,-will .help advance wetland conser-
vation in Canada . . The introductory chapter 
gives `à' brief .history of- , the Wetland 

. : Mitigation Project, defines the audience for 
the document,, and places . wetland mitiga-
tion in â broader conservation context. It 
defines wetland mitigation, and~ qutlines a 
series of principles and guidelines .*that 
underpin and give .direction to the mitiga-
tion process. 

A series of case. studies detailed in tlie sec- . . 
ôrid- chapter describe how wetland mitiga-
tion occurred in, a variety of situations 
across Canada . The third chapter outlines â 
.framework . for implementing the mitiga-
tion process: Finally, the reflections in the 
fourth -chapter relate in a broad. sense to 
what has been learned since the beginning 
of the Wetland Mitigation Project, but also 
draws lessons more directly from the case 
studies in Chapter 2,: : . ' 

i.iterature cited in each case study, immedi-
ately follows the. text for easy referencing ; 
all literature cited within . the publication, 
including the case studies; is included in 
Chapter 6.A list of contributors- is : at the 
end of the publication . 

1 .1 Background 
Wetlands and wetland-suppqrted ecosys-
tems are . under continual pressure from 
agriculture, industrial development, urban-
ization and other land uses across Canada: 
In recent years there have been a number 
of high profile cases of developments that 
affected wetlands, and fôr which mitigation 
measures, including compensation pack-
ages; were negotiated. These include: 
+ the. parallel . runway at the Vancouver. 

International Airport;, 
" the. consolidated Canadian Museum of 

Nature . facility at Ayhiner, Quebec ; and 
r the Trans-Canada Highway: realignment 

through Grand Lake Meadows, New 
. Brunswick. , 

These ~ are only the tip of the iceberg = 
smaller scale, lower profile examples also- 

abound . As developments increase in num-
ber; more and more of: these situations will 
arise. 

To date, the application of the mitigation 
pro cess has generally been on an* ad hoc 
basis; primarily because no standardized, 
accepted procedure exists . A fundamental 
building block. of developing a standard 
procedure is the determination and accep-
tance of key terms to be used in documén- 
tatioin, in addition to a 
standardized approach .to mit-
igation based on consistent . 
principles and guidelines . 
Such an ,approach shôuld be . 
useful for policy-makers, plan-
ners, practitioners. and others, 
and should be transparent and 
predictable for proponents . 

1 .0 :Wetland Mitigation 
in Canada ~~ 

- Allison Grose, Robert O. Bailey and 

Kennetb W. Cax 

'The Wetland Mitigation and 
Compensation Project 

In late 1996, the North American Wetlands 
Conservation Council (Canada) (the 

Council) launched the .Wetland Mitigation 
and Compensation Project. Although orig-
inally conceived as the Wetland Mitigation 
and. .Compensation Project, considerable 
discussion has led _to a conscious decision 
to include "compensation" as part of the 
mitigation process:- see discussion under 
"Defining Wetland Mitigation" . herein . The 
project is now referred to as the Wetland 
Mitigation . Project. The. Project, as con-
ceived by, the Council Secretariat and its 
*'Partner agencies, had the objectives of. 1) 
examining both the Canadian and U.S . 
experiences and attitudes towards wetland 
mitigation ; and 2) developing a compre-. . 
hensive set of definitions, principles. and 
guidelines, as well as procedures for apply- . . . 
ing the wetland initigation process. 

Several stages of the Project have been 
completed. Two background . papers outlin-
ing the Canadian and U.S . experience were " , 
produced in the Spring of ̀ 1997 . In April , 
1997, a National Workshop was held to 
discuss ethics., procedu'res .and .approaclies 
to . mitigation, , and . cbiripensation . in 
Canada . t1 Proceedings -, of the Wqrkshop 
(including the background papers) entitled 
Wetland, Mitigation . and 'Compensation: 



Proceedings of a National Workshop, was, 
published by the Council in June :1998. , 

Interviews were held with wetland praCti- ~ : 
tioners across Canada to develop the back-
ground paper on Canadian experiences 
with wetland mitigation . Many ..practitiôn-
ers deemed it important to develop consis-
tent . definitions. In _.addition, .one . of the 
recommendations 'of the workshop was to 
prepare standardized dpfinitions "for key 
terms such as "rpitigation,""compensatibti," 
"minimization," "restoration" and "avoid-
ance :' A number of the attendees : also 
thought that it was important,tô establish a ' 
series of .principles -and guidelines .for, 
applying' the mitigation process in situa-
tions where wetlands are at risk. 

Acting on .the recommendations from the, . 
-workshop, .the Council Secretariat under-
took took , an extensive . consultation process. 
after compiling â series of draft definitions, 
principles . and guidelines . In addition to 
distributing over 150 of the -draft docu- 

~ ménts for comment, the Secretariat held 
discussions with . various groups and indi-
viduals during the development of the final 
versions, to develop :a:* comprehensive., 
vision of the needs and perspectives of 
potential audiences for this paper: 

The . Secretariat also felt that it would-
be useful . to illustrate the definitions, 
principles and guidelines with a series . of 
case studies, fôcusing on âctuâl situations . 
where. developments impinged on a wet- -
land and a mitigation package was negoti-
ated . The case studies involve a broad 
range of projects, both, large and small, 
from across Canada . ` 

2 . Finally, . the, Secretariat commissioned a : 
report from Dr. Robert O. Bailey (see page 
57) that details a practical. framework for . 
utilizing. the mitigation process,, and in par= , 
Ocular the latter two stages :of mitigatiôn ; . . 
namely, min;ni_,'zatiôn~and compensation. 

Audience 

During the process of consultation fôr this 
document, numerous calls for . a standard-
ized -approach to 'wetland .cônséryatioin in 
general, and wetland. mitigation in:pàrticu- . 
iar were heard. Representatives from .the 

federal govérnment stressed the need fôr , ., 
an :approach. that could be used by all , 
departments,. and yet would also garner. 

,provincial support. Provincial representa- : 
tives wanted . an approach . *that was also 

consistent with their own policies . It was 
also important to find . an . approach that 
would resonate with land managers and 
practitioners, those most responsible . for . 
on-the-ground management. 

The Council mandate includes serving as a 
national foruni for facilitating and monitor-, 
ing the development and implementation, 
of wetland conservation policies . and wet-. 
land awareness programs in Canada .,' 
Therefore, this . paper was developed for 
the broadest 'possible audience . . The 
Council has no legislative authority, but in 
its role as. a cross-Çanada watchdog for wet= 
land . issues, :offers this paper as â guide foi . . 
all involved in wed.and conservation . The, 
recommended definitions, principles . and 
guidelines are consistent with existing poli-
cies, such as;7'he federal Policy on Wetland 
Conservation and various provincial and . . 
territorial wetland policies (see Lynch- . 
Stewârt et cal. 1999), and also with broader ' 
policies related to sustainable develop-
méntj biodiversity conservation and cli-
mate change . . . . 

This paper has . particular relevance to 
~ federal departments: It is often not recog-
nized that the Cabinet directed that The 
Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation 
be applied to all federal policies, programs 

and activities.Thiis, all federal departments 
have a responsibility, to implement it.' 
Theréfôre,~this document is aimed.at help- . 
ing responsible authorities implement the 
policy. . . 

However; the paper is not specifically 
aimed. at the federal governme`nt. Any , 
government department or agency, any 
industry, community group. or individual 
involved in land management and/or pro-
ject . 

' . 
development will find this, document 

useful, not only to help conserve wetlands, 
but to balance development and conserva-
tion priorities so .that we all win. . _ 



1 .2 -introduction to Wetland 
Mitigation 
This paper gives. guidance in the applica= 
tion of the nütigation process. It ;must be 
noted, however, that mitigation cannot be 
viewed as the panacea for wetland .cônser- 
vation. .Mitigation is one process, or -one 
activity, in the 'much broader- -context of 
policy and planning that incorporates con- 
servation âctivities at eve 'ry stage and every 
level. Prevention is the ideal conservation 
approach; and it, is embodied in policies 
and programs such as those that encourage 
stewardship activities,, for éxample.'If the 
.policy . and planning, process, worked 
successfully, it Would be .a . rare occasion 
when a development would be considered 
on â Wetland, and the mitigation process 
would rarely,have to be. used . 

Context 

Wedand Conservation . 
Wetland . conservation has been widely 
recognized as an important goal. Wetlands, 

as wastelands,. have more once perceived 

Wetland Evaluation Guide: Final Report . 
of the Wetlands are Not Wastelands Prqje~ct 
(Bond et al. 1992, p. 16) outlined an 
approach, illustrated with a Table, describ- 
ing functions and values . Over time, com-
ments on .this Table, as well as more 
considered thôught, has led to a modified, 
and hopefully, improved explanation of . 
wetland functions; values . and benefits . ' 

Although some protection for wetlands . 
exists in policies ;.legislâtion and agree- 
ments,-innovative approaches are needed 
to conserve wetlands in developing land= 
scapes: Mitigation has recently emerged as 
â potential option . for maintainingwetland . 
functions;values :arid benefits in the face of 
continuing development pressures. : 

Ecosystem Approach 
` Wetland benefits are not provided by wet- 
lands .in isolation from the surrounding 
landscape. Wetlands are part . of larger . 
ecosystems that function together, interde- 
pendently. Developments that are. not_ . 
directly on a wetland but that .affect the 
local hydrologic regime, for .example, may 

recently been credited for providing a vast 
range of benefits to humans and other 
species: For example; wetland functions 
such as water storage and .velocity reduc- 
tion provide benefits such as flood control,. 
saving lives and monéy. Sée page 4 for â dis- . : 
cussion of wetland functions, values and 
benefits.The NAWCC (Canada) publication 

also attect the wetland . In addition; some 
wetland values, such as . the .production of 
waterfowl; are inseparablè from . associated 



uplands. Conserving . wetlands requires an 
` understanding of how wetlands: function 
within the larger ecosystem, and. within . 
watersheds . Wetlarid conservation refers to 
activities that maintain the functions, val-
ues and bénéfits of Wetlands in a landscape 
context. 

, Wetland Mitigation and Sustainable 
Development , . 
Advocating , the -use. of .the, mitigation 
process to conserve wetlands fits squarely 
within the conservation paradigm of sus-
tainable development, a paradigm general-
ly accepted by government, industry and . 

. conservation groups both nationally and, 
internationally. The use of the mitigation 
process as a conservation tool is based on 

; the premise that -the environment and the 
economy are inextricably linked, and that a 
healthy environment. underpins a healthy 
economy in the. long term . It recognizes 
that some development is inevitable, and -
that many developments have important. 

. benefits to society. However, it .recognizes 
that we'tland conservation also has impor-
tant environmental, social, cultural - and- ecO- . 

,. norriic bënefits . Pressures td follow 
sustainable development precepts, to main-
min environmental, economic and social 
sustainabiüty in land use .decisions, will 
encourage compromises between individ-
ual and - collective interests over the long 
term : Single purpose interests, whether` 
wildlife, agriculture or development orient-
ed, are facing increasing difficulties operat-
ing in isolation* is social, economic and 
environmental awareness and pressures` 
mount. Awareness among governments, 
industry and communities of the ftill array 

4 of ecosystem and,.resource values at stake.' 
in land use decision-making adds suppôrt 
f6r negotiating the compromises required 
to sustain wetlands . 

The No Net Loss Principle 
One of the main policy approaches to wet-
land mitigation, which has been adopted 
by tht- . Canadian federal government, and 
other' . governments -and agencies â cross 
North America, and that . also fits the 
sustainable development paradigm, is the 
"no- net loss" principle. The no nét, loss 

principle acknowledges that wetland alter-
ations will continue to occur, some natural-
ly, and . soine through necessary and . 
beneficial human activities . However, given 
the importance of wetlands,: and the .fact 
that wetland losses have been so signifi-
cant in some parts of -the country, their . 
continued *loss cannot be supported: 
Therefore, unavoidable wetland losses or 
impairments should be balanced with wet- ~ 
land restoration, creation and enhance-
ment. . 

In- addition to demonstrating a balance 
between economic and environmental 
interests,.no net lôss is a~gôal tô reach for; 
one that is relatively simple to: understand, . 
theoretically tangible and measurable ; and . 
that also allows for flexibility. (For a more 
complete . discussion- of the no net loss . 
principle see Lynch-Stévvart .1992.) 

The principles and guidelines in this .paper 
were . developed within the context of 
understanding and supporting sustainable 
development and the ~no net loss principle. 
However, it must be . noted that the flexibil- . : 
ity inherent in - these approaches also 
allows . for situ ations in which absolute 
protection, or,â no lôss;principle, is appro-
priate, such as for, unique wetlands. In 
landscapes where wetland. loss has been 
extreme; a, net gain principle may underpin 
wëtland conservation activities . 

Wetland Functions and Values 

What are we, corlserving through wetland 
mitigation? "at is -it that we are prevent-
ing developments from affecting? What are 
we tryitfg to replace when developments 
do have a negative effect on wetlands? .- , 

The main goal of wetland conservation is 
to presérve wetland functions and values, 
and the-be neflts that derive from them . 
Wetland functions are the natural proper-
ties and-processes (physical, chemical and 
biological) of wetland ecosystems . Values 
are the . human-centred capabilities that 
derive from wetlands, often divided into 
science/information; aesthetic/recreation-
al, cultural/psychological, and -production, 
categories' ̀ Both functions. and- values . 
provide 'human benefits in the, form of 



products ; services or experiences. (See 
Table 1 .1)., .. ; 

Thérefoie, what is critical to a success ful 
mitigation process is : 
" determining the functions and values_ 

associated with wetlands; ' 
" determining the level at which the 

Wetland is performing these~functiôns; 
and : : . . 

" determining the. importance of these 
functions and values to people, as mea-
sured through benefits . 

In other words, mitigation should consider 
what functions a wetland is performing, at 

what level, and when, where, and to what or 
to whom . they are important. These become 
the objectives for mitigation measures, and 
-performance measures . for evaluating suç-
cess (NAWCC (Canada) 1998). 

Maintaining wetland functions is the key to 
maintaining values and benefits that flow ̀ 
from the functions. There are a number of 
accepted methodologies for: assessing 

wet-land functions. These. include the Ontario 
Wetland Evaluation System (Ontario 
Ministry -of Natural ~_Resources 1993), the 
NAWCC. (Canada)'s Wetland Evaluation , 
Guide (Bond et .41 . .1992), the use of a 

Table 1.1 
EXAMPLES OF WETLAND FUNCTIONS, VALUES AND BENEFITS 

Capabilities :.Functions . , Benefits: ., . 
Products, Services, Experiences 

Hydrological 
" Water storage ~ Flood control (lives saved, money saved) 
r Velocity reduction " Storm damage reduction 
" Groundwater recharge . ~ Erosion control 

Water Quality 
Nutrient removal '. ~ Contaminant reduction , 

" Toxicant removal _ ~ Clean water 
e ̀  Sediment removal " Health benefits 

Habitat 
" Plants ~ Hunting, fishing, bird watching . 
~ .Invertebrâtes _ 
" Fish, birds, mammals . 
" Water supply, feeding; covet 

Capabilities : Values 

Science/Information . . 
+ ' Specimens for research, zoos, botanic ~ . Greater understanding' of nature . 

gardens . 
Aesthetic/Recreàtionâl � 
+ . Opportunities for -photography, bird " Personal enjoyment :arid relaxation . ' 

watching; hiking, swi_m_rnin_g, hunting, " Direct economic benefits 
: fishing . , . 

Production 
Birds, fish, plants, soil supplements ~ Food . 

. " Tibré 
" Self-reliance for communities ̀ 

. . -Jobs/income . . . 

(Adapted from deGroot 1988, Filion 1988 arid NAWCC (Canada) 1998) , 



~ hydrogéomorphic approach, as well as a value of wetlands and their adjacent habi-
number of other methodologies. In tat. In Nôrth.Aiineriea �more than .60 million 
Canada, while we refer to and take guid-. people watch migratory birds and 3.2 niil- . 
ance from these .examples, we : have no , lion hunt waterfowl, generating over $20. 
single accepted functional assessment billion; annually . in economic activity. In 
and/or evaluation approach. . Canada, . . , the -1991 Survey . on tbè , 

Business and industry, in particular, need td 
Importance . of Wildlife .to Canadians 
(Filion et al. 199.1) estimated that $1 .2bil-

know how the functions and values are . lion was spent on recreational waterfowl- . 
established: They need access to the piocè- relatéd activities . such as 'hunting and 
dures, technology and the decision-making viewing. migcatory waterfowl:These expen-
framework and criteria ., For example, if . a , ditures contributed $1 .6 billion- to the -
developer knows how ân assessmentwould Gross Domestic Product, generated $694 . 
be carried . out and . âppliéd to a wetland : million. in government revenue from taxes, 
environment in â river system, it would be and :sustained 28,600 .jobs: Canada's fish= 
easier. to make decisions early about how to ; .. ; -eries resources' value has been estimated at 
move forward. This could help avoid con- . . approximatelv - $12 ~ billion annuallv . 
frontations and costly problems . There 
should be an 'accepted system in place that 

. takes the inyste,ry out of_ the process and 
allôws for advance planning . . 

Wetland values and .'benefits, that is, the 
importance ,of wetlands to people, Are: the 
currency that renders mitigation negotia-
tions and' processes understandable to. all 
parties. Whether these -values are present-, 
ed in hard financial terms; or as the basis of . 
benefits such as agricultural products, . 

' . flood control, water quality or, wildlife, it, is . 
critical to establish the nature of wetland 
functions and, where : possible,. use these . 
values as .the common ground. for initiating 
the process: Proponents are more récép-
rive to mitigation measures when ' they 
understand what- they are trying, to con-
serve.. -It is inevitable, that situations will 
arisé when there is a conflict between 
development and. wetland conservation, 
and only if people recognize .the benefits 
of .wetlands will there be a: real attempt to - 

.6 maintain environmental benefits in the 
face of development. . . " . 

(Anderson 1998). Approximately three-
quarters , of this may depend on wetland 
environments . 

However, there is a danger in using dollars 
as the, ônly yardstick for negotiating and . . 
making decisions. This approach engen-
ders coriipèting economic value scenarios, . 
dispûtés over figures . . and accusations, of 
false economies on all sides. Experience 
shows that economic and environmental 
benefits and opportunities satisfy an array 
of social needs. A Wetland assessment that 
determines both . functions and vâlues is ° 
key to the suçcèss of wetland mitigation, 
negotiations because it creates. a bridge . 
between economic and ecosystem values . 

Wetland functions are important to consid-
er iii another context. In a situation in 
which there is no, alternative to -a develop- . 
riiént going ahead and affecting -a wetland, 
the functions and values particular to that 
wetland. should lie prioritized . If some loss 
of wetland function.is inevitable, then deci-
sions will have to be -made as to what 
'effects can and will be minimized, and 

It is also important to make the point that . . what functions' will be . compensated. . 
wetland functions : . have significant eco- . These decisions will determine the r 
norriic benefits to people. Economic bene- ; 
fits derive directly from wetland products, 
tourism and recreation activities, 

. 
flood 

control or water purification, for. example. 
Whïle .thé state of economic ',valuation of 
wetlands . across Canada - is not -.well 
researched, the following . statistics, 
although riot all, attributable to wetlands, . . 
will-. demonstrate the magnitude .of - one 

extent and location of mitigation efforts. 
Determining priorities is an effort that will 
require the. science : involved in functional 
assessments, but. - also . an -understanding of 
local; regional, . provincial, territorial . and 
national . priorities and objectives . Ît is 
therefore essential that stakehôlders at all 
levels have the opportunity to participate . 
iri the. mitigation process. 



The purpôse . :of . establishing a mitigation 
process in the- event of a potential distur-
bance to a wetland .or wetland. ,system is 
the retention and continuation of the .func- . 
tions . of that system: The process is not 
intended .to determirie a .dôllar value for. . 
wetland functions in order to obtain a 
financiâl . settlement for that disturbance, -
This is .â.very thin line. to tread-'It is a l'irie . 
'that. is easy to cross: Our intention must be: 
and must remain the continuation of func-
tions in wetlând. ecosystems . . 

Defining. Wetland Mitigation 

The term "mitigation" is used, in different 
ways in different contexts and, in different ; 
policy documents. . Defnïing mitigation is 
more than a matter of semantics, or" of 
using. the most popular or common defini-
tion . Rather, the definition that' is chosen 
reflects â philosophical position or 
approach to wetland mitigation. Because of 
this, a considerable' amount :of time, and 
effort was spent exammimi g the definitions 

: in curreint- use, and -making a choice that. -
best, reflects . a preventive or proactive , 
approach to wetland conservation . 

Current Canadian usage: 
In Canada; there are a number of policy= 
related~ documents in which the terms "mit- . 
igatiorï" and "compensation" are -used. 
These include: ' 

1. fisheries and Oceans Canada Policy for 
the . Management of : Fish . Habitat/ 
Glossary (19.86) : . . 
Mitigation : Actionstakeri during the 

' planning, design, construction and oper-
ation of works -and* undertakings to alle-, 
viâte potential adverse ; effects, 'on the 
productive capacity of fish habitats . 

2. Implementation Strategy No . 2 : The 
Federal Policy on Wetland Conser-
viitiôn :(Govérnment of Canada 1991): 
[The federal government will] develop. . 

. guidelines to ensure -the mitigation of 
the impacts. of fedèrâl government activ-
ities affecting wetland functions and,- 

. where appropriate, develop compen-
satory measures:. : . 

3 . Natural Heritage Reorence 'Manual 
(draft) (Ontario Ministry of, Natural 
Resources in preparatiop)-' 
In the draft Natural Héritcige.Réferencé 
Manual, a technical support document 
being prepared to help interpret the' . 
1996 Provincial Policy Statement�miti= 
garion is defined . as : "Includes the pre-
vention, modification or alleviation of 
impacts On the natural environment. -. 
Also . includes any action with the intent . 
to enhance beneficial effects:' . 

4. A Guide to the Canadian Environ-
mentalAssessmentflct (Government of 
.Canada 1993): ~ 
Mitigation : : means the elimination, 
reduction or control of the `adverse 
'effects of the project; and includes resti-
tution for any damage to the environ-
mént -caused by such . effects through 
replacement, restoration, compensation 
or any other means. 

5 . Interim `Alberta Wetland Policy/ 
Glossary (Government ofEllberta 1994): 
Mitigation : The process of rectifying an : 
impact by repairing, rehabilitating or 
restoring the affected environment;,,or 
the process of -compensating for the 
impact by replacing or providing substi-
tute resources or environments . It can 
also be defined as the restoration, cre-
ation, or enhancement of wetlands to ' 

_ 'compensate for wetland losses âssociat-, 
ed with human .activities . 

6. . The Federal .Policy: on Wetland -
Cônservation: .Implementation Guide, 
'for - Federàl . Land . Managers 
(Government . of Canada : Lynch-Stewart 
et al: 1996):' "Development of no net 
loss (N1VL) directives should be guided 
by [the document entitled] JYo Net Loss., 
Implementing No Net Loss Goals to. 
Conserve Wetlands in Canada and -
should contain the following elements : . . 
" A . sequence ôf mitigation ~altenia- 

' . tives (e.g . . "avoidance" of impacts,- . 
"minimization"' of unavoidable 
impacts, . and "compensation" for . 
unavoidable impacts), with- criteria 
associated with each option ; 
Compensation requirements (i .e . 



related to function or area basis, type 
of wetland, geographic context, time 
frame), including definition of prior-
ities and criteria; , 
Compensation alternatives to 
restoration or, creation of, wetlands 
(direction on the. acceptability, of 
mitigation banking or non-wetland 

. creation activities " in working 
toward NNL goals) ; and 
Monitoring and maintenance. 
requirements ." . ' 

. 

U.S. Terminology::.. . 
There are some differences between 
Canada and the U.S in the way these terms 
are nsed . Some terms, such, as mitigation 
banking; have application in the U.S . but 
have no clear parallel in Canada. In much 
of 'the American: literature ; there is overlap 
between .the definitions of rimitigati'ori and 
compensation: As with some Canadian . 

Environmental Quality, except insofar as, 
it is described as item (5) in the .defini-
tion of -mitigation, above. The USFWS : 
Mitigation ljôlicy defines "compensa-, 
tion." (in the context of the Service) as 
"full, replacement of . . project-induced 
.losses to fish and wildlife, resources, pro-
vided such full réplacement: .'. [is] con-' . 
sistent with the appropriate mitigation 
planning -goal." - 

Mitigation banking plays â key role in wet-
land ; conservation in the U.S ., but thus far is' 
not.part of the Canadian conservation land-' 
scape. Mitigation banking is defined as the. 
creation, restoration or enhancement of. 
wetlands that will be, sold or exchanged to, 
compensate for future wetland losses 
incurred as .the result of development. 
Typically, the created, restored or enhanced' 
wetlands : .. are designated as a: bank. The 
value of the wetlands created, restored or, 
enhanced are quantified and assigned créd- 

usage, compensation is usually, considered its, which can be sold- or "withdrawn" to 

as a type of mitigation. 

Mitigation : as defined by the U.S. Council of 
Environmental Quality in the National 
Environmental Policy Act regulations, 
includes :, (1) avoiding the impact . alto-
gether by .not ~taking a .certain action or 
,parts of . an action; (2) minimizing 

by limiting. the or magni- impacts degree 
tude of the action and its implementa-
tion ;: (3) rectifying the . impact by . 
repairing, rehabilitating or restoring. the 
affected environment; (4) reducing or 
eliminating the . impact over time by 

. preservation -and maintenance, ôpera, 
tions during the life of the .action; and ~(5) 
compensating fqr the impact by replac-. 
ing or providing substitute resources or 
environments (as cited in 'U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife . Service Mitigation Policy ; 

o .. Govérnment of the United States 1981.) . . : ''Conservation is somewhat ambiguous: in 

The U.S . Fish arid Wildlife Service .(USFWS) this matter, but the Implementation Guide . 

Mitigation . Policy ̀.'supports and -adôpts makes very clear the fact that compensâ- 

. this definition of mitigation and considers tion .is part of.the mitigation process. The 

the specific elements , to represent the Guide to the Canadian Environmental 

desirable. sequence of steps in fhe mitiga= . Assessment Act; , the Interim Alberta . 

tion planning process:' - . Wetland Poliey, .and the U.S . Council of 

Compensation : The term is * not explicitly 
' defined by 'the U.S . .'Council -of . 

compensate for losses elsewhere: (Maish et . 
al : 1996). The USFWS :Mitigation Policy 
defines "mitigation banking" as "habitat pro-
tection .or improvement ' actions taken . 
expressly for the purpose of compensating 
for unavoidable lossés from specific futüre 
development actions:' 

Recommended definition : . 
The key distinction Uetwéèn the mitigation 
definitions is that some refer to mitigation 
and compensation as . two separate and dis- . 
tinct processes,. and some include comperi-
sation -as . .part of the mitigation. process. 
The two cases in which,. the terms appear . 
to be .separated are the federal Policy for . 
the Management of Fish Habitat and The . 
Manual of Implementation Guidelines . 
for . the . Ontario . . Wetlands Folic y 
Statement. The Federal Policy on Wetland 

Environmental Quality also mclude com-
pensation as part.of the mitigation process: 



The majority of these dôcuménts :support. , 
the concept of a single process with sever- . . 
al components, which is one reason to sup- , : 
port this view. More . importantly, it is the 
more recent documents, with the most . 
clearly defined terminology, that support 
this view. A third point is, if we are going 
to develop broad-based definitions for wet-
land, 

, 
: mitigation terminology, it_ makes sense 
that the dtfinitions be consistent-with the 
two key. federal positions- .- environmental 
assessment and wetland policy 

There is another. consideration. The two-
process approach emphasizes . mitigation, . 
being the reduction of impacts, and com-
pensation, being a variety of "replacement" 
options, but does not emphasize avoidance 
of impacts in the first place. If the key to 
wetland çônservatiôn is the prevention of , 
impacts, then . the. first priority must be to 
prevent_ developments affecting wetland. 
functions and.values. Accordingly, a defini-
tion of mitigation should. emphasize avoid- ' 
ance of impacts. 

For all these reasons, "mitigation" is used in 
this paper as follows, 

- Mitigation is a process for achieving 
wetland conservation through the appli-
cation .of a .hierarchical progression of 
alternatives,.which include: 

(â) avoidance of impacts; 
(b) minimization , of , unavoidable 

impacts; and 
(c) compensation for residual impacts 

that cannot be minimized. . . . , 

The one . drawback to. this definition/ . 
approach is_ that even though many 
pôliciés and other documents include ele-
ments of avoidance :and/or' cornpensation 
izndér, the umbrella of mitigation, many . 

will- not occur. Among the many uses of 
such a detailed discussion on this topic is 
its rôlé .in the education of all .concerned : 

The Mitigation Sequence 

, The sequence described below should be 
followed, if the .mitigation process is to be 
successful as a tool fôr wetland conserva-
tion (see Figure 1 .1) . In particular, the first 
two, steps of the sequence should not be 
skipped for the sake of expediency. The 
.steps . between each stage should be per- . 
ceived as huge barriers that are only to be 
breached in rare circumstances., 

The first. step,- avoidance, involves the 
prevention of impacts, either by,chôosing 
an. alternate project; alternate. design, or ' 
alternate site for : development. It. is the 
first, best choice of mitigation alternatives. : 
Because it involves prevention, the deci-
sion tô avoid a wetland or to redesign a 
project so that it does not .affect a wetland 
must be . taken very early in the planning 
process. It may be the most efficient, cost-
effective 'way ,of conserving wetlands'' . 
*because it. does not involve minimization, 
compensation or monitoring costs. It also 
avbids the uncertainty inherent in mini-. 
mization' or compensation activities that 
may not be, successful because of the relâ-
tively undeveloped . state . of the science. 
Avoidance is therefore particularly crucial 
for high quality/unique wetlands, and. .wet- . 
lands of . national .or international. impor-
tance. It should also be the choice in 
situations where cumulative impacts .iii a 
specific area exceed a certain threshold, 
and vvhere impacts of even ~a small magni-
tude will, result in significant* negative 
effects. . 

The next step, minimization, should only - 
be-taken once the decision has been made 
that a project., must proceed, that there are 
no reasonable alternatives to the project, 
and that there: are no reasonable alterna-
tives to locating the prôject .on â wetlatnd: 
Minimization involves the reduction of 
adverse effects of` development on the 
functions and values of wetlands, at all pro- . 
jéct stages (including planning ; design, 
.implementation and monitoring), to the 

people appear to instinctively think of 
"rnitigation" and "minimization" as . being 
the same . However, it is important to pro-
mote the message and encourage people . 
;to understand that mitigation contains a , 
' hierarchy of choices; the first always being . 
avoidance. It is not easy to get people to 
change their way of. thinking, to approach 
conservation as prevention, rather than fix-- 
ing a problem. However, without guidance . 
in this direction, the. change in approach' smallest practicable degree.: 



Compensation is the last resort in the 
mitigation process, an indication of failure 
in the two earlier steps. It should only be ' 
considered for residual effects that were 
impossible to minimize . Compensation 
refers to a variety of alternatives that 
attempt to "make up for" the imavoidable 
loss of or damage to wetland -functions and 
values, usually by improving wetlands off-
site from the development. Preferred meth-
ods include restoration and enhancement 
of wetlands, although the creation of a new. 

wetland would 'also be .* a ..potential 
compensation .method. Securement of a 
wetlaüd alone would not normally be con-: . 
sidered adequate compensation because it 
would not result in the replacement of lost 
or damaged wetland functions; but only in 
the protection of an existing wetland. 
However, there 'may be situationS in which 
a combination of securement and other 
compensatory measures may be appropri-
ate. Compensation may also include, . but 
should . not be limited to ; the financing of 

Figure 1.1 . . 
DIAGRAM OF THE MITIGAT10N 

SEQUENCE 



wetland-related activities such as research mine success. or failure of minim_izâtion 
and education.' . . and .compensation.efforts sô we can learn 

In the' past there has .been . a tendency_ on - from our: mistakes: In any mitigation pack- 
age that is negotiated, monitoring must be 

the part of both government and. industry . included within both minimization and 
to take the expedient. route and go straight . ' 

compensation activities. Monitoring costs' 
to compensation rather than deal with should also be factored in to project costs, 
potential' impacts in the .design stage or. . 
through avoidance-. Large developers may . 
prefer to pay for functional losses with a 1,3 Mitigation Principles, 
cash settlement or technological "quick 
fix:" For example, it may be easier to pay for ' A clear set of broadly. applicable principles 
a fish hatchery rather than prevent or min- - is required . for . wetland initigation in 
imize damage *to a spawning habitat. It is . "Canada. Principles, which embody "fundâ-
often in the company' s bést iinterest to find mental truths," give: an underpinning phi-
a quick solution,. write off costs, and pro- lôsophy or perspective. They should be 
céed with the project. . However, ènvirôn-- . . broadly applicâble in all situations, and for 
mental impaipts are seldom resolved by this . . . . the purposes of this paper, shoiild be . 
approach ., national in scope. Sixteen such principles . .~ 

Mitigatiôn banking is a compensation alter-, 
nâtive in the . U.S ., although not, so far, in 
Canada . However, inevitably any discussion 
About mitigation raises the question of 
whetheL mitigation banking has â role to 
play. Historically, the U.S : experience has 
not been very positive, fir a number of rea-
sons (see discussion in Loftus and Mansell 

, 1998). Mitigation banking does allow _for 
some flexibility; and it also Allows. for .com-
pensâtion .dollars . to : go to priority sites: 
Hôwever, it cari . also encouragè . à. "çom-
modity" approach to conservation wherein 
wetlands, ace traded for cash . Perhaps more 

' importantly, it .places . einphasis on com-
pensation rather -than avoidance or. mini= . . 
mization, and allows the mitigation process 
to be circumvented . For these reasons, it is . 
recommended that mitigatiôn banking às it 
is conventionally defined, does not become 
part of mitigation in Canada . As an alternâ-
tive, advance planning that identifies . 
priority wetland areas and directs çompen-
satory funding to these . areas, is récom- 

' mended : 

It should also be noted that the science 
supporting somè aspects of wetland miti-
gation, in Canada is not well developed, arid 
contains a. degree of uncertainty and inher-
ent risk, particularly as :it relates to wetland 
replacement and creation . Because of this, 
monitoring is an integral part 'of mitigation . 
While not strictly a stage of the mitigAtion 
process, monitoring must_occur to deter- 

are listed bélow. 

Wetlands are. one of the most produc-
tive. : ecosystems on earth, .and are . an 
integral component of Canada's larid-, 
scapes, providing :significant environ-
mental, social, cultural and . economic 
benefits:These benefits make wetlands 
â priority for conservation efforts. 

2. Canada lias a leadership role to. play in . 
the conservation of wetlands . The 
NAWCC (Canada) has a facilitation and' 

..coordination - role in providing guid-
ance to all levels of government and. 
the private sector in delivering wet- . 

` laind conservation . 

Mitigation.is â component of a broader 
approach to wetland conservation that 
should include policy, advance plan-
ning, protection, environmental assess-
ment, stewardship, wetland inventory . 
and monitoring, and .research. 

Mitigation.-is a process,. which should 
begin, with avoidance, , proceed 
through minimization only - if avoid-
ance is not possible, and consider. com-
pensation only, as â last resort. 

The mitigation process and appropri-
ate mitigation in easures should :be 
applied to all-stages 6f a project: from 
planning,.-. . -siting, And designing, 
through impleméntation and monitor- 
ing. . , . . . 

3 . 
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6.. Wetland mitigation policies -and 
actions should be consistent with the 
goals of Canada's national and.intefna-. 
tional conservation agreements .includ-
ing the World Conservation Strategy, 
.the- Convention on Biological . 
Diversity, ând the Convention . on 
Wetlands of International . Importance 
(Râcnsar 1999) . 

7. Mitigation should be consistent -with . 
local policies, legislation and stan- 

' dârds; and flexible enough to address 
social, . economic and environmental 
variability across Canada . This is most 
likely'to be achieved with the .pârtici-, 
pation of all stakéholders . . 

8. . Mitigation must be sustainable from an 
environmental, .social , and economic 
perspective. 

9. Policies, guidelines :and ; .procedures . 
should be applied in a consistent and 
equitable manner with respect to all sec- . 
tors, levels of government and interests. 

10 . Wetland conservation through the. mit-
igation .process sh.oiild'be.planned on . 
an ecosystem basis and in a landscape 
context to minimize risks to the diver- : 
sity and integrity of wetland-supported* 
ecosystems, and. to enable considera-
tion of cumulative and downstream 
effects. 

12 

11 . Sustaining .the full range of we.tland . 
functions, and values is the primary 

' focus, of mitigation processes. 

12 . Measures undertaken to restore or " 
replace wetland functions and values 
should be ecologically sound and sup-
ported by the. best available scientific 
information. 

13 . Monitoring should be considered an . 
essential component of wetland miti-
gatiôn efforts. It is required to ensure 
that : . . . . 

" mitigation measures 'are implement-
ed in accordance with approved 
designs; 

" the effectiveness of the measures is 
assessed ; and 

~ - contingency measures are in place, 
should the measures not achieve 

. the design objective. 

14 . The. mitigation process must .be trans= 
parent, accessible, timely and efficient. 
Mitigation solutions should be reason-
able - cost effectiveness shôuld :be. :a' 
consideration in negotiating mitigation 
packages . . 

. . . . . 

15 . There is : .a need , for change . in 
Canadians' perception of wetlands. 
Public awareness of wetland functions 
And values and the benefits they pro-
vide to society will- be. key to encour-
aging community support for 
mitigation measures. . 

16 . No one group should be : expected -to 
bear the entire, burden of .policy déci-
sions . regarding .mitigation. There must . 
be .some consideration of what consti-
tutes an equitable- sharing of costs 
among, for example,,proponents of the . 
development, beneficiaries of the devel-
opment, and the* beneficiaries of wetland 

. -conservation in general, i.é ."society." ' : 

1 .4 Mitigation ~GuideNnes : 
A set ofguidelines is the foundation of a . 
conceptual model for wetlAnd mitigation, 

. in Canada . .~Guidélines help by giving, 
advice, directing the process, and prôvid-
ing.a conceptual framework. . 

Avoidance Guidelines 

Avoiding the impacts of developments on 
wetlands is the most efficient and effective 
mitigation strategy. It is, also the simplest 
and .most .straightforward to understand. 

, For this reason, even though avoidance Is 
the most favoured choice Among the alter-
natives, it has the least space in this docu- . 
ment.Accordingly, foixr guidelines to direct 
when avoidance is the appropriate choice 
follow: . . . 

1 . 

2 . 

Avoidance . should always be consid= . 
ered, as the first alternative for any 
development that could potentially 
affect a wetland. 

Avoidance should ~be the only choice 
where the wetland concerned is of 
regional, provincial, territorial, national 
or intèrnational significance . 



3. . Avoidance should be - :the choice in 
areas. where wetland losses of a large 
magnitude have already occurred, or 
where cumulative losses have already . 
reached the point where losses of a 
small magnitude will have a significant 
effect . ` 

4. In cases where effects on a wetland 
are such that losses of values and ben-
efits -are : significant, and where mini- . 
mization cannot . ameliorate . 'these . 

. . effects, development should be, avoid= 
ed. . . . . : 

Minimization Guidelines 

There .will be some cases in which devel-
opments on wetlands . cannot be avoided 
entirely, and in such cases effects should be 
minimized to the greatest extent possible . . . 
The: following 10 guidelines are proposed 
to determine minimization procedures and . 
measures : 

1 . - National, mitigation guidelines should 
be, adapted ' to suit specific require-
merits in different regions ,or ;sectors :, 
Detailed mitigation . standards and pro-
cedures for some activities, have been_ 
developed by industry and: govern-
ment, and are being applied in progres-
sive : industries. to guide . operations . _ 
More work is . needed to refine guide-
lines.for sectbral activities and to devel-
op innovative mitigation téchnology. 

2. . Procedures and techniques should be 
based oil sound ecological principles 
and the best science available. 

y3_ . . Proven measures . are preferred over, 
new or experimental techniques . New 
and experimental approaches should . 
only bé .considered where . proven ' 
techniques cannot be applied satisfac-
torily. They' 'should, however, be car-
ried out on a pilot basis and monitored 
to assess effectiveness. 

4. Monitoring is required to evaluate the 
outcome of mitigation applications . 
The .cost of monitoring should be fac-
tored- in to any mitigation process. 

5. An iterative or adaptive, approach, 
, should 'be taken to' improve knowl- 

edge and effeçtiveness .of mitigation 
measures over' time . 

6. Procedures, technôlhgies and applica-
tions should have some flexibility . to 
address local concerns and conditions . 

7: Minimization. techniques should ..take 
natural succession into. account, and 
should provide for environmental vari-
ability over time: : , . 

8: Minimization measures ~ should remain 
functional as long . .as , the, project ̀ has 
reasonable potential to impact the 
environment. ' 

9. Small-scale measures that :can help 
control cumulative wetland losses 
should be implemented. 

10 . Incentives should be used to encour-
age the adoption and use of mitigation 
technologies in industry, governments 
and. among private landowners ., 

Compensation Guidelines 

Although compensatiôri is the last resort in 
the mitigation process, inevitably there will . 
be, cases iii which developments will, go 
ahead on . wetlands, and minimization . 
efforts will be insufficient . In these cases; 
the following ,12 guidelines are proposed 
to determine âppropriate çompensâtion : 

'1 . _ Compensation requirements -should 
be determined on a case-by-case basis, 

. and should be prioritized ; based. Oil 
function/functional area ; type of wet-
land, geographic . context . and time 
frâme, etc . : ' . 

creation of replacement; wetlands. 

Functional losses should be restored in 

2 . The preferred method of compensa-
tiori for wetland functions is . restora- . 
tiôn or enhancement of other 
degradëd wetland habitats, and then 

3 . 
the following order of priority : 
" on-site, 

. . 

" as close to' the site as possible, 
~ in the same ecosystem. 

4. Functiorial losses should be restored 
first in the 'same wetland type , or sec- 



5 . Compensation ratios'are justified -based 
on the inherent uncertainty of replac-
ing the- loss ,of wetland functions. Ratios 
may be. greater than 1:1 (wetland 
restored/recreated to Wetland lost), . 
depending on the degree of uncertain-, 
ty with respect* to replacement of the 
lost functions. Compensation ratios 
should be negotiated both for wetlands 
directly impacted by the development; 
i..e . within the development "footprint," 
and for those areas indirectly affected . 

G.. ComperiSâtion for impacts on .;the 
social and cultural values of wetlands 
may inçlude, but should not be restrict- 
ed to, . financial compensation, to be 
used for, activities appropriate .to the 
site.'Ibese may include building public 
access facilities and . interpretive 
centres, developing public, education 
materials, or conducting research . 
Financial compensation should only 
be considered, as -an option . if ~ the 
restoration/enhancement/creation of a, 
wetland will not replace the lost social 
and cultural values. Financial compen= 
sation should be established on â 
project-by-project basis. In fact, com- 
pensatiQn does not have to involve an 
exchange of .dollars. . 

7. The cost .of physical replacement and 
societal value can provide a basis for 
estimating . financial compensation . 
where such compensation is appropri- 
ate. 

8. Compensation measures should have 
at least as much resilience to environ- 

11 . An iterative approach; based on scien-
tific evaluation, is needed to improve 
the . reliability and performance of 
compensation measures . Adaptive 
approaches , . should .be designed to 
reduce uncertainty, with .,respect to 

: mitigation options. 

12 . .The science supporting, wetland com-
pensation in Canada is riot well, devél-. 
oped . and contains a :degree of 
uncertainty and ,: inherent risk . 
However, the fact that this science is 
still developing, should not prevent . . 
decisiôns being made, based . on the ., 
best science available .. 

mental change as the habitat, they 
_ replace. They . should remain effective - 
throughout the lifetime of the project 
and' beyond. 

9. Compensation requires monitoring- , 
the the outcome of measures undertaken 
to replace or restôre wetland ̀ func= 
tions.: The monitoring process should 
be transparent and accessible to the 
public. - . " 

10 . Proponents should demonstrate the 
efficiency . and, effectiveness of com- 
pensation measures in terms of replac= . 
ing wetland functions: 



he following case studies .illus- 
° .trate a range of projects, from . ' 

small to large -and from coast to : 
coast, all of which -affected wet- . 

lands to a greater or lesser degree . In each 
case , a different process -was used to deter-
mine what mitigation measures would be 
tâken.Therè are lessons to be learned from -
the positive .results that were achieved in 
these cases, but .there is also much .to be 
learned from our mistakes ,- 'from process 
es .that were not effective, and from results 
that were~less than successful, 



2.1 Canadian Museum of 
Nature Ay lmer Consolidation 
Facility: Important Lessons 
About Applying the Federal 
Policy on Wetiand 
Conservation . 

- Pauline Lynch-Stewart 

The Canadian Museum . of Nature 
Consolidation Facility atAylmer, Quebec was 
one of the first major federal projects . to 
apply the Federal Policy . on Wetland 
Conservation (Government of Canada 
1991). As such, the experience offers â num-
ber of lessons about the importance of early 
identification of wetlands on potential pro-
ject sites, about the value of understanding 

the requirements of the Policy ; and about . 
practical implementation of Policy ; objec-
tives and guidelines . .This cAse study tells a . 
story about how project proponents - who 
.thought _they were "proceeding .by the 
book" - were plunged. into a heated, year- . 
long public çontrovérsy that threatened to . 
halt .the project after construction had start-
ed: Museum executives, currently pursuing a~ 
long=term stewardship plan for the, site and 
adjacent- wetland area, are 

for 
to 

turn the one=time crisis into a model for 
managing' a large wetland property. . 

Majo'r Parties ~ 

:" 
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Public Works and Government Services 
Canada - Puichased, in consultation 
With the National Capital, Commission ; 
the property in Aylmer, Quebec ; which 
would be later proposed as the site for 
the Canadian Museum of Nature 
Consolidation Facilïty; acted.: as project 
proponent or "résponsible authority" for 
the environmental assessments. 
National Capital . . Commission 
Conducted, initial assessments for the . 
purchase arid planning of the property. 
Canadian Museum of Nature - Initiated 
the project, although . Public Works and 
Government Services Canada acted pri-
marily as. project proponent or 'respon-
sible authority" for the environmental 
assessments. 
Environment Canada - Quebec Region 
- Provided expert advice on the, envi-
ronmental . assessment of the project,, 

and on . the interpretation and applica-
tion of the Federal Policy on . Wetland. 
Conservation . . 
Environment- Canada -'Headquarters 
- Provided expert advice on the envi-
ronmental assessment of . the project; 
and on the inte.rpretatiori and applica= 
tion of the .Federal Policy on Wétland . 
Conservation : 

Background/Issue . 

In . the 1980s, the Canadian Museum . of 
Nature initiated a . strategy . to consolidate 
their administrative functions -and speci-. . 
men collections = located in 11 buildings 
scattered throughout . the National . Capital . 
Region .- in one state-of-the-art facility. . 
Public viewing ::ôf the collection . would 
remain .in the .Victoria Memorial Museum 
Building, located in central Ottawa, Ontario. 

In consultation with .the National Capital 
~ Commission ("the Commission"), Public 
Works and, Government ~ Services Canada 
'("Public Works") acquired in 1990 a 73-ha 
property at 1740 - 1770 Pink Road iii the_ 
City ofÂylmer, Quebec.That property would, 
constitute thè federal government's main 
site for future development in the ' muriici-
pality, accommodating facilities for §cientifiq 
research. The acquisition was .made on the; 
basis of a:"pirchase property assessment:" 

Museum administrators evaluated a num= 
ber.of options for consolidating théir.oper-
ations :~ They considered converting 'an 
existing building at 1770, Pink . Road,, and ~ 
concluded that a new facility was needed 
to meet the high standards required for: 
security. and scientific reasons. The 

. Museum - considered constructing a'new, 
facility on the site of the Victoria Memorial 
Museum Building, or on a vacant lot near to 

: the Victoria Building, or 
. 
6n-'site on the Pink 

Road property. The latter proved to .have 
the most favourable advantage=cost ratio. . 

In 1993, the Commission reported its 
Assessment of Development P6tential on 
the 73-ha Pink ,Road property, concluding 
that the: area "includes no geological, plant, ̀ 
animal or heritage- resources enjoying spe=~ 
cial- protected status under any federal, : 
provincial, regional or municipal jurisdic-' 



tiôn :' It' also : indicated .that "The proper= be considered in the project's future 
ty . . .is differentiated from its surroundings phases . The Museum hired consultants to 
by the extent of its forest cover, which is _ prepare an environmental screening rèport 
-highly advantageous for development pur- under the EnvironmentalAsséssment and ' 
poses, in terms of the establishment of Review Process Guidelines Order. 
buffer zones and screens. of vegetation . . 
Further, it noted . that development was The environmental screening .report 

Limited . 
d 

(Tacques Whitford Environment prohibitéd along the creek âs the .lan was 
subject to flooding; and that "the pôor' 1995) was submitted to ., the Museum's 

drainage conditions characterizing much managers in February 1995.The report did . 

of the site will give rise to additional build- . . not indicate that the site was primarily wet-

ing costs:' The report identified two envi- ' land . .It identified two environmental fea- _ 

ronmerital constraints on the site : soil 
tures - of most . concern: potential 
contamination of 'soils . and, groundwater; .contaminated by chlorinated hydrocarbon. .contaminated 

compounds;. and . municipal restrictions .* ~?d the preseriçe ôf . the Midland Chorus 
con-prohibiting development in the, area bor= 

Frôg and Clinton's Fern, both species eon-

defing the creek in the northeastern part. , . . .sideréd rare in the Province of Quebec.The 

of the sife . report concluded that, with implexrienta- . 
tibn of the recommended mitigation mea-

The.Assessment recommended that the 73- sures, all of the potentially adverse impacts. 
ha property be subdivided into 43 parcels could be mitigated. The report also reçom-
of land; siix of which would be used for the, mended a more detailed environmental . 
Museum's Consolidation Facility It directed . screening of the. project at the final design 
Public Works to prepare a master plan, for stage. ' . 
the site and to' . subsequently! develop the 

The 'Canadian Lçnvironmental Assess- -Museum lots ; followed by disposal of the' .' 
men[ January flct was. proclaimed in 1995 : . periphera1 IotS ..The Assessment nôted that 

Public Works would then "be able to take The Museum decided that it would comply 

advantage. of the momentum thereby gen- with .the spirit of the Act for subsequent 

eratéd (with the development of a presti- , ` assessments of the proposed Consolidation' 

gious facility) - and the resulting rise in ~ Facility, although the- Museum is,_an inde-

property values :' penderit Crown Côrporation , and not, 
bound to comply with the Act. Later, feder-

In 1993, ,on the basis of supplementary al legal advisors concluded that Public 
géotechnical studies, . the Museum and Works, as the property ôwner,,should be 
Public Works agreed that â 17-ha site, on the considered the responsible authority for 
:western side of the . Pink. Road property , _the environmental screening, and that the. ~ 
would be appropriate for the project and 
that the Consolidation Facility would be 
located . on . the southernmost .part. In 
October 1994, Public Works informed the' 
Museum ôf its intention to transfer custody 
of the 17-ha site to them: As one of the.con-
ditions of,, land-use approval, the . . 
Commission . required. that project propos- 
als. for the Pink Road' property be accom-
panied by an environmental assessment . 

Aproach~ to Mitigatiôn - 

Environmental Screening under the 
Environmental Assessment and 
Review Process Guidelines Order 
In 1994, the Museum proceeded to deter-' 
miné the environmental factors that should 

transfer of the property frorn Public Works 
to the Canadian Museum of Nature "trig-. 
gered" the . Canadian . Environmental 
AsséssmentAçt: 

Environmental ~Screening under the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment ` 
Act . 
In Spring 1995, the Museum awarded : a 
contract for construction of the building. 
The contractor would'rent the building to -
the Museum on a long-term basis.Thecon-
trac'tor. made changes to the initial plans for 
the Consolidation Facility, based on the 
environmental screening report completed 
under the Guidelines Order: These 

. changes included : moving-the , building 45 



metres toward the north of the site,,,, 
redesigning the fire route and parking lots 
to respect a sensitive zone, and rriodifyirig 
-the landscape design to keep more natural 
vegetation . The contractor planned to initi-
ate an environmental assessment . of the . 
project under the Canadian Environ-
mental AssessmentAçt in July 1995 . 

Public Concerns 
In April 1995~, controversy over the. use. of 
the Aylmer site heated up, and continued for . 
almost a year. During this .period ,the 
Museum took 113 inedia . hits - 110 nega-
tive . and only three positive -. mostly 

. regional coverage, some national- and one 
international . A local wetland expert identi- . 
tied the site as at least 80% wetland'as ~indi-
càtéd .by vegetation and the presence of 
peat; and referred to surflciâl geology maps 
that confirmed that organic. deposits cov-
ered niost of the property. . (Dugal 1995)`` 
Other citizens and organizations expressed 
their. çoricerns about the' project . at a meet-
ing in July.- 1995, including the Sierra 
Defence : Fund, the Canadian -Coalition for 
Biodiversity and the . Ottawa Tield 

` Naturalists . They raised concerns about the' 
considerable biodiversity of the site, the 
presence of species=at-risk, the potential loss 
of wetlands and the perceived contraven-
tion . of the Federal Pôlicy on Wetland 
Conservation. They pointed out the con-
flict between the Miiseum's mission .as 
"champion of nature". and, its decisions on' 
the .project. Participants- wanted to know 
why the; Museum apparently . had not 
known from the outset . that there were wet-
lands on the. property, and urged them to 
find an alternative site for the Consolidation 

18 Facility. . -Newspapers ran headlines: 
"Canadian Museum of Nature plans to clear 
Crown forest to build.a new place to study 
nature and wildlife" ând "Comedy of errors ." . 
The project' .- which Museum 'personnel 
believed to be well underway and well- . 
planned - became a major controversy in 
the Ottawa .area and the topic of discussion 
among the highest placed -individuals in. the 
federal government . 

In November 1995, the construction firm 
completed . its . Bnvironmental Screening 
Report (Pigamon Inc. 1995) . under the 

Canadian EnvironmentalAssessmentAct . 
That report benefited from consultations 
in late July 1995, with Environment Canada 
=. Quebec Region, concerning the identifi-', . 
catiôn,of-wetlands on the property, and the , 
interpretation and implementation of the. 
Federal Policy . .on- Wetland Conservation .; 
It also drew on~a comprehensive biological: 

~ inventbry . coinductéd by the . Museum in , 
the . summer .of 1995 ; which confirmed a 
high diversity of about 340 vascular plants 
on site, and, noted the presence of . the 
regionally significant Slashed Avens. 

The Screening Report stated that "a central 
aspect. of the planning of this project con-
cérns'the application of the Federal Policy 
on Wetland. Conservation ;' noting, that 
approximately 15 ha. of the-17-ha site were 
occupied by wetlands . It ,concluded that : 
the project should proceed with mitigation . 
measures, noting : 

. .0 "The construction , of the building will' 
,probably stimulate the local and region-
al economy and its presence on the ter-, 
iritory of the City ofAylmer will improve' 
its tax base . 

" - "The functions of this wetlând . do not' 
have a significant role in the ecosystem, 
nor in the economy: On the other: hand, 
wé estimate that some of the wetland's, 
functions will be ..impacted by the real-, 
ization of .this project. The perched; 
groundwater table will be lowered down : 
and some threatened species may sup-
port an increased stress . Consequently, 
targeted . mitigation. measures are! 
required!' . 

Creation, maintenance . and monitoring 

The Screening Report recommended miti-
gation and monitoring measures ..to protect 
wetland functions during project construc-" 
tion . and operation phases, including: 

Construction of'.a,watertight service pit 
for refùeling . . . 

" Use of piezometers placed at vulnerable -
locations to measure changes in water, 
level 

". Vegetation monitoring'. 
" Protection and regular verification of 

the habitat. of the Midland Chorus Frog 
" Prohibiting . use of pesticides and de-. 

icing salt 
" 

of a~ retention swale 



Further, to compensate fôi the 'loss. of 4 ha 
.of wetland caused by.thé construction of 
the building,.the Screening, recom-
mended: . 
" . Stewardship conservation .of the resid-

ual wetland in. the northern part of . the= 
ITha property ; and 
-`That the -museum solicit from . Public 
Works a transfer of the .balance of the 
73.3-ha federal property at 17.70 Pink 
Road, to ,iritégrate it with the wetland to 
the north- (of the building) in one man-
aged . holding, and to develop, a'conser-
vation program to- include scientific and 
public awareness activities, including 
research on wetland ecosystems . : 

Public Works, as the responsible authority 
for. the assessment, accepted -the Screening 
Report. Clearing and construction 'of the 
Consolidation Facility commenced. on the 
Pink Road site in mid-Decembér. 1995 . 

Independent Panel Review of the . 
Environmental Screening 
In February 1996, the new Minister of 
Canadian Heritage'. threatened to 

- 
alt the 

project and called fôr- an *independent . 
panel of Dr. . Husain Sadar and David 
Cressman to review environmental screen-
ing documents pertaining . to, the 
Consolidation Facility. 

r1 few days, later, .Sadâr and Çressman 
(1996) reported: 

-"Basically at issue is whether the (envi-
roninéntal screening) report's coriclu-, 
sion.that .iesiduâl impacts can defensibly 
be rated as ̀ not=significant' (afrer ~mitiga-
tion/compensation . have been imple-
mented) can. be , justified. If this. . is the 
case, then the project can proceed with-
out having to move to the next stage of 
environmental assessment, . i.e . a com-
prehensive study. . 

In their assessment of strengths and weak- . 
nesses of the screening doçumént, Sadar 
and Cressman looked at the "Adequacy, rel-
evance and, effectiveness of mitigation 
measures :' They wrote: , 

"It is .perféçtly . clear that the (proposed. 
project) impacts on the Federal Policy 
on Wetland Conservation . At least.4 ha 
of wetland will be displaced and more 

_ may :suffer adverse impact over time : 
From a. policy, . perspective . this is not 
problematic. The policy clearly. allows 
.for : ~ 

" No net loss of. wetland functions 
" . Mitigation of the. impacts 

. ~ Where appropriate, çompénsatory.. mea-
suies. . 

"The key question is whether or not the 
(suggested Compensation) constitutes a 
valid Compensation for the loss of at 
least ,4 ha of wetlarid.T'he lands in ques-
tion are already wetlands . Since they are- . 
owned by the government they are also'-
subject to the federal wetland polic 
and thus -.'protected' for the lotig.-term. 
Handing long term control 'over to the 
CMN does not effectively replace the -
lost wetlands . It merely changes man-
agers. . ." 

. . 

Sadar and Cressman concluded that : 

"It was a principal finding of the review 
that the loss of. at least 4 ha of wetland 
on land owned by the federal govern-
merit (which invokes provisions of the 
Federal Policy on Wetland Conserva-
tion) should require a higher degree of 
Compensation thâxi allôwèd for in the 
Screening Report. Whatever, the degree 
of compensation there needs to be a 
public commitment . on the. part of. the 
federal government to undertake --the 
necessary compensation :' : 

Sadar and Cressman recommended that 
"We have determined that this conclu= ' the project be completed as planned; and 
sion is reasonably sound but have idén- that Additional steps be taken to strengthen 
tified . several issues on the _ impact, . . the mitigation . measures . To fully comply 
analysis which can and should - be with the "no net loss" provision of, the fed-
addressed. in order to minimize enviion- eral wetland policy and to accommodate 
mental impacts and further respond to the, uncertainties in the predictions of 
the- expressed concerns of envirôninen- . . impact on groundwater systems in the wet-
tal interest groups :' . land around the margins -of the building 



site, . Sadar : and Cressman recommended 
that : 

The government consider restoring for-
mer wetlands or. construct new wet-
lands on federal lands as near the site as 
possible on A replacement ratio of : at 
least 2:1 . . 

Further, they recommended that . the 
Museum: 
" "Should move quickly. to have the resi-

dential segments of the 1770 Pink Road 
féderal property transferred to its con-
trol and initiate preparation of the stew-
ardship program on both properties, , 

" "Should consider developing :coopera-
tive programs with the National Capital 
Cornmission, regional .and municipal 
.governments, area schools . and public, 
interest groups for promoting scientific 
research and . educâtional activities. to` 
make good use of the natural heritage of 
the wetlands in the stewardship proa 
gram; arid 

. "To strengthen the. effectiveness of the 
environmental inspection role ' and to 
offer a credible third. . party overview . of 
impact monitoring, we also recommend 
specific ways of clarifying the inspec-
tor's authority. In addition we recom-
mend the establishment . of an 
independent panel of experts to over-
see effective execution of ,the monitor-
ing. program and to assist . in i the . 
development of the wetland steward= 

' ship- program.", 
. 

Process for Implementing 
Mitigation and Results 

i Minimization of On-site Impacts 
20 ,The Minister of Canadian Heritage accept-

ed the recommendations of the Sadàr-
Cressman Report . in' February 1996 . 
Construction of the. Consolidation facility 

. continued through 1996 and'was complet-
ed by the Spring of 199'1. 

ommendations on additional actions > 
and . monitoring activities to Museum 1; 
management, arid had the autlhôrity to,; 
issue work stoppages if. serious. contra-': 
véntioins were observed . 

Also consistent with the . Sâdar-Cressiian ; 
Report recommendations, the Canadian,; 
Heritage Advisory Panel was established in, 
1996 to monitor the .work of the building' 
-contractor, the environmental auditor and, 
progress on'the stewardship program and, ; 
the .wétland compensation program: The' 
Panel submitted. its final report ' in March, _ 
1997 to the Minister of Canadian Heritage, 
concluding, that the mitigation measures 
applied during building construction were ' 
generally in line with those recommeinded, ; 
and that they Produced good .results :(Sadar. , . 

, and Seri ecal 1997). The Panel encouraged' . 
the Museum's efforts to prepare a .steward-, 
ship plan for: the Pink Road site, and to' 
.prepare criteria for selecting a wetland, ;_ . 
compensation site . ' , 

Museum staff .initiated a monitoring pro-' ; 
gram .in 1998; to continue monitoring the < 
impact of the building on the- local hydrol- ;; 
ôgy, watèr quality, and to expand coverage , 
of biological and hydrôgeological data to' 
the entire ` 73-ha :Pink Road property. : : . 
Preliminary results of the; hydrological , . 
monitoring show ~ that high volumes of ' , 
water continue` to drain from the water 
table in the immediate area of the building ̀ 
into the ditch along Pink Road . The 
.Museum is applying supplementary mitiga--; 
tion mèasures . to stem the flow, and con- ; 
tinues hydrogeological assessments to ; . 
better understand the ecology of the site . '' 
Thus far, the wetland occupying the north-
ern half of the'property seems unaffected' 
by the construction of the fâéility. ' ; 

Looking back on the project in 1999, the, 
auditor : . made the, following comments ' 
.about . what did and did not work with, 
respect to specific . mitigation measures 
(Haber pers : comm.) : , " As , recommended by the - Sadar= 

Cressman Report, the Museum retained 
an environmental ,auditor to ensure 
compliance with . the environmental 

` aims of the. Museum and the builder. 
The environmental auditor provided 
advice on . site: management, made rec- . 

Clinton's . Fern plants were not traris=, 
planted because construction :began, 
late in the year. A remnant .woodlot was ; 
preserved on-site. to preserve a few of' 
the ferns. Loss of Clinton's Fern on the 



: construction site was balanced by the experts to advise 'on stewardship of-the 73-
abundance of the rare Fern in the north-. . ha Pink :Road' property. Comprised of 'nine 
ern wbodlands that were. not directly participarits representing 'a range .of .inter-
impaçtèd,by the-construction . ests in . use and conservation, the Round . 

" Natural areas adjacent to the construc- . Table .submitted their Environmental 
tion site were protected by fences, but Stewardship Plan (Canadian Museum of 
still suffered damage due to wind throw Nature Stewardship Plan Round Table 
and exposure . These factors . have drasti- 1997) to, the, Museum in November 1998 . . 
cally altered the remnant woodlot as a The Plan recommended the following to 
suitable habitat for the, Clinton's Fern . the Museum's Board of Directors: a defini- . 
The site lost most of its, trées; and was tion of environmental stewardship; a vision 
replanted with young cedars to provide statement for the site, guiding principles , 
shade .. for , the ferns. : Hôweyer; wind for planning and management, use of site 
throw and exposure to sunlight resulted zories,. an ecological -inventory.'interpreta-
in the degradation of the site, ïncluding . tiôn, education and cominunications .pro- . 
a tremendous influx of weeds that'âre grams, partnerships for stewardship, 
ôutcompèting the natural vegetation . activities, and a process to ovérsee plan , 
and crowding . the ferns. implèmentation.Thè Muséuin,reports that 

" Early during construction, a raised berm , the majority of the recommendations. ~ are 
of heavy clay was constructed on . the curren 
northern perimeter of, the, preserved 
habitat. This worked very well .in pre=. ' 
venting runoff from the construction Off-Site Compensadori for Wetland 

site from silting up the swamp -habitat . It Function Losses 

also created a dam that helped maintain . ~4rly in 199.8, the Museum established , a 

water in the swamp: . . . Wetland Compensation Site . Selection 
. " The Midland Chorus Frog did not use Committee to~develop criteria for assessing . 

the habïtat set-aside! in the southwest and selecting an appropriate property for 

corner of the. site during . the ~.construc- off=site compensation, the aim of which . 

tion, but were 'heard in that habitat the . . was "to be objective, to , have scientific 

spring after completion. of the building .', . integrity and to be practical and fiscally . .-

The Midland Chôrus Frogs ~ irihabiting . . responsible:' 

the pond in the northern woodland sec- . The Committee prepared the Criteria for - . 
tor of the property were not .disturbed Selection of Wetland : Compensation Site. 
by the noise, of construction . The document contains guidelines for can- . 
The presence of _ the environmentai - didate sites, such as selection of. areas with - 
auditor on-site several . times . a week 
clearly had an impàét on the çonstruc-. 
tion process. For example, when a small 
spill of diesel fuel occurred, contaminat-
ed material was excavated within sever-
â1 hours of occurrence. and placed in â 
toxic waste dumps ter. 

federal or other land use contrbl ..of adja-
cent wetland areas; and wetlands disturbed 
by land-use . practices but "essentially 
vacant at present:" The guidelines directed 
the Museum to . avoid, wetlands . "lying 
directly within the path of urban develop= . 
ment or other uses .,. . because of the poten-
tial for .substantial changes in ..hydrologic 

Stéwardship of the 73-ha Pink Road. `conditions in the upstream drainagè basin:' 

Property . The Committee applied "site 'comparison 

Public Works agreed in 1998 to transfer .the critèria" to candidate sites identified by fed-

remaining 56 ha.. of the 7.3-ha. Pink Road : . éral departments; to select the preferred 

property to the Museum . At the time of site . Six site comparison criteria, presented 

writing, the Museum anticipatéd imminent .. below, are associated with values that 

completion of this transaction : would result una lugh ; medium or low rat- . 

As advised by the Sadar-Cressman panel, 
the Museum . established a Round TAble. of 

ing fôr that attribute on the site : 
" . Similarity of abiotic functions 
" Similarity of-biotic functions_ 

2.1 



. 

. 

. 

Landscape position 
Sustainability of site conditions 
Interpretative .value . 
Cosr.of acquisition/restoration' 

Environment, Canada -- Quebec Region ; 
(the Region) advised that -compensation 
sliould~focus, when feasible, on .replâcing 
specific , wetland- functions that- have -been 
lost as a result of the original development, 

. through the enhancement or restoration of 
a Wetland that is -a similar.wétland type, in 
â comparable position in the landscape. 
The .Region emphasized. that it is the wet-, 
land functions that are important - not 
the wetland area, and that .each wetland 
type is associated with . specific functions, 
some of which cannot be replicated in a 
wetland of another - type . However, the 
Region recognizes the current..difficulty of 
pursuing this principle in'tlié absence of 
more detailed, practical guidelines on com- ° 
pensation under the Federal Policy . on . 
Wetland Conservation, and stresses the 
rieed for fleXibility. _in implementing com-
pensation measures . ' . 

At the time of writing, the Committee con-
tinues to consider candidate sites for coin- : 
pensation. 

Reflections - 

The controversy.suriounding the Museum's 
development of the Consolidation Facility, 
on Pink Road can be traced .to two factors: 

lj Failure to recognize, early in the pro-
ject planning- process, that the Pink 
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Road property .was dominated by wet-
' . lands. 

The purchase .property assessment, the . 
assessment of development potential, 
and the initial environmental screening 
*report under the Guidelines Order did 
not -identify wetlands on-site, although 
reference was made to poor drainage 

. 

conditions characterizing much of the 
property. (It must be noted-that the 
purchase property ~ assessment 

. 
was 

completed and the property acquired 
in 1990. prioz to. Cabinet, approval in 
-December .1991 of the Federal .Folicy 
on .Wetland Conservation .) 

Implementation of ,the Federal Policy 
on Wetland Conservation is . the, 
responsibility of all federal . depart-
ments and agencies . Federal property' 
managers and environmental assess-
ment practitioners should have a basic 
knowledge of wetland ecosystems and 
the requirements of the Policy . The. : . 

° Canadian . Wildlife Service of 
Environment Canada and the' North' 
Américam Wetlands Conservation 
Council (Can ada) can provide assis-
tance in this area . 

What if wetlands had been identified 
on the site, and the ecological imp or-, 
`tancè -of . this property recognized?, 
- What if federal. officials had followed 
current guidelines, regarding wetland 

-policy and avoided purchase of the .. 
Pink Road site as a fedetal develop-, - . 
mént node? Clearly, wetlands at this~, 
location will fare relatively well in fed-
eral ownership; considering the site 

' was zoned for industrial .developirieiït. 
Would a private landowner have 
invested in wetland conservation = 

: recoginized as a "common . good": and 
the business of -governments - as the: 
federal agencies have committed tô' 
doing? If the site was worthy of . pro-
tection for the ecologicàl..services that 
it provides, perhaps the real issue here 
relates. to the original designation of . . 
the site for "industrial use" on regional 
land-use plans? . . 

2) Failure to: provide, at an - early 
. 
state- of 

project planning, an opportunity . for. 
public involvement . in decisions con-
cerning the location of the 
Consolidation Facility. 

A proactive approach to public partic-
ipation in these decisions may have, 
changed the course of events sur-
rounding development of the Facility.' 
The federal government is now com--
mitted to, conserving the *remaining , ; 
portion of the 73-ha Pink Road prop-
erty, and:Museum executives are deter- . 
mined to make the site a model of 
wetland management . Communicating 
this vision for the* property to the pub- . 

. lic at the outset of the project would 



likely have resulted in a much -more out, "Handing- long term çôntrol . over to 
positive, publicly supported process. CMN does.not effectively replace .the lost 

The Federal Policy . on . Wetland 
wetlands. It merely ,changes managers . . :" 

Conservâtion , commits federal depart- . Also ;, the project serves . as a reminder that ' 

'ments to no net loss of wetland functions : compensation efforts. should focus, where . 

as a result of- land management decisions. . feasible, on replacing the speçific functiôns 

The Implementation Guide points out 
that have been lost on the development , 

. that this can be . achieved by applying a site,, by . restoring a wetland of a similar. 

séquence of actions including avoidance, . . type, in a-similar position in the; landscape. 

minimization . .'and compensation . However, Environment Canada - .Quebec 
Avoidance is the priority, and implies. the . Region cautions that ; for the time being, -
,search for . an alternative site or, project environment agencies, need to. exercise 
design. to prevent the loss of wetland func- some flexibility in advising on compensa= 
tions. It is not clear whether "avoidance",- , tiôn for lost wetlând functions. To . enable 
as recommended by the public in the July progress towards wetland policy objëc- _ 
1995 meeting - was Actively, considered tives, the federal government needs to 
after the project,propônents were aware of develop better, practical,"made in Canada" 
the presence of wetlands on the site . 
Perhaps in this case avoidance was not an 
option bécause the property had been pur- . 
chased prior to the' Cabinet approval of the 
Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation. 
Was the Museum committed to the site 
before it was recognized .as' a wetlànd? 

guidelines that detail scientifically defensi- . 
ble. and reasonable means of assessing wet-
land . functions and mitigating impacts on . 
these, functions, .To date, Environment 
_Canada - Ontario . Region has.. inâde an 
excellent .start ;at the necessary guidance 
with : their participation in . the . develop- . 

Once .the de éisidn -- was taken to move . ment : of Temperate Wetlands Restoration 
ahead with the project on. the Pink Road. Guidelines (Manséll .ét al. 1998). arid the 
site, : a' mitigation strategy :was. designed to , related training pirpgram.The Restoration 
minimize the impact of the project on wet- . Guidelines document .gets the standard for . 
land functions on the propérty. Some of the ' the level of detail required in guidelines fôr . 
mitigation measures worked well, as 
detailed in the Results section of this case 
study, such as the environmental auditor 
arid the construction of .a clay berm : 
between the construction site and the nat-
ural area . However, mitigation measures do . 
not always work as planned, AS also noted . 
in the Results section, stressing the impor-
tance of the first step -of the mitigation 
sequence . All efforts should be made -to 
avoid - through project siting or design ; , 
- the loss .of wetland functions. 

The final mitigation-option in'-the-three-
phase .sequence is compensation, The. , 
Implementation. . Guide notes that -com- . 
pen sation should be practised only as alast . 
resort and only ; under certain . conditions. 
Thé_.Consolidatiôin Facility project raised 
two important points about compensation: . 
that protection of another wetland does -
not constitute compensation because it 
does not replace. the' lost ., wetland fiinc-
tions:As the. Sadar-Cressman Panel pointed 



° functional Assessment and the application 
of miugatiôn to wetland projects . 

The Sadar-Cressman Panel decision articù= 
lated . sôme other important points about 
application * of the Federal ,Poücy on 
Wetland Conservation : regarding the flexi-
bility inherent in the no net loss policy,.arid 
the need for public commitment on the 
part of the federal government to under-
take the necessary compensation . The 
Panel misled its audience, though; in stating ' 
that "Basically . at issue is whether the 
report's conclusion that residual impacts 
can defensibly. be rated as ̀ riot-significant' 
(after initigatiori/compensation have been . 
implemented) can be justified." The . 

' Implementation Guide clearly states that' 
"Compensation cannot be- used to reduce 
the assessment of .`significance' of adverse 
effects, and therefore only avoidance and . 
minimization of ,environmental effects is 
considered" prior to the decision to pro-
ceed -or not ..proceed, on the project. 
However, having indicated. that signifi- . 
cance of residual impacts should consider 
"mitigation/compensation" measures, : the 
Panel seems to.base its agreement with the 
Screening Report conclusions on the"non- . 
.significance Of residual impacts" On the 
importance . ôf, the ecosystem within the 
landscape. . . 

Implementation of the mitigation recom-
mendations related to the transfer and 
stewardship of the remainder of the ,56 ha 
of-the Pink Road property have been slow . 
in, coming . This delay points to the eco-
nomic challenge of implementing wetland 
conservation -objectives . At one point, 
transfer of the remaiiiing 56 ha was 

24 ' delayed because Public Works felt that the 
action conflicted with the ir commitment 
to the federal Treasury Board to .get fair 
market value for the sale 'Of the land . No 
doubt that the City. of Aylmer is disappoint-
ed in the Ioss, of future 'economic gains 
associated with industrial development of 
the land. However, research on the eco-
nomic evaluation of wetlands suggests that 
these gains may be dwarfed by the value of 
the ecological ̀ services of _the site, related 
to hydrology, .water quality . arid habitat 
(Costanza et al. 1997). . 

Despite these. challenges ; the -no net loss 
objective in the Federal Policy .on Wetland 
Conservation Provides "a beacon" towards , 
which we strive . Although we currently 
may not have the scientific and technical 
capacity to "make up".for, losses or, indeed, 
predict what those losses : may be, our 
inability to immediately achieve no net loss 
is not a légitimate reason to dismiss the 
goal . From â natural resource management 
perspective, it is much more effective to . 
have specific quantitative objectives . than 
to operate in à grey area of unquantified : 
ecological functions, impacts and mitiga- 
tion techniques . 
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2:2 ~ Wetland Compensation' 
Agreement: Eastern Ontario . 

' Waste Ha.ndling Facility 
-: Brian Potter, Mike Eckèrsle.y, Kevin: 

_ . Lofius, Dan .Mansell; Les McCoy and. 
. Anda Ru.ngis 

about 1099 'of wetland.. Virtually the : éntiré 

In 1991 ; 'Ontario Ministry of'- Natural - . absent or intermittent . . inflow- and pérma-
Resoürcés staff became : aware of interest,- -nent or . intermittent outflow), and-. the 
on, the part of an international waste man- , remâining30% is tiverine . ' 

- ~ agerrient'company, in creating â laridfill site ' " 
in Eastern Ontario that would include- part . . Marsh vegetation consists of herbs; sedges, 
of a provincially . significant wetland. The . grasses, and tall shrubs such as.willow'ànd ̀ . 
.Area , was -côins'idéred -t6 . be physically . - dogwood. Swamp: . .communities -include . 
appropriate to : the siting: 6f such a-fâcility, _ - , those dominatëd . by tall shrubs (willow , 

based in part on the results of hydrogeo- . and alder), and de cidùous trées (Trembling . 
~ logical . studies. :'For a variety. of reasons . Asptn, Red Maple, Tamarack). Ferns, grass=, . _ 
(Soils ; existing légal~land .uses in the affect- . - és, sedges,. . and mosses, are also present. . , 
'ed part of the wetland; local interest in the . - Two provinciâlly significant Species were . 
project) the .area was identified.as the pre- .. identif éd in the, 198G évâluatiôn : â plant '-
ferred site fôr . the- facility. It would serve , ; ;the Southern Arrow-wood, .and the marsh 
eastérri Ontario. with céntiâl composting,,, .' ._ hawk, ; or nôrthern harrier. Thé- :wetland , 
recycling and laridfill . capacity. In 1997, the provides Winter cover fôr wildlife (local. 
original proponent lost interest in the site; deer yard), arid . supports populations of a 

. , and was replaced by an Ontario firm which . number of fur-bearing species, , including . 
had an interest in a "regional" landfill oper- muskrat, raccoon, beaver, mink and coyote. ' . 
ation (one which would, have .ft longer life ` ,r,, e ,~~a~�` à~-�,~~ 

-au1L, iaaaauau ua . .va.ivYu i% .uL . iu i%aui~. LAX vvvu iu . . 
. .aycui cuau ~ua, vai~uaaa vYa,ia~ivix~ . . . . . . . 

.. . the . conmplete loss of about, 175 ' ha, (or 

Major Parties . 

. Proviïicial government . agencies 
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 

. _ ' . (OMNR) ; Ontario Ministry .of. Municipal. 
Affairs and Housing, (ÔMMAH); Ontario : 
Ministry of the Environment (bMOEj 

" -Private 66inpanies that proposed the, 
landfill develôpment : . .. . 

'. " Eastern Habitat Joint Venture (EHJV) =. 
North American Waterfowl Management . 

26 . Plan . 
" :Municipal government . . 

The affected ., wetland, which; is . approxi-
mately 1 ;700 ha in size, was evaluated in . 
1986 and determined to be provincially sig- ' 
nificant: Most of the lano,(949,o) is privately' . 
owned. The .wetland consists of two types 
= swamp, (95%) and -marsh (5%):The sôils 
are organic, underlain by clay. Seventy: per-' 
cent of the wetland is palustrinë (i.é . 

wetland ,has -been' adversely âffected ,by"_ 
agricultural drainage. In other areas, .wét 
land . features, have . been completely elimi-. 
nated as .a result of logging; drâinagé, sgd 
farming and peat extraction . .1be portion 
of the wetland. under consideration for thé ., 
landfill . operation. - is, :also . threatened 
through many, of these same activities, all 
of which are legal under the. existing (agri= 
cultural) land use designaiion'. 

Ministry staff çôncluded'that it . made sense. 
in this instancé: to âdopt.a flexible Approach " Local coriservatiôn~authority 

Bockgroundjlssue 
-towetland management, given that: .. 
" ' the wetland piqlicy could not prevent' . 

This . development proposal . created an 
ongoing wetland losses (which would 
eventually have led to the eliminationpf 
a .portion of the wetland), :and provides : . . 
a. ,degree of control ̀over activities such, 

issue in terms of the province's .wetland 
policy, which states .thât-proviricially: signi 
cant wetlands are to : be .. protected from as, land fill operations only as long as, the -

area, remains a wetland; and . ; - -incompatible development. Provincially, sig- . 
nificârit wetlands are those wetlands that " 
have been identified as sigriificant. using the 

Wetland Evaluation ` . Ontario -System, 

" the Planning Act. provides . for. some 
flexibility in local planning decisions . 
(i .e ., planning authorities -are . to "have 



. regard" to the wetland.policy . and. other 
sfatéments~of provinçiâl .policy) . . 

The, fact that . site .. alterations. Were .. legâlly. _ 
. . .occurring in the wetland was à major rea- 
sôn for considering â wetland compensa= , 

~ . tion agreement. Another . important ` 
' consideration was. the. progressive attitude 
of the. . development proponent: while fully 
aware. of the limitations of the wetlând pol-
icy, they were willing . to. . negotiate a com-
pensation aRreement, in the . interests . of : 

~ being'a "good corporate citizen:' 

Approach' to Mitigation 

,ty of-the, on-she, location is threatened . 
. - Both (a) and (b) .apply_in this .case. (ci) 

Another. .provii2cially . Significant wet-
land (a nearby .bôg) was.. détermined.~ 
to .bé much more: ecologically sensitive 
and less degraded than.'the wetland in 

;,question. '.This. represents .-the secure- : 
ment component 6f the compensation 
cigrëement: (b),On site wetland réstora-
tion/creation potential is very limited, 
given .existing : land ;uses. Off-site wet-, 
ldnd restoriationjcreatiôn : is. feàsible, 

3n . recognition Qf thé inâbility . of the . 

The order for, off-site . *:compensation 
should be adjacent . sites, in . the same 
Watershed, regionally and then' 
ciàlly . Tbe bog identified: in the securé- 

, .prôvinçe's :wetlarid policy to prevent'this 
development in the long term ;. the physical 
characteristics of the site, :and thé support 
for the facility in . eastern Ontario; it was , 
,concluded that the best approach was' to : : . 

: encourage flexibility. in, the application of 
the: ~ policy and pursue : the proponent's . 
offer ;to compensate, through negotiations 
with the proponents : and discussions with . 
other agencies . . : . . 

Prior to. entering intone gotiâtiôns, Ministry : 
staff. believed it was important' to . under- . 
stand the potential value-of ~thé proposed 
landfill- to the proponent. To .that end, a . 

. chartered accounting firm `was hiked, to 
evaluate- the , potential economic . value Of . 
the waste : management operation. Their 
report . assisted in the determination of: an . . 
appropriate level of compensation . Over a 
three-year . period,, OMNR staff negotiated . 
with the proponents and their legal .repre- 
séintatives : Negotiations were_ based on the . . 
following principles of ~ comperisatiôn, 
which were . developed by the Ministry, -
staff involved °in the proje'ct: : . . 

" .Goxripensationahould only be considered 
when no viable alternative, (to allowing . 

` . some . loss : of ,a , provincially significant , . 
wetland) can be identified, In this situa- 
tion, wetland losses were, unavoidable . 

" On-site. Compensation is generally pre-
ferrèd over off-site :compensation . ; 
Exceptions -might oécur .(à) where bet-, 
ter/niore wetland values can be -protect- . 
ed by selecting: an off-,site location ; or . . 
(b), wheiré the: long-term integrityjquali- . 

ment component of the agreement is 
' in the; same . wàtershed as thé;,afj`'ectéd . 
wetland. .etland restoration/creation . 
efforts are .to be focused . in .eastern 
Ontario, ; as : defined .zn the wetland . 
compensation çagréement. , 

" .The wetland` type (swamp; marsh, bog 
or fen) thàt is being destrôyed .shoùld . 
generally- be . compensated _for . by 
replacement with . . the same wetland* - 

. : type (i .e . marsh 'replaces. marsh, etc.) . . 
Fxceptioris might .occur (a) where â ré1- ; 
atiVely cbmmon .wetlarid type can_'bé . 
replaçéd . by a less . common _ wetland-
type and/or (b). where replacement 
with,anotlièr wetland : type would pro?, 
vide . more ;social/ecological benefits , 
than . replacement, with ~the same wet-. . 
land type . Bôth (ia) and ;(b) . apply .in 
this: aise. Compared to marsbes . .and 

- swamps, bogs are. extremely rare in 
soüthern Ontario.;,Securèment ôf â por- 
tion of,ia provinçially .`significant bog, 
will make a significant contributio.n ` 
towards :conservation .of tbis rare . ; : 

' '.southern'Ontcario wétland habitat. 

Compensation agreements shoWd*c.on-. 
sider somé/all of the fo.llowing: 

` (a)~: âppraised land values (in the case. of -
acquisitions) and/or costs (in-the case 
of restoration/creation,projeçts) ; 

, (b) the am ountjquality of wetland .that 
is* -being "compensated" 

(e) . economic benefits ; that might 
accrüé :firom. the proposed .develop-. : 
xnént-, and 



(d) other factors as appropriate. : wetland . function or wetland area'. 'of 
- 'rovinciâll significant wetlands" Under 

Twô _ .typés :of. compensation -should , lie` 
: negotiated; - the commuted natural : 
' résourcé .valùe and thé,corporate steward- ' 
ship value. The former -is arithmetically 

- derived frôm : itéms (a) to (d)', above. ,.Other 
fâçtors (d) miglitinclude the cost of lost . 

' . recreational opporttiiut'iés _ .or. the ,différ-: ' 
ence . . between development costs at .the 

" selècted _ site and alternate sitès . . The sec-
6nd type pé of compensation is -additive.. to 

' the first and. is . morally. based. . .It varies in . 
each . situation - arid is . .usuaily determined, 
through :negotiarioris . Both .types *of çôm= 
pénsation wèré ..çonsidered'in tbis case. 

The agreement, between .. OMNR and the 
, propônént. : is in . -the - fqrm . ,of . . a 
Memôrândum o,f Ùndérstândüig (MÔIJ) .-. 

Process for Mitigatiôn 

p . y . . 
.the . Planning Act, planning: authorities, 
including OMNR�must "have . regard to.," 
(i :é . seriously consider) tlie.wetland pdli- . : 
cy, .and . other statements of provincial, : : 

- :interest. :In 1992, government direction 
on implementation of the ~policv. was that 

, . - . it bé striçtfy applied (i.e."no loss-means no 
loss") .. In . September 'of 1992 ; the waste 
management company was informed thât 

` OMNR would object .to 'any land use . 
chânnges that did. not Ulow the intent of 
the wetland policy, arid that flexibility to . 
negotiate was very limited: ; The waste 
management : company ̀ continued, . with 
its site selection process, within the envi-
ronmental assessment .planning process. ` 

In May '1996 .the . . original Wetlands Policy 
Statement . : was. . .replaced, with : the 
Provincial Policy Statement, in which wet- : 

Landfrll, proposals are subject to Ontario's ., lands policy is . a component of the Natural . 

Énvironmental -Assessment _ . flct ând `He ritâgé Policies'. Under this current_wét= 

~ .Plànning':Açt approvals (the ,prôvinc'ial lands,poliçy, provincially significant wet- . 

.wètlând policy is. issued under the 'aitthôri- : . ' lands :.are . to . ` be. ""protected fr(?m . . 

ty of the provincial Pl~nningAct) . ` : incompatible devélopmerit" In the -portion 

". Environmental Assessment- ` Act: of Ontario -'located south arid east of . .tlïe, . . 

Normally, a provincially significant wet- Canadian Shield, . where wetland losses . :. 

_ . land would -be éliminated ; through the hàvé bèen the:most severë (up`-.to,95% in . .- : 

g. 
sôme .areas), development arid site alter-environmental -assessment ,:screenin : . 

procéss, from consideration_ as a' landfill : ation are not permitted in provincially. sig-
nificânt wetlands . As was the_ case with the . sité . In this situation, . however, it . - 

, - remained a candidate since . the iegâl. . original wetland pôlicy,, planning authori-

âctivities occurring on the site (most ties must ."have :regard" to the. Provincial . 

; notably` market gârdening~ .peat extrac= . _ Policy Statement. With the advent of the 

tiôn, sod faiming) eventually .would new wetlands- OMNR was directed 

result in the , loss of wétland. area, .at to 'be more flexiblé in.applying the policy: 

which time the wetland ;policy would This change in .diréçtion reflected, in part, : . 

no, longer apply recognition ,that; .in some cases; strict :appli- 
. cation 'of the policq .was: resulting: in wét- . 

28 As part of the screening process, .OMNR . land losses . . : -Negotiations with . ~ the. 
stàff -réviewed . thé: potential:' ecological . : : proponent began in the Spring of 1996 . 
impacts of theaandfill proposal- 

. 
âdjacent , . . . . . ' - . . . ' 

wetland and fish habitat; and other natural ~-terms of the Énvironrrientàlflsséssmént: . 

features . . ' ~ Act. and. Planning -Act approvals, OMNR . 
. will advise : : . ' 

.Wetland Policy- :Oritario's first w.ëtland " ÔMOE'that the landfill environmental' 

_poliéy .çâme into effect in 1992, shortly 1 assessment process meets our concerns 
' after discussions .bn :the landfill develop- :: - regarding wetlands ;' 
mént begân.The-policy identified .speçific ÔIVIMAH that, in .térms of Planning Act ̀ 

; goals and 'objectives for Ôntariô's wet- approvals, there are no objections to the, 
lands: The objective: .for .. that part of landfill proposal . 
Ontario where the landfill dëvel~pmerit- ~: Iü agreéing'to. the; landfill proposal and 

' would occur was "to ensure no Joss of . developing the MÔU, ~ O1MNR considered . 



the inteïnt. of the. wetland's; policy. (protect- 
ing. wetlands from iticompatible ~develop-` . . 
merit),: arid sought. a. net gain of . we tlaind 
area and functions. 

Results 

It is important to 'note that,, from a planning, 
perspéctive, this- matter has. not been final- . 
ized because it has', not been through the 
Planning Act,process :as,of May 1999 : 

Avoidance Was not -considered to be a 
. viable .:alternative in-this , situation. In the 
absence of â compensation agreement; the-' -

'-wetland . would. _ eventually disappear, 
through legal activities", at which: point the 
wetland policy.:woüld no *longer apply:arid . 
ÔMNR . woul& have no means to .' 
the wetlând 

Minimization of 
.impacts.-.'Creation 

of a 
-landfill site would resizlt~in'thé loss of all 
wetland fiinctions,-on thât . .Piece ôf .land: -
The MOU stipulates that the wetland area 

. adjacent to. .the'-landfill site must -be pro= 
tected from development impacts 

: Compensation: To. offset the unavoidable . 
, .loss of 1.75 ha-.of wétland� the MOU, stiliu-
lates that, fôr every one, hectare of Wetland 
lost . to the landfill operation, four ha of wet-
land and associated wildlife hâbitat :âre .to- . 
be secured, enhanced, restored or created,. 

Specifically 'the.MOU calls for: .: : 
" . secürelnent -of 40.0 ha :, of nearby, 

provincially significant .wetlând, and_ 
~ _ creation of 400.4a of wetlarid in eastern 

Ontario. 
This .translaiés into a compensation ratio of 
4.5.7 :1 (or â net gain of 625.ha of protected * 
and created wetland),* 

. The 1410U also stipulates. that :: : 
~` the agreement will only take 

- 
effect 

issuance ~to . the Company -of the' 
- Certificate ôfApprovàl (issued by OMÔE); 

" , an. independent investment fund ("Trust 
Fund") be established with *the * capital . 
And: proceéds used for~ wètlârnd . seçuré-` 
ment, énhancemerit, restoration or cre-
ation . . in, eastern' . Ontario . "Eastern' 
Ontario" is :explicitly defined; to . help 
'focus wetland securemérnt and creation 
efforts. . , 

. 

the Trust Fund would be : administered 
, . by â Board of Directors ("Tlie :Board"), . 
comprised of representatives from the . 

' .company .operating -the landfill ("The 
Company"), OMNR,, and ., any, : other' . 

~ .groups, agencies ôr .individuals -miitùally 
` .agreed upon. . by, the . ~ company :.and 

. OMNR; - 

" ,_the . Board would take its overall direc-- 
tioin : from provincial wetlands : .policy, 
O.MNR's wetlands program, and wetland 
management plans such as those ofthe 
EHTV; 

+ . . .the,Trust Fùnd.wôd be initiated whep , 
_ -thë Coiripany reaches an . annual . ôperat-
ing . : .,tônnage of , 50;000 tonrnes. : : 
Thereafter, it would . provide Ihe Trust 
with $1.00 for every. tônné hândled,' up : ~. ' 
to, a total contribiitiori of. $1 .5 .. million: 
During. the first five years . of operation, 
thé Compâny would make . no contribu=: 
tiôns .to the Trust in ariy year -in which - 
the total tonnage hàndled is less :than 
50;000 tonnes, eve n .if the, tônnage ;in , 
any , previous year : . was . greater, ' than 
50,000 tonnes ; 

" . the _'-Company : will, provide a financial. 
guarantee of commitment to the.'Trust 

, agieement; 

with ,;an . agreement for the establish-
ment _ of the . Trust Fund, àiid : upon . 
secureniefit -of the * . financial. guarantee, 
from ;the Company, .OMNR . agrées that, : . 
when municipal planning applications 
related to xhé landfill proposal are made,' 
they will : advise the Qnfario .Ministiy of 
Municipal . Affairs , arid' . Housing* that 
OMNR: interests relative to the walarid. 

,. have been addressed; `. , 

.the Company - may nullify. this ̀ agree-,: 
merit, with . six months' written notice . 1f 
this-were to .occur before the Company 
prbvided ~$1 .5 :million to the Trust Fund, 
the; Company..would immediately upon . 

` cancellation of the agreement pay, the 

~ 
Trust Fund an amôunt. equal to the dif-

` -ference bëtwëen their contributions to 
that .tüne and $1 .5-million; 

thé'Çomparry may; iri, any one year, con- 
tribute more than _the, required ..paymènt 



for that year, based on the tonnage han-
dled:: This amount would'. be . 'applied 
toward the total contribution of $1 .5 

illion ; ~ ~ . . 

the Trust Fund' may accept-fürids -from 
other- -sources,. to. secure, . enhance, 
restore and create wetlands and associ-
ated wildlife habitats . in easter4 Ontario. 

in terms of positive impacts, the compen-
sation agreement is expected to result in a 
-very . clear net , benefit for wetlands . . 
Inaction on the part of the prôvincial~gov-
ernmetit would !have- resulted iii the com-
plete loss of wetland functions .on the 
affected parcel of land, with,nb recognition . 
of or. compensation fôr lost wetland func- . 
tions and benefits . The agreement should 
result in a net:gain in wetland âreà.This :is : 
important; since wetland restoration/cre-
âtion is not an exact science restored 
and created wetlands often are not as effi-
cient as natural sysfems (i .e : one hectare of 
restored ~ wetlând:, mày not provide the 
same benefits as one hectare of a natural 
wetland) . 

application of a net-gain or no-net-loss 
approach to wetland protection could lead 
to an expectation' that * compensation 
should be the option of first choice, when 
in fact'it should be the last. 

Principles of. Compensation:. While . the 

Conversely, awareness, of the potential for 

piinciples . of compensation . that were . 
developed' were . very useful during the 

negotiations, it was difficult to identify a 
principle ~ that, in a- defensible manner, ` 
helped us cietermine "hôw much (compép-.'-
sation) is enough:' . . ' ' ' . 

Policy Effeçtivéness: Thè wetlands .policy . . 
~was effective in thè sense that 

I 
its controls 

'on *development provided-the means to 
negotiate a compensation.- agreemeint . 
Conversely'and in of broader sense, the lack 
of policy/planning controls on- activities 
that can result in wetland loss and degrâ-
dâtion (e .g . peat extraction) contributed to : 
the need for a ~ wetland compensation 
agreement. In other wotds; .if the wetlarids . . 
policy, was.more comprehensive, in terms 
of its côntrols~on land=usé activities, a côm- . 
pensation âgreement may :not have'. been 
necessary. The 'continuing loss of wetland, 

due-to legal Jand-use -activities, is the main 
reason the wetland remained a candidate 
landfill .site = the wetland would soôn dis-

~.appear, at, which point the policywôuld no 
longer apply. . 

.Protection of wetlands through the tisè .bf 
-policy can be effective if implemented iri.*a 

comprehensive fàshion (i .e : Official Plans, : . 
zoning, 'and site ~ alteration by-laws), but 
there , must be govérnment and societal ~ 
commitmeïnt to do so . . . 

Given that ~ theré 'are limitations on policy 
protection 'of wetlands, there .is a .need to- . 
continue to explo're other.wetland. protec-
tion mechanisms, such as wetland. com-
perisation . -agreements and wetland. . 
legislation . 



2.3 Road Through= a Wetland: 
Alberta : . : 

- Brett Calverley 

The County of Vermilion applied for a pen . 
mit to build a road grade through â wetland 

. five kilometres , north of the Town .of 
Vermilion. ~ This is â typical, prairie wetland 
with maximum depth of one metre. 
Emergent -vegetation covers . the entire wet-. 
land . The wetland is probably a groundwa-
ter recharge .sité that is ~,aluable for spring 
runoff retention; uptake. of agricultural fer- 
tilizers and for wildlife habitat, especially 
waterfowl. This i's a small-scale . project, in 
which a proposed ̀ road was to be routed . 
through a shallow prairie Wetland., . ' 

Major Parties 

. " ̀  Alberta Environmental Protection . 
" County of Vermilion River, - . 

Bâckgroünd%Issué 

In .the -opinion' of Alberta Environmental 
Protection it was determined that mitigâ-
tion for lost wetland ~was-needed. 

Approach to Mitigation 
, ' The . Wildlife .Management Division of 

Alberta Environiinerital Protection was con- . 
sulted :for recommendations for mitigation . 
The aini of. the mitigation . was- to restore . 
the lost wetland values caused by the road ; 
!crossing . Because the wetlands .were 
clôséd ~ drainagé-: systems, not contributing 
to a nearby tributary of the -Vermilion. River, . 
the most important limitation was deeméd 

' to be loss of wildlife habitat. ~ . 

Process for Mitigation 
Under the Water Resources .Act, the prolio-
ineüt, in this case the County of Vermilion 
River, must apply to Alberta- Environmental 
'Protection for a permit to disturb/partially fill 
a natural .wetland . The application process 
triggered an .inspection ; which resulted in 
the recommendation for mitigation . 

Terms of the mitigation were-presented to 
,the ~engirieering consultant who acted as 

` the agent for the County of Vermilion by 
. -the Environmental 'Protection, Water 

Resources Division representative : Initially, 
four éàrthfill nesting islands were recom-
mended: However; because there was no, 
basis . for recommending. four islands, the 
-two parties agreed to build twô islands. . 

Results ' 

Avoidance. did not occur; the project.pro-
ceedèd as planned, but with the added cost 
.of mitigation., The ro.ad was . designed to 
withstand the. effects of- standing . water on 

_ both sides of the right-of-way. There was, no 
attempt to change the design to minimize ' 
the effect on the wetland. The road . edge 
was to be seeded with a mixtute of grasses 
and legumes'and mowing of this vegetation 
was to occur .only between 'July 15 and 

: . August 15 . No fences or overhead power 
lines were allowed along the road right-0f- . 
way t6pr.évent bird collisions/mortality. 

Artificial nesting islands were recorninend- : 
ed to restore thewétland valués to wildlife . 
Two islands with 10.x 25 .metre tops, 0:5. 
metres above the high . water mark ..and 
with -complete ~, moats a minimum of 5 
metres . wide were constructed.. Islands 
were seeded with a grass/legume mixture . 
suitable as nesting cover for waterfowl and 
â variety of othér wètland dependent -birds . 
Islands were built as far from shore as pos= 
sible and suitably spaced (> 100 meires) to 
timaximize use by' Canada . geese. One , 
dugout -was constructed io provide open 
water in an area of the wetland that was : : 
overgrown with emergent .vegetation . . , 

All constructiôn (road and mitigations) wâ's . 
'condnçted while , the. wetland was dry.' 
Therefore,, mitigation costs were kept to a 
'minimum .. Mitigation measures incuried. 

. 5% of the total construction . . costs for the 
wetland crossing; ' . 

The 'rationale for constructing, ,nesting 
islands and one dugout was to restore wet- . 
land~productivity bâck to its pristine state or 
better. .Indeed the ~placernient. of secure 
island nesting sites would :result, in greater. .' 

, net. duck productivity from the wetland 
~.thârrwas realized prior to construction. 

. 
The 

loss of wetland area and:the corresponding . 
loss of breeding pairs of ducks was more. . 
than adequately. mitigated by improved 
nesting success of the, resulting diick'popu- . 



' : lâtion.. Fùrthérmore; the construction of the This is atypical-example of a very commôn , 
dugout served -two purposes : 1,) it : provided wetland impact inAlberta and probably : . 

` extra borrow material for thë,rôad, and 2) it ; . throughout. thé;Prau-ie~ Provinces. Similar 
incréased breeding . pair spâçe,in an other-:, . - situations occur dozens of times eachyear. . 
wise overgrown and unused portion of the Under tlié new .Water Act, and coupled: 
marsh. The nesting islands also provide . witlï thé-néw .propose.d propose.d.Wetland . Policy For 
nesting sites for Canada geese, which did .. Alberta; not only will the provincial gov-
not, nest on the wetland previously, and for _ . errimént have. a very effective tool for wét- . 
a:variéry of Other island-riésting and grass-`: land protectioin biit more power to enforce 

' land nesting :migrâtôry birds. , wetland maintenance.. 

Overall, wetlands at . -least "broké: even" and 
probably gained ,As a :result of the rriitigâ- : 
tiôn,~. at least . with respect to . waterfowl . 
habitat. . . . 

The Water Resources Act, has. existed : for 
decades and has. always contained a. 
process : for -.mitigating wetland degrada-
tion .: Actüàl applicâtion of the mitigation' . 
process .has . become -more frequent . since 
the Interiyri.Albertü Wetland Policy in set-
tled 

, 
:area-,of the. was aclopted .in 

1993 ..This interim policy will soon, be con= 
solidâted tinder an overall Wetland policy. , 
forAl6ërtâ and open tô public .consultation 
now that the new Alberta WCaterAct,1999, : 

; has been implemented. .* 

Certainly sqnmé .wetlând was lôst .(àpproazi- . ,~ 
mately one hectare) ;, However; the mitigâ- . 
tiOn .°piobably made' thé. . wetland . inore.~ . 
productive for waterfowl than it was prior. : 
to the initigation : The islands were : consid-
ered adequate compensation for theJoss of . 

' one hectare of wetland,. Because the bâsür 
:- did .inot :havé An ôutlet, it,woujd still store . 
the same amount of spring runoff.. By côin-
struçtiing the: islânds ~ : witli moats .. using. 

2: lakébed material,. open water was created . . 
in . an area 'overgrown with emergent vege-
tation. This open water has resulted. in 
increased 'waterfowl . breeding pair . space' 

: and improved moulting-and staging habitat . .. 
on the wetland. : . . 



2.4 Rollie's Mârsh~Enh~ncement: . Approach to Mitigation. 

sônnel from SCDI, Ducks.Unlimited Canada 
and the _Canadian Wildlife Service to .dis-
cuss options for compensation . The parties' 
agreed that an appropriate compensation 
for- the -unavoidable loss of the:-1 .6 ha . 
mârsh would be enhancement of a. 5.5 . ha. : 
wetland -(later to be named Rollie's Marsh) 
-located 600 metres -east of the ~infilled site . . 

. Results 
Major Parties - '. Rollie's Marsh, given à score of 89.5 on the 
" Straif Crossing Development Inc. (SCDI) PE.I . wetland inventory (1990), consisted 

Brunswick. Construction began in the fall . 
of 1993 and the bridge opened on sched- : 
ule on . June 1, 1997 . This was a massive 
construction project which -'employed 
many unique :engineering methods and-~-a , 
novel approach to .privâte-public financing.* 
One little . known .'"first" for PEI. was the 
requirement for Strait Crossing Development ~ -
Inc. to mitigate for wetland disturbance . . 

Prince Edw_ ard Island ; Prior to SCDI's re4tiiest to infill, SCDI staff-
Tom Diiffy informally notiféd DOERstâff that ~they 

' ' o were looking. at . :infllling the marsh : as an . 
In . 1992 an agreement was signed between ~' ~ption for thè . site 'of the toll plaza. Staff 
the Governments of . . Canada, Prince :" ~ . from SCDI : and DOER . jointly explored . 
Edward Island, .New Brurnswièk and Strait other options to avoid damagiing the~wet-
Crossing Development Inc. to construct land-However, , to meet . minimal size 

` . the ~ 13-.kilometre Confederation . Bridge` requirements forthe toll 
between Borden-Carletôn, . Prince Edward âpparent that the wétland would have to 
Island, and . Cape :* Jôurmain, :New . . be infilled .`DOER siaff then met with pèr- 

ot .approximately 15-2U°~o open water. :1 ne 
predominant emergent vegetation was cat- . 
tâil: The wetland was* linked by à 1 .2, met ré 
culvert to the 35.4 ha Noonan's Marsh, The -
water level ..qn Rollie's Marsh" was . con- . 
trôllèd by a- :,water control structure 
installed by*-Ducks Unlimited Canada on ̀ 
Noonan's . Marsh. The .proposed enhance-
ment work tô Rollie's Marsh inchided' exca-. 
vatiôn of thè dense cattail ~ stand, island 

posed for the bridge's toll . plaza. Under construction and the installation .of a water 
ÈE.I's Environmental Protection Act; no . control structure. The projected cost for 
person shall.altei â wetland or watercourse .'the 'project. Was. $15,000. : SCDI .staff infor- . 
without. a permit issued by the Minister. : .' . mally agreed to this project and put the.for- 

" _ . EE .I : Department . Of Environmental 
Resources (DOER) . . 

" Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC) . 

Background/Issue . 

- On November 3, .1993 SCDI requested 
authorization . from the Department - .Of 
Environmental Resources to infilj à 1 .6~ ha 
freshwater marsh situatèd ~ on a 'site pro-. 

There is no provision in the Act for mitiga-
tion, including compensat'ion, for-destroyed 
habitats : 33 

:American bittern, blue, herons, sora rails, 
Reflecüons 

red-winged blackbirds, müskrats, and mink . . . 

wor . . 
ducks, ring necked ducks; blue winged ,teal, 
such as green frogs, leopard hogs, ac 

mal process in motion through the . 
November 3, 1993 'request to~the Minister . 

. .of Eriviroinmental Réso.urcès . This request 

The wetland to be inFilled . scored 67.0 out 
was granted . through a , Ministèrial Ôrder , 
dated December 23,1993, arid included the . 

. ôf a possible l O5 points on the Golet wet- 
land .scale . (Dibbleé 1~990): The wetland . .requirement to carry oi~t~wetland enhân~è- . 

consisted of .mainly open water (70%) with . 
Department 
ment. work 

of. 
to the 

Environmental 
satisfaction, of . 

Resources. . 
a cattail edge . It provided habitat to typical SCDI complied . with the order ' and ~. con- . . 
EE.I.-wetland species including anïphibians~ 

f bl k 
traçted DUC to complete the enhancement 

A pair ',of redhead ducks (uncommon- to.' The -.construction , of ~ the Confederation 
PE.I .) was observed on this. marsh -in 1990 . . Bridge was the* most intensively monitored 



construction -project ever completed. on 
PEI. It`was the result of this intensive môn-
itôring; ., supplemented by, formâl agree- 
ments and ministerial orders that resulted 
in this compensation. For. èXamplè, in .an 
:order' : signed by "the -Minister qf . 

. Environmental Resources .on September 
17, 1993 that approved the. construction . 
and operation of the bridge ; one condition. . 
was that SCDI be -required to. identify envi- . . 
roninèntal enhancement opportunities : in 
the construction area . Thé 'Order . also 
required, SCDi- to seek :approval from the 

. PE:I . Department of Technology_ and . 
~ Environment. ~Chârlottétôwn,~ Prince ; . 
Edward' Island : 1999 : 

McCullough; B. Persôinal commuüication. ` 
- Engineer; Ducks Unliiriited o,: Canada .

.Amherst, iVova Scotia . 1999. 
Thompson; B. , .Persônal : communicatiôn: . 

..Environmental Coordinator, Northumber-
land Strait . Bridge Project, Strait Crossing' 
Development . ~ Inc. . Borden-Carleton, 
Prince Edward Island. . 1999. 

Department of Environmental Resources 

. ThLis while avoidance did not occur and no 
minimization of' . effects. . was -possible 
'because 'of. the decision tô fill the wétland, 

. these orders 'gave the Minister : consider- 
able leverage in specifying compensation 
for_ the proposed infilling. 

The net environmental efféct, however, was 
. . the loss, of a wetland. Today theré'is l-.6 h4 . : 

less wetland habitat in. the Borden-Carleton 
aréa:Thë enhanced wetland, :Rollie's Marsh, 
was a site that was evaluated by the. . North . : 
American Waterfowl Management Plan 

. Eastern HâbitatJointVenture .(EHJV) staff in,, 
` 1992 ~for wetland enhancement. Work - on 

this site did not. proceed in 1992 bécause,ôf . 
the . impending . bridgé . construction. 

" . Théreforé; had the bridge construction. not 
occurred in 1993 it is .quite probable that 

. the . enhancement' carried . : out by SCDI . 
would have been done by;EHJV partners at 
some point. In reality, . denyirig the request 
to infill a small . ffeshwater' wetland was 
highly unlikely on this ._ $1 billion ._ pioject 
_linking PE.I . to the mainland . Departmental ; 
staff are pleased that some -form of com-
pensation was . available as a result of :this -
prôject. The ~ challénge ~now is to .use this as 
â precedent, and apply this cômpénsatiori 

' .principle to. other projects when wetland 
damage is unavoidable. 

,' Reférénees 
Dibblee,, R. 1990: P.E.Z Wetlünd Inventory. . : 

EE.I . . Department , of Technology. and 
Environment. Charlottetown, 7 Prince 
Edward Island. . . 

. .Godfrey, A. Personal communication. . 
Environmental Assessment Coordinator, 



~ 2.5 Drain Lake Wetland 
Mitigation : Nova Sçotia ~.~ 

- Reg' Meldnson 

The Nova Scotia' 101 Highway, running 
from Bedford to Yarmouth., is approximate-
ly 360 kilométres in length and undivided 
except for .periodic passing .lanes . Due to 
the high volume of traffic this highway 
receives on a daily ,basis, a decision-was 
made to, twin the highway., This would 
result in the inftlling of wetland habitat iii 
Drain Lake . . . . 

Major Parties 

" Nova Scotia Department, ôf. , 
,Transportation and Communications 

" Nova Scotia Départniènt of Natural 
Resources . 

" Sackville Rivers Association 

In ~1992; the -first phase of- the twinning 
from Lower Sâckville to . Mount Uniacke, a . 
distance of .nine kilometres, was started. ~ 
This project, resulted . in the iiifilling of . . 
approximately 2:2 to ~2 .5 ha of,; wetland 
habitat, as follows: Drain . Lake : 0.64).9 
hectare; Sackville River:.0 .8 hectare; Duck 

:.Pond (a ,small :marsh): 0.8 'hectare . The 
crossing of the wetlands adjacent to the 
Saçkville River and Duck Pond eliminated 
one percent of the immediaté wetland area 

:and impact was .considered to be ~ negligi-
ble . Infilling of Drain .. Lake along -the 
northern edge resulted in a loss of-approx-
imately, 

. 
5% of the lake area, but was not . 

considered to' be significant enough . to 
cause a meâsurable change in lake habitat. 
However, the section of the lake impacted 

, : . was extensively used by waterfowl., 

The Drain Lake wetland had a score of 73.5 
as per the Nova. Scotia Wetlands Inventory. 

' The Nova Scotia Wetlands Inventory score 
measures biodiversity, among other things, 
And a score of 70 or. more is considered 'to 
be high . This wetland- ..complex was . 
approximately riiné ha in size and consisted -
of zonés of emergent vegetation.intermixed 

_ with vegetated (siibmergent) shallow open 
vvater, surrounded by. fen and shrub , . 

. swamp..This wetland' was acidic, having a 
pH of 3.$, but very productive, having low, . 
diversity but. h'igh volumes of macrophytés 
and invertebrates, due to high nutrient 
input .from nearby urban developments . 
This abundant food supply . made the area . -
very attractive to, both nesting and staging _ 
ring-necked ducks; as well . as black ducks, a 
species whosé continental population is in 
decline. 

Approach to Mitigation . 

The mitigation process was initiated by the 
Nova* Scotia Department of Transportation 
and Communications . Under ~ the' Nova 
Scotia Environinent : Act, Wetlands.. 
Dirèciive, all activities on .wetlands greater , 
than two hectares that are- a class 1 or 2 
undertaking must go ,through an environ-
mental asseSsnient . Class . I undertakihgs 
include industrial facilities,, mining and 
related activities, and certain, highway con- -
struction projects . _ Class I undertakings 
may. or may not have a significant environ-
mental impact or be . of sufficient concern 
to the public to,. reqiWr- an environmental 
assessment that includes public hearings . 
Class 11 undertakings include enérgy-relat- , 
ed activities, major industrial.' facilities, . 
transportation côrridors, ând waste :man-
agenient projects- Class II undertakings~are 
considered to have the potential to cause 
both significant environmental impacts ~ 
and public concern and therefore require 
an environmental assessment that autoniât-
ically includes public hearings . 

The' Department of Transportation and 
Communications considered alternate 

. routes, but . because ~ this `project Was the - . 
twinning of â highway, limited optiôns wére ~ 

., available . . Twinning the highway on the . 
other side of the existing road 'would have 
meant affecting a larger lake ; as well as pass- : . 
ing through an area of existing develop- 
inept. The Department -determined that the . 
proposed highway alignment would, create ` : 
the fewest environmental problems and be 
more cost effective than other alteinatives . : 
They âlso decided to ~ compensate for the ' 
loss (if wetland habitat, and to conduct their . 
activities in a manner that would minimize* . 
environmental impacts. The initial aim was 
to create wetlands or- other habitat. bff site 
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: this highway. project. . , ' 
to offset the wetland. loss resulting frôm,: 

- Process 

As part of the. réquiréménts : of the. 
Environment Act, Wedafids* Directive, the 
Department of . *. Transportation and 
.Communications conducted an énviron--
nientâl assessment of the Drain Lake wet- ' 
land . This assessment was carried. out .by'a 
private consultant and . included informa-~ . 
tion on the affected wetland functions and 
valués,~incliiding wildlife üse.This informa-
tion was. useful in determining the optimal 
window for performing' the work at Drain 
lake to minimize impacts. . 

One optiôn'that was iriitially suggested was 
. ~ that :â wetland be cônstnicted in the gein-
eral , area of the âffecied wètlands, but it 
was felt , this was not a feasible option. 
-because there are many wetlands in the 
general vicinity, aind the wildlife value. of a 
'constructed .wetland- in ~ this part .of, the . 
prbvirice, woüld bé low because of local 
soil conditions- - 

In In dealing with the issues; the Department . 
of Transportation and Communications . . 
decided to meet with individual group's and. 
agencies separately Meetings were arranged 
with the' Departmental staff and the .consul-
tant .to. discuss . concerns and determine a 
course of action acceptable to all. ,. 

Results. 
The following mitigation package is the 
resùlf of .thèse meetings : 

' " . The wetland mitigation process ,for Drain . 

prod üctive ~litiôral,zone along the lake ing the value bf wetlands . . 
. , . , _ . , ; . . remained : 

. . partially because of the -money- that was 
2: Construction .âlong the, lake was carried . sécüred foi habitat issues : More important- . 

out in such a.way that, although the sur- ly, it opened the eyes * of both government 
fâce area of the lake was reduced, . the . and ;non-government agencies alike regard- 

1. To minimi'ze the impact, of construction, cise in the,province,that was a result of the . 

' simultaneous 'dredging. ' and in-fillirig, 
requirements outlined in the Environment 

combined with . a fabric skirr placed . Açt,.which made wetland.impâct screening. 

around the construction site, resulted in by. the, proponent mandatory. It was .a pos= : 
itive : and successful experience . . only, minimal, siltâtiôn problems . 

4. All activities were carried out, in . a spec-
: ifiéd time frame to minimize negative 

wildlife impacts. 

. Compensation : 
1 . The ̀ ' Sackville ' Rivers Association 

received ~ $20,000 for enhancement. of 
fisheries habitat in the Sackville River. 
This :money wâs ùsed for the design and 
placement,of' digger logs ~ véry' close ~ to: 
the impacted site . 

trolled-by a beaver ~ dam .at the outlet . 
Prior to' construction, the beaver dam 
was removed, to maintain. water levels at 
the construction site to a minimum dur-
ing construction . 

2 . , The Nova Scotia' Depârtment of Natural. 
Resources, through the Eastern .Habitat 
Joint . Venturé, would receive $15,000 
towards. costs associated with~ ' the 
development. of a provinciâl steward- . 
ship strategy., The Department of ' 
Transportation also agreed to be~a mer'rm= 

. . . bér of the committee chargéd . with . _ 
developirigthis strategy. 

3: .The : Nova Scotia 'Department of. 
Transportation would contribute $5,000/ 
year for, three years . as a. partner in the 
development. and implementation of a - 

. biological control program for purple 
loôsestrifé and other. noxious weeds that. 
would . be implemented through the 
Eastèrn.Habitat joint Vent4e . . , . 

The , total cost (if . the çompensation , pack-
age . to .the Department-of Transportation 
was ~$50,000 : . 

Re, f lections 

Minimization: 
' This .was the first wetland .mitigation exer- 

~Lâké ~ established a : precedent in . the 



it is being carried out bygublic or private . 
agencies, Will- have repércus'siôns . The 

, :process also created dialogue on a subject, . . 
wetland conservation, that . had not. been 

province within government .agencies that . 
wetland degradation, regardless of whether 

previously dxscussed between two govern-
ment agencies . These results . may 'have 
played a role in other recent decisions, con- 

. cerning the. alignment of the recently built . 
Highway 104 and 'a natural -gas pipeline . ' 
Both of these proposed alignments were . 
changed due to -the presence of wetlands . 

Overall; there was a small, direct physical 
loss of wetland in an 'area that does not lack 
wetlands . . It would appe4r, that there is 
minimal immediate and permanent nega- 
tive impact from highway construction to 

' the remaining. wetlands, and the benefits 
that resulted from the process appear to be 
significant- 
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-2.6 :Grand Lake Meadows: 
Negotiating a, Mitigation 
Agreement for a NAWMP 
Project Site : . . , 

Negotiating Team representing Eastern 
Habitat joint Venture interests in Grand 
Lake, Meadows. 

Background/Issue 

Grand Lake Meadows . is the largést. fresh-
water marsh in New Brunswick; çompris- , 
ing 5,000 ha of floodplâin habitüt in the. , 
lower Saint John River valley. The 
Meadows area contains agricultural land in 
the south along the Saint John River; bor- 
dered by. hardwood and mixed stands, and: 
a ïrèlatively undisturbed meadow/Marsh 
complex extending to Grand Lake ..to the' 
north. More than 85% of the area is season-
ally flooded by-the Saint John River during 
the annual spring flood. 

Grand' Iake Meadows supports a diverse - ' 
and thriving biological Community. Situated 

. .on the Atlantic Flyway, the Meadows host , . ; 
-thousands of, migrating waterfowl every 
Spring and Fall . Osprey, eagles and Great 
Blue Herons reside in the area, ̀ which :is 
also *popular with moose, deer, bear, coyote, 
bobcat; fox, beaver, muskrat and other small . 
mammals. Reptiles .and amphibians are . 
common, as are fish;species such as chain 
pickerel, perch, . eels . and smallmouth bass 
'in . .the waters adjacent tq,the Meadows.' . 

". . The area provides habitat for the . rare-. 
buttônbush plant arid yellow rails,-and it is 
the only location in New Brunswick where ' 
,ash swamp is known to occur. In addition 
to supporting rare species, Grand Lake 
Meadows also provides flood Protection, 

` erosion control, water filtering and purif-
çation . The Meadows. also -attract many 
recreationists from the region for boating,. . 
fishing, hunting, f ddlehead picking and 
bird watching. ` . 

Plan in New Brunswick and possible impli-, 
cations elsewhere in Canada . 

- Pauline Lynch-Stewart and 
Kenneth WCâx 

° A proposal to re-rduté . a section of ~ the 
Trans-Canada Highway through Grand 
Lake Meadows in south-central New 
Brunswick attracted niuch attention across 
North America.* Grand Lake Meadows is 
one of .the .most - ecologically significant 
freshwater wetlands in Atlantic Canada, 

~ and A flagship project site of the North 
American Waterfowl Management.- Plan . 
The' .Trâns-Çanada ~ Highway proposal 
marked the first time 'that a Plan site was 
threatened by a major development. The 

, process .6f mitigating impacts on the Plan's 
Grand Lake -Meadows project was under 
intense scrutiny; as Canadian ,partners 
expressed concern over the future of the 

` Ma or Parties - 
" New. : Brunswick ' Department of 

Transportation . - Project Proponent. 
" Technical Review' Committee - 

Council (Canadâ) - Membër . of 

Meadows. 
" North American Wetlands Conservation 

Brunswick Museum . . . 
" . Eastern Habitat joint Venture . of the 

North American Waterfowl Management 
. . Plan . - Project partners in Grand Lake 

, Fisheries and Oceans Cânâdâ,' National 
Defence, Transport Canada); . New 

Appointed to advise the New 
' Brunswick Department of : .the 
Environment . on the environmental . 
assessment : of the project. Included : 
Representatives from . the .. following. 
agencies : . . Government -'of . New 
-Brunswick . . .(Departments of the' 
Envirdnment, .Natural Resources. And 
Energy, Health and Cômmunity. Services-, ' 
-Municipalities, Culture and Housing, 

- Agriculture, .-and Rural Development, 
Fisheries and Aquaculture) ; Government 
of Canada (Environment Canada,' . 

Grand Lake Meadows has lông beén recog-
nized as â wetland of regional, provincial, 
national and international importance. The 

. New Brunswick government identified 
Grand Lake Meadows, as an Environ-
mentally Significant Area in 1990 . The 
.Meadows area has long been a candidate 
foir designation as a Wetlând of Internationâf 
Importarice .iuider the Ramsar Convéntion.-. 

Of most, significance -to .. this case study is 
the status of Grand Lake Meadows as a pro- 



ject site of the North American Waterfowl 
Management Plan . The Government '6f 
New Brunswick` chose , the. Meadôws in 
1988 as its "flagship" project *area underthe 
Plan . Canadian ànd U.S . partners ;;imder the 
aegis - of thé Plan's Eastern Habitat joint 
Venture, have since. contributed more than 

1996 : The New Brunswick Department of 
the` . Environment .es.tabiished a federal-
provincial- interdepartmental Technical 
Review Committee : to provide guidance 
and review the asgéssment: A federal envi-
ronmental assessment was,not conducted 
because New Brunswick did not seek fund- . 

$1 'million to wetland- conservation in ing for the highway from Transport Canada . 
Grand Lake Meadows - securing~ 3,050 
hectare's . or 6o% 'Of the 'area of the 

. 

Meadows. The Goverriment, . of New 
Brunswick . . took possession of . * these 
Meadow properties and managed them on 

, behalf of the Plan partners . All Plan con.: 
tract§ arid agreements by partner agencies 
reqi~ire that properties be maintained for 

, ~ wetland conservation, or the funds must be: 
.returned to the donor. 

In, 1993, the New Brunswick Department 
ôf .Transportation . prôposed construction 

, . of, . a : new four-lane section .of the Trans- 
- Canada Highway between, Fredericton and 
Salisbury. :The project was part of an over- 
all plan to upgrade New"Brunswick'sTrans-. 
Canada route., to, national transportation 
-standards . The Department's preferied ~ concluded that "the greatest potential envt-
route for, the new highway, based on con- . ronmental impact to the wetland would . 
straint -mapping, *cost-benefit analysis and ' , occur if çônstructidri and~operatiori of the 
phased development opportunities, tra= . -highway. significantly altered the hydrology 
versed the eastern end of the. Grand' Lake ~ of the Grand Lake Meadows, by:prôlonging .~ 
Meadows. The ~ Grand Lake Meadows sec- the duration 'of, Or significantly changing . 
~tion of the new.highway - some 6 km.in . the -amplitude of spring flood events" asso-
length -was proposed as an earth/rockfill ciated with the .Saint John River. The Study 
embankment Approximately 100 metres in Report .focusing on hydrotechnical issues 
width, and a bridge over the Jemseg River. determined that ."proper design spécifca- 
The existing highway would become a col- ., tions would ensuré rio~ significant change " 
lector highway, and traffic volumes on the . - in this flood regime .'' 
new Grand Lake Méâdows section were 
estimated At almost 5,000 vehicles per day 

. including .800:tritcks . : 

A,pproacb to Mitigation_ 

Environmental Impact Assessment 
Under New Brunswick's Clean 
Environment Act . ' . 
The Fredericton .'. to Salisbury highway 
upgrade. . project was ~ subjected .-to a : 
provincial environmental impact assess- . : 
nient~ under New .Brün'swick's Clean ' 
EnvironmentAct . The assessment was con-
ducted on behalf ôf the New Brunswick 
Department of Transportation by a .con-
sulting , firm, during .the period from 1993- 

tats could be classed as not signifiçant pro-
vided . that the Highway *design* ensured 

minimal impact on hydrology, * Further, -the 
Statement indicated that development of a 

environmental assessment report, the 
impact of the Highway on' the values and 
functiôns of the wetlands and wildlife habi- 

A General Review Statement released in 
March 1996 (New Brunswick Department . 
of the Environment 1996a) summarized 
the opinions of the Technical Review 
Committee regarding ~ the enviionméntal 

, âssessmént . The Statement indicated that 
although' the' Committee was unable to 
fully determine the Significance- of impacts 
on Grand Lake . Meadows . based on the 

' In March 1996, the New . Brunswick 
' Minister of.the ;Environment accepted the . , 

final ~- -report Environmental Impact 
Assessment. -Trans-Canada, Highway 

-.Fredericton to,' Salisbury (Washburn & 
Gillis As§ociates Ltd. 1996) "as' a sâtisfactory 
document 'on which to base a public"dis-
cussion of the pioposal.and its potential for' 
project related environmental impacts." . . 
Théreport concluded that "with ft imple-
mentation of appropriate. mitigation stràte- : 
gies, no significant bio-physical or 
socio-economic impacts. are predieted,as -a 
result of the construction and operation of 

. the Trans-Canada Highway along the pro-
posed -routing ." The Component' Study. 
Report 'focusing on Grand Lake Meadows - 



lake Meadows would require' more . 
detailed functional arialysis'of the wetlands : , 
and : would. .çonsider "the requirement . to 
sustain the EHJV program.' 

compensatory . mitigation plan for Grand 

project" (Fisheriés . and Oceans Canada: : 
1996). That same month, the Saint, John 

' . .'TelegrapbJournal warned that the , 
. Meadows "will be seriously endangered if 

' the preferred Highway route is adopt-; 
. ed . . .and we cannot afford the. loss" (Saint 
John Telègrâph Jourrial . , 1996). The . ~ 
Fredericton Ditily Gdéâner rèported .that-
"some einviro.nmental . gioups are con-
cerned that the Meadows could be severe-* 
ly damaged or altered by the highway" . 

. .(Fredericton- Daily. Glearier 199G): In April 
' 1996, Environment Canada staff wrote that . 
the. -environmental . assessment "does not 

- adequately address the impacts of the high-. , , 
wayon.wetland function within, the Grand . 
-Lake Meadows, nor does it address the . :' 
implications ~ to the . .North American. 
.,Waterfowl Management Plan" (Énviron-
me.nt Canada 1996). : 

. expressed major concerns about. the con-
clusions of the impact assessment and the 

. General , Review . Statenignt. in March 
:1996, Fisheries and Oceans Canada com- 

' mented that ",the impacts of this project. on 
the aqüâtic,resource cannot be 

I 
fully deter- . 

mined -until the final design stage of this . 

' . . A number . :of scientists and' others - 

the- environmental impact assessment 
report . As proposed; the highway devel-
opment would have significant 'impacts 

' -on the Grand Lake -Meadow wetlands . 
The ;.,assessment does ._ , not . adequately 
consider the consequences .of severing 
môfe .than 100. ha from'. the main wet- . . 
-land; the-Ombined .effects of visual dis- : 

è, . noise, changes in .-hydrology: tnrbanc : 
and chemical contamination; and 
restricted wildlife . movements along the 
highway. . 

. Mitigation, first- and foremost -means 
design and planning to avoid and niini-
miiè impacts . and, as . .a last resort ; com-
pensation. for unresôlved impacts on the 

. 

environment. 

Mitigation measures have not been dealt 
' with adequately in the report . Mitigation 

. ~ . has , spatial; temporal and financial 
aspects.. . .purchase of unsecured'- acres 
will ziot compensafé for ftifictiong losses. 

the environmental assessment too read-
ily relies on mitigation to disnmiss the, sig-. 
nificance . of . wetland -impacts . The . 
assessment should have fully and clearly 
demonstrated the actual effects of 'the. 
proposed project on the wètlainds' funç-
tions and value's and .should not have . 
used . the possible. off-set.ting benefits- of 

, mitigation 'to obscure the significance of 

40 

Public meetings were, scheduled . for May 
those impacts. . 

Meadows w'etjand .lYlajbi points of that, pre- changes to-these functions as a result of the 

seintatiori fôllow: , - proposed, project during the development 
of. .'ôf. -the mitigatio.n strategy. The project 

The EHJV .Board has-serious concerns .-would directly impact an estimated 55 ha 

1996 to' discuss the environmental assess- " .In view of the significance of Grand 
ment. , report . À :number of citizens and . _ hake Meâdôws as a flagship project :of 
gi`ôups made subnüssions. expressirig con- . : . the Plan . with . substantial contributions 
cern abôi~t the epvironmental impact of the _ from 'U.S . partnèrs, it is feaçed that the 
highway ori Grand Lake . Meadows. Kenneth ~ ' .proposed development could seriously 
W Cox . qf the North American Wetlands jeôpardizè future cop servatiôn projects .-
Conservation' . Council .(Canada), . made . a . 
presentation ôwbehalf ôf the .Fartners ,in Despite these expressions of concern,-the 

the Eastern Habitat Joint Venture of the Government . of New Brunswick approved: . 
North Amèricân Waterfowl .Management ~é Highway routing in-June :1996, subject 

Plan . (EHJV .1996(f)): The. presentation ~fea- to development of a compensation and ~ , 

tuied the results of an independent review . .. . ~tigâtion plan .to, address wetland. ftinc-

:ôf the provincial environmental assessment ~tion- loss . *The Government- intended to 

documentation related to the~Grand Lâke quantify wetland functions, and ~stimated . ~ 

over 'thé content .and-thoroughness of : of habitat (lost'to thé,right of-way) in the 



Grand Lake Meadows, area, and directly 
affect lands that were under -conservation 
agreement between the Government of 
New Brunswick and EHJV partners . The 
EHJv wrote to the Government of New 
.Brunswick . in July 1996 reiterating out-
standing concerns and informing the gov-
ernment that their "preferred approach 
now is to work towards, a fair and compre-
hensive mitigation-compensation package 
based upon the loss and destruction of 
wetlands and decreases in, or loss of, vari-
ous wetland functions." . . 

Negotiations Between the EI~JV and ' . 
the Government of New.Brunswick 
The Eastern Habitat Joint Venture outlined 
a strong, decisive and determined strategy 
for negotiating mitigation at Grand' Lake 
Meadows (EHJV 1996 (a)(b)(c)(d)(e)) . 
Their approach . emphasized a proactive 
program of avoiding and minimizing 
impacts through highway planning and 
design . It focused .dn maintaining wetland 
functions and values* in the Meadows, and 
on the need .to satisfy all Canadian and 
American partners involved in the Grand 
Lake Meadows project.The main elements 
of their opening position included : 

. Rerouting. of the Trans-Canada Highway 
through Grand Lake Meadows will have . 
severe impacts on the Meadow directly 
arid potentially on the future of EHJV 
programs throughout the Province and 
negative implications on Plan delivery 
internationally. An adequate mitigation 
and compensation package must be 
negotiated that totally . satisfies the con-
tractual arrangements of all EHJV part-
ners, and is . individually approved by 
partner agencies . 

Mitigation and compensation of wet-
land destruction and loss of wetland 
funçtion within the . project site' are a 

. minimum 
Within 

option to payback 
to partner agencies. 

. A number of options are available to the 
developers that will help mitigate 
against adverse effects of constructing 

, highway through the Grand Lake . .'the 
Meadows: . . 

. 

. 

Highway design = as much of the 
highway as possible should be elevat-
ed as opposed to filled . Filled por-
tions must have frequent culverts to 
maximize exchange of water 
between the main Grand Lake 
Meadows and the severed portion of 
the* wetland; 
'Wildlife travelways - final design 
should enable wildlifé movements- to 
the highest degree possible ; . 
Review of design = the Board 
requires an opportunity to review 
and approve the final . highway cori- 
~struction design through Grand Lake 

. Meadows prior to implementation ; 
" On-site inspector - to ensure that 

design specifications are followed ; 
and 
Post $2 million bond -to cover 
future modifications if monitoring 
determines that modifications are 
necessary should the hydrology be 
impacted-or wildlife travelways be 
impeded. The' bond côuld also serve 
as a ,source of payback funding to any 
partner agency that disagrees -with, 
the compensation/mitigation plan 
that was negotiated by the Board. 

Compensation is requested for: . 
" Direct loss of wetland values and 

. 

" 

functions as a result of ~ destroying 
wetlands in'the footprint .of the high-
way -by restoring an equal or high-
er quality habitat; 
Loss of wetland furiction due to dis- . 
turbance adjacent to the highway' 
impacts on wildlife travelways, 
effects of light and potential for con-
tamination along with the impact of 
severing over 100 ha of wetlands 
from the .main body of the. Grand 
Lake Meadows; and 
Loss of socio-economic values due to 
joss of access from'the new highway 
for hunting, fishing, fiddlehead pick- . 
ing arid nature interpretation . 

The Government of New. Brunswick 
responded to this position with.a systemat-
ic assessment of wetland functions and val-
ues in Grand Lake Meadows. Alfhough the 
quantification of wetland functions and val-
ues was intended to be addressed, at this 



stage of the project planning, the'Technical 
Review Committee decided that' further. 
quantification of potential impacts was 
unnecessary and therefore efforts would 
focus on' identifying and prioritizing the 
functions and values . of habitats to bé 
impacted,This was based on two consider-
atiôns: that "the measurement of potential 
impacts is a, somewhat inexact 'science;' 
and "dèvelopment of appropriate çompen-
sation for habitat. loss will result' from a 
negotiation process with interested par-
ties"- (Government of New Brunswick 
1996)~ 

The assessment ,of wetland functions .and 
values, ;contained in the report Summary 
of Potential Impacts to Wetlands Function 
and Mechanisms - of Mitigation/ 
Compensation at Grand Lake .Meadows : 
(Government of New Brunswick 1996), 
described' in relative, qualitative terms, the 
importance of each value in Grand Lake 
Meadows and the degree of impact on 
each value in the Meadows and in the right 
of way. The assessment also recommended 
whether residual losses needed to be con-
sidered in the mitigation strategy. The 
assessment was based on the Component 

. Study Report . on Grand Lake Meadows 
completed for the Environmental Impact . 
Assessment . Trans-Canada Highway 
Fredericton to Salisbury (Washburn & 
Gillis 1996), and ~ the Wetland Evaluation 
Guide (Bond et .al: * . 1992), . and existing 
knowledge: Table 2.1 show's the results of 
this assessment~for one set of wetland val-
ues. An assessment, was âlso completed for 

~ the following groups .of wetland values: 
. Life support: hydrological,. bibgeo-

chemicàl, habitat, ecological , 
42 . " Social/cultural : aesthetic, recreation- 

0 

al, education and public ' awareness, 
cultural attributè .values 
Wetland 'production: agricultural, 
renewable resource values 

Process of Negotiating a 
Mitigation Agreerrtent 

Based. : on the approach described above, 
the EHJV and the Government of New 
Brunswick negotiated a mutually satisfacto-
ry mitigatiôin package. between October. 
1996 and July 1997 . The main items of the 

package served as the basis of an agree-
ment signed between the Chair of the 
EHJV and a representative of the New 
Brunswick Department of Transportation . 
in May 1998 . This section outlines .the main 
steps of that process. 

In . early October, 1996, the .Board of the 
EHJV appointed _a team to.negotiate a deal 
with the-New Brunswick Department of 
Transportation for the loss of wetland func- 
tion. The. team developed a negotiation 
strategy, process and position, in consulta- 
tion with the Board and with advice from 
NAWMP partners who successfully negoti- , 
atéd a settlement in :the case of the 
Vancouver International Airport runway 
expansion. The Board ~ decided . that' U.S . . 
partners would not be involved in the 
negotiations, but would be informed of the . 
negotiated package once it was finalized. -

The first meeting of the EHJV negotiating 
team and the Department of Transportation 
was - held' on . October ' .30-1996. 1996 . The . 
EHJV. outlined their position, and the ~ 
Government of New Brunswick indicated 
agreement in principle with many . of the : 
key réquirements . Negôtiations were aided 
by the fact that several of the representa-
tives _ of the Government of New' 
Brunswick had participated in 1995 in a 
wetland evaluation training course pre= -
sented by the North American Wetlands 
Conservation Council (Canada) . . 

In-the month following the initiâl meeting; 
the . Gôve-rnment of New Brunswick pre- . . 
pared the Summary of Potential Impacts. 
to ,Wetlands Function and Mechanisms of 
Mitigation/ Compensation at Grand Lake 
Meadows (Government of New Brunswick 
1996). As .described in the "Approach" sec-
tion of this case study, -the Summ, ary fea-
tured a table that identified and. prioritized 
wetland functions and values, arid 
described potential impacts resulting from 
the project proposal . The Summary also : 
compared the conclusions in the table to . 
the EHJV mitigation proposal tabled at the 
October 30 meeting, and suggested modifi-
cations to that original position. , 

For the next eight months, negotiations 
were carried-out through exchanging . 



Table 2.1 . 
SAMPLE ASSESSMENT OF WETLAND VALUES 

, 

. . 
Wetland Values 

Relative 
importance 
in GLM 
as whole 

Significance 
in GIM 
complex 
as whole 

- 
Significance 

. in. .. . 
ROW 

Degree 
of 
impact 
in GLM 

Degree 
Of 
impact 
in ROW . 

Need for 
consideration 
in mitigation 
strategy ' 

Hydrological . . 
Values . . 

. 
. . . 

" Provides flood high, ' yes - no low-nil highway *design 
protection . as per 
benefits recommend- 

" Contrib' utes to . medium . yes no low-nil . 
. 

ations of 
usable surface. . ' . : , NA . hydrotechnical 
water ' . . study should 

" -Provides erosion medium . yes. no ~ ' 1ow-nil mitigate these 
control ' 

, 
. 

. 
. . impacts - 

" Reduces tidal low. yes no' low-nil 
impacts 

. . . . . . 

(Source: Government of New Brunswick 1996) 

drafts, teleconferencing and meetings, 
resuiting .. in . a final Mitigation and 
Compensation Plan for Wetland Function 
Loss (Government of New Brunswick 
1997j completed in July 1997.The strategy 
considered two key areas of impact : habitat 
and life-support functions, 'And social/cul-
tural functions and .valués. Details are prre-
sented in the Results section. 

In . May 1998; a . Memorandum of 
UndeFstanding .was sigined . between the 
Province of. New Brunswick Minister of 
Transportation add EHJV "for, mitigation 
and compensation of potential impacts of' 
highway development to ~ the ~ Eastern 
Habitat J9int Venture, Grand Like Meadows, 
Project," as per the Mitigation and . 
Compensation Plan for Wedand Function 
Loss (Government of New Brunswick 
1997). Also in May 1998, Ducks Unlimited 
Canada signed an agreement with the 
Province of New Brunswick acknowledg-
ing that the ' Mitigation and 
Compensation Plan compensates for 
impacts of the highway development - to 
the EI1JV Grand lake Meadows project, 
and consenting to the transfer of. lands to 
the Department of Transportation for con-
struction of the highway. 

Results 

The agreement to mitigate the impact of 
the construction and operation of the . 
Trans-Canada Highway on the EHJV Grand 
Lake Meadows project contained. provi-
sions for wildlife support and social/cultur-
al functions. The main elements ~ of the ' 
Mitigation and Compensation Plan for 
Wetland Function, Loss (Government of 
.New Brunswick 1997) are described 
below. ' 

Wildlife Support . 
Habitat will .be directly lost ~within the 
highway. right-of-way. Wildlife support 
functions on this lost habitat . will be com-
pensated through .acquisition of privately-
held habitat within the Grand Lake 
Meadows and acquisition of habitat for 
restoration within the Saint John River 
Flôodplain ecosystem. . . 

The acquisition formula is consistent with . 
compensation rates applied in similar situ-
ations elsewhere in North America: 

A. Acquisition, restoration and protection 
of habitat , outside Grand Lake 
Meadows, at a ratio of 3:1 (three ha 



acquired for every hectare lost) . 
" Based on 55 ha being lost, this could 

result in a maximum of 165. ha 
acquired if Pârt B is not pursued, or 
a maximum of 82.5 ha if Part B is 
realized in full . 

B. Acquisition and dedication of -private-
ly-held habitat, within Grand Lake 
Meadows for conservation purposes at 
a ratio ''of 10:1 (ten ha acquired for 
every hectare lost) to -a maximum of 
50% of. the compensation package.' 
" This would result in a maximum of 
' 275 ha acquired. If Part B is realized 

. in full, the result would be a maxi- 
mum -of 357.5 new ha acquired. . 

These acquisitions are to be carried, out by 
the . .New Brunswick- Department of 
Transportation within a four-.year, period . If 
the acquisition goals cannot be met, then 
the Department of Transportation will pro-
.vide funding for wetland acquisition 'and 
restoration on the basis of $2,500 per 
hectare for the balance of the' 55 ha not 
compensated for under the ratios set out 
above. If funds exist due to a shortfall of 
land acquisition at the end of the four-year 
period, these funds will be paid to the New 
Brunswick Department of Natural 
Resources and Energy to be managed for 

wetland con$ervation . 

Specific protection and monitoring mea-
sures are required of the project propo-
nents to ensure -that' impacts do not occur 
outside the footprint area . However, in light 
of any, potential for impact outside the 
right-of-way, . the New Brunswick 
Department of Transportation will acquire 
an additional 55 ha of privately-held habitat 
within the Grand Lake Meadows to be ded-
icated for conservation purposes : ' 

Other specific wildlife impacts will be mit- 
igated by the following: 
" Culverts will be designed to provide 

travel corridors for small wildlife ; 
Re-estâblishment of buttonbush 
colonies , occurring alông ~ ~ the right-of-

. ' way; 
. " Establishment of six osprey nesting plat-

forms within the . Grand Lake Meadows; 
and . . 

Changing the design slope from 5:1 to 
2:1 with a guard rail, to reduce the foot-
print of the roadbed' and discourage 
mammals from accessing the road . 

Protection and monitoring measures 
designed to Maintain the hydrologic 
regime will also be required of the project 
proponents . Independent auditors will 
ensure compliance with the environmental 
protection and monitoring measures . . . 

Social/Cultural Values - ' , 
The Grand Lake Meadows Fund will be 
established and held in trust through the 
New Brunswick Wildlife Trust Fund for use 
by the Grand Lake Meadows Project 
Management Committee. -The ' Çommittee 
will be responsible for developing appro-
priate compensation . activities and pro-
grams with the funds provided. , 

The New Brunswick' Department of 
Transportation will provide an initial sum of 
$200,000 to the Trust Fund . The 
Department will provide additional funding 
up to a maximum of $300,000 provided the 
Committee .provides matching dollars 
through other government programs or pri-
vate sector partnerships . This additional 
$300,000 is available for a ten-year period . 

Progress , 
The first cheque of $350,000,was present-
ed to the Minister of Natural Resources and 
Energy to be placed .in the Grand Lake 
Meadows Fund. Over'the next three years 
an additional $450,000 will be deposited to 
this account for a total of .$800.1000 to be . 
used to mitigate soçial/cultural functions 
and values . This account will be managed 
by the Grand - Lake Meadows Project 
Management Committee, which was estab-
lished in the spring of 1999.The Committee 
includes representatives from the partners' 

bf the EHJV as well as other interest groups 
and stakeholders . Committeé guidelines 
indicate that the funds are to be used for 
projects such as .the development, of low 
impact public access and interpretation 
facilities, low impact educational facilities 
and programs, and wétland research and 
management projects. . 



Land acquisition under the mitigation and 
compensation plan .has been. ongoing. The 
Department of Transportation has pur-
chased' .320 ha . of the 412 ha required 
under the mitigation, and compensation 
plan .and they have up to 2001 to acquire 
all of-the land, or provide funding for habi-
tat not replaced through acquisition . 

Six osprey nesting platforms have been 
built and installed during the fall of 1997 
along the Grand Lake Méadows. Ospreys 
are currently using.all of these platforms. 

The Maritime Road Development 
Corporation, a consortium of companies 
granted the contract to build this road, was 
awarded the- Environmental .Achievement 
Award .for 1998 by,. the. Transportation 
Association of Canada. The Environmental 
Management Plan developed for the high-
way set standards for construction that 
were higher . than those normally applied 
to projects in the province. 

Re, flections 

One of the most surprising aspects of the 
construction of the Trans Canada Highway 
through Grand Lake Meadows is that a fed-
eral environmental assessment was not 
triggered . This assessment should have . 
been triggered by a number of factors : 
Environment Canada-dollars were part of 
this NAWMP project, fisheries habitat was . . 
being impacted and the Federal. Policy on 
Wetland Conservation- (Government of 
Canada 1991) should have been respected . 
However, the section of the new, highway 
traversing the -Grand Lake Meadows was 
funded through, a provincial/private ftind-
ing consortium, thus taking pressure off 
the process to elicit a federal assessment . 
Partners in the North American Waterfowl 
Management Plan feel that federal assess- . 
ment and approval should have been 
required because of the Government of 
Canada's substantial -investment in environ-
mental conservation and restoration in the 
Grand Lake Meadows site under the Plan . 
This apparent gap in the federal approvals 
process should be explored further. ' 

The Mitigation -and Compensation Plan 
was not designed on the basis of a detailed, 

quantitative, scientific assessment of the 
habitat, hydrological : and water quality 
functions of Grand Lake Meadows, and 
changes to these functiôns as a result of the 
proposed project. Rather, the Plan . .was 
developed on the ~ basis of qualitative 
assessments of wetland functions and in 
consideration of compensation precedents 
elsewhere in North América.The main rea-
son for this qualitative approach to mitiga-
tion planning at Grand Lake Meadows was 
our limited scientific understanding of wet-
land functions and relative inexperience in 
Canada in measuring and evaluating them . 

The Grand Lake Meadows, approach high-
lights one of the major challenges in miti-
gating impacts on wetlands in Canada: 
functional assessment : Despite the empha-
sis in Canadian wetland policies at the fed-' 
eral and provinciaL levels on maintaining 
functions, and the technical advances 
made in this area in the United States, 
Canada -lags behind in developing and 
applying .wetland functional assessment 
methodologies for regional planning, envi-
ronmeintal assessments, and environmental 
.restoration strafegies . In recognition of our 
limitations in functional assessment, the 
Grand Lake Meadows Fund will be partial-
ly devoted to supporting, long-term moni-
toring and assessment of wetland functions 
on the site, to contribute to the scientific 
underpinnings of future mitigation .initia- 
tives . 

Negotiations between the EI-IJV and the 
Government of New Brunswick on the 
Grand Lake Meadows issue demonstrate 
the .challenge of partnerships, and~ particu- 
larly the conflicting roles that government 
biologists - and decision-makers are some-
times expected to play. On the one hand, 
the Province of New Brunswick is a part-
ner in the North American Waterfowl 
Management Plan.-As such, individuals in 
the natural resources department have 
worked for more than a decade to secure, . 
restore and enhance wetlands in the Grand 
Lake Meadows project site, under agree-
ments that call for long-term conservation 
of .those properties. On the other hand, 
these same individuals were suddenly 
required to represent the Government of 
New Brunswick -as . the proponents,, of a 



highway planned to traverse the Plan pro-
ject site. Considering the difficult position 
these individuals were placed in as a result 
of the decision to route the highway 
through the Grand., Lake Meadows; their 
efforts and the resulting mitigation agree-
ment were commendable. . . 

Pat ' Kehoe, . then of the New Brunswick 
Department of Natural ' Resources' and 
Energy; was a member. of the negotiating 
team. "I am proud of the process and 
results that were ~ achièved in the negotia-
tion of mitigation' for impacts on Grand 
Lake Meadows. I feel .that a fair deal was 
re 

. 
ached.' Kehoe considers ~ that the most 

- .novel aspect~of the 'deal was the compen-
sation for social/cultural impacts. However, 
says ICehoe : "If I had, to do it again I would 
award the, compensation dollars to an 
established group, such as Ducks 
Unlimited, or a local conservation authori-
ty, instead of trying to create a new man-
agement committee to administer the 
funds. The main reason a government 
agency was not considered was due to the 
problems with establishing ,an . on-going 
trust fund within the government's . bud-
getary structure." He points out that in 
future cases, the negotiating team should 
establish strong terms of reference for the 
cômpensation fund prior. to the dollars 
being . awarded. In the Grand . Lake 
Meadows case, these terms of reference 
were not established . prior. to the agree-
ment being finalized . 
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2.7 . Vancouver International 
Airport Runway Expansion : 
Delivering a Compensation 
Program Aimed at No Net 
Loss of Habitat 'Functions 

- Paultne Lynch-Stewârt 

Construction of a third runway 
. at * the 

Vancouver International Airport represents 
the first major project in Canada that aims 
to achieve no net loss of wetland and 
upland habitat functions. Up to the time of 
the environmental ~ assessment of the 
Airport runway . expansion, "no net. loss" 
was a principle common only to the con-
servation of .fish habitat in this country. 
Environment Canada promoted , applica-
tion of this principle to the runway project 
to demonstrate one approach to "making 
sustainable development work" in the third 
largest and fastest growing region : in 
Canada . The resulting mitigation program 
serves to set important precedents and 
teach valuable . lessons about. achieving 
habitat conservation in the context of sus-
tainable development. 

This case study focuses on one particular 
aspect of the mitigation efforts related to 
the Airport runway expansion - the 
design and delivery of .a'habitat compensà-
tion strategy., 

Major Parties 

" Transport Canada -Project proponent; 
responsible for supporting the cost of 
mitigating the impacts of the Airport 
runway expansion., ' 

" Environment Canada - Made formal 
. presentations to the Environmental 
Assessment and Review Panel hearings 
on the project; negotiated the details of 
the habitat compensation strategy with 
Transport Canada ; continues to lead the 
implementation and monitoring of the 
habitat compensation . program on 
behalf of the Government of Canada . . 

" Wildlife Habitat Advisory Committee on 
Compensation . - Advises Environment 
Canada and Transport Canada on the 
habitat cômpensatiôit strategy ; con, 
tributes to implementation of the habi-
tat compensation program: 

Background/Issue 

The Frasér River delta is a vital staging and , 
overwintering area for millions of migrat-
ing birds, including thé .largest wintering 
densities of raptors and Great Blue Herons 
in Canada. Sea Island is an integral part of 
the Fraser River delta ecosystem and also 
home to Vancouver International Airport. 

In the 1980s,.Transport Canada proposed 
construction of a third runway at . the 
Airport. The . department predicted . that: 
'The $100-million project would deliver an 
estimated $3 billion worth of economic 
benefits to British Columbia . The Airport 
already sustains more than 30,000 jobs, arid 
contributes $2.7 billion to the provincial 
economy Forecasts for the decade show 
the tllrport ~will experience strong growth 

' and every .increase of 10,000 passengers 
will bring 52 person-years of employment 
and $9 million .in additional .revenue :' 
(Transport,Canada Minister's Office 1992). 

Environmentally, one of the major issues 
was_ that ~ the . ninway would result in the 
loss of approximately 350 ha of wetlarid 
and upland wildlife habitat - mostly .hay 
field, wet pasture, old field, ditches and 
hedgerows that were home to, raptors; 
herons, song birds, shorebirds-and water-
fowl . Reports noted that "the diversity, and 
abundance of passerine birds using the 
woôdlots and open fields makes .this _vital 
area very popular with üaturalists :' 

Approach to Mitigation . 

Federal Environmental Assessment 
and Review Process Panel , 
In 1989, a Federal Environmental 
Assessment and Review Process (EARP) 
Panel was charged with réviewing the envi-~ 
ronmental and 'socio-economic effects 
associated With. Transport Canada's propos-
al to construct a new "runway at the 
Airport. A number of parties,intervened in . 
the Panel hearings to make a strong case . 
for conservation of the important . Sea 
-Island habitat, including Environment 
' Cariada, environmental, . nôn-govérnment ~ 
organizations, a local Aboriginal communi-
ty and numerous individuals.'The..~Panel 
considered all mitigation options, co nclud- 



itig that the -project was necessary and 
there were no -alternatives, that measures 
were ~required. to reduce or elimiriate some 
impacts, and that residual impacts were jus-~ 
tified but required compensation . The 
Panel. recommended that the runway pro-
ceed, but made'22 recommendations about 
impact: mitigation : Pertaining tô habitat 
loss, the Panel reiterated many of 
Environment Canada's recommendations 
concerning the no net loss principle and 
the compensation approach, and recom-
mended that : 

0 Compensation be made for all loss of 
habitat and habitat quality, preferably 
in the vicinity of Sea Island .("ori a 
one-to-one basis". with compensatory 
habitat having a similar function and 

0 

quality to habitat lost on Sea Island); 
alternatively, in Roberts .Bank~ ("on a 
two-for-one basis'.'), or Boundary Bay 
("on a three-for-one basis"). 
Compensation be in the form of, pur-
chase and enhancement of land - ôr 
through forms of tenure, with 
enhancement; ' 

" The area north of the runway .be set 
aside as the core of a Sea 'Island 
Conservation Area, and. that credit be 
granted for enhancement that 
increases the arrea's carrying capacity 
for 
increases 

species of waterfowl, 
passerines and raptors; . 

0 A sizrvey of birds be conducted prior 
to any construction and at regular 
intervals thereafter to ensure the 
effectiveness of compensation strate-
gies ; arid 

" A Wildlife Management Committee 
be established' to mânnage the . Sea 
Island Conservation Area fôr at least 
50 years . ~ . . 

Government of Canada Response to 
Panel Recommendations 
The Government of Canada accepted most 
of the Panel's recommendations: In 1992, 
the Minister of Transport announced fedèr= 
al government approval to proceed with 
the runway project: The project was. to 
exemplify the government's approach to 
sustainable development: "We have taken a 
reasonable. and' responsible approach to ; 

integrating the . . environmental concerns 
and economic benefits associated with the 
Vancouver .runway project" (Transport 
Canada Minister's Office 1992). ' 

In response to the EARP Panel recommen-
dations, and on the advice of Environment 
Canada, the government . committed to pro-
tecting or replacing wildlife habitat to 
-achieve "no net loss of habitat capability" 
within the Fraser River delta ëcosystem. ' 
Environment Canada and Transport Canada 
agreed to compensate for the loss of 350 
ha of habitat through land transfers and. 
funding for enhancement and securement 
activities . Transport Canada committed to 
working toward conservation objectives . 
while .ensuring that aviation safety was not 
compromised. ' 

The Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS) of 
Environment Canada continues to be 
responsible for leadiirng the habitat com-
pensation 'program on behalf of the. 
Government of Canada, with funding by 
Transport Canada . In turn; the CWS recog- . 
nized that long-term success of the pro-
gram depended :on the participation of a 
diverse group of stakeholders . 

Wildlife Habitat Advisory Çommittee . 
on Compensation . 
In 1992, CWS established . the Wildlife 
Habitat Advisory Committee on 
Compensation . .,("the . Committee") to 
advise and guide Environment Canada and 
Transport Canada' on the compensation 
program . The Committee comprises repre-
sentatives of federal and provincial wildlife 
agencies, a local Aboriginal community the 
municipality, the Vancouver International 
Airport Authority,the provincial ministry of 
agriculture, a naturalist . group, aviation safe-
ty experts, and two local. community .orga-
nizatioris . Led by the Canadian Wildlife. 
Service of Environment Canada, the 
Parallel Runway Wildlife Habitat 
Compensation Strategy (Wildlife Habitat 
Advisory Committee ôn . Conipensatiorn , 
1993) was completed in : .1993. The 
Compensation -Strategy benefited_ from, 
the views of these constituencies arid was 
fully endorsed by all Committee members. 



The Compensation, Strategy is anchored 
by ~ a niunbei~ of statements that define the 
grotip's Approach to compensation . ; 

" .Compensation . for lost habitat 
should only be used if the loss of 
the habitat has been deemed 
acceptable and unavoidable, and 

. all possible measures, to reduce or 
eliminate impacts have been imple-
mented . . 

In the case of the Vancouver Airport 
runway project, the Government of 
Canada made the decision to . pro-
ceed_ ;with the project. As recom-
mended by the Panel, all efforts were 

. made by the project proponents to 
minimize the damage to the natural 
environment. Compensation was 
used as a last resort after all other mit-
igation was applied and failed to 'pre-
,vent all habitat losses. 

" The most practical approach to 
compensation is to try to achieve 
no net loss of habitat functions and 
values. . 

Thè functional approach to habitat 
management or compensation focus-
es on maintaining the overall carry- 
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ing capacity of the landscape for the 
range of species that inhabit it . When 
human development displaces other 
species -from an area, the- functional 

. Approach seéks.to increase 'the over-
all carrying capacity of other hcibi-
tats to maintain species diversity and 
populations in the landscape: This 
approach challenges conservation 
biologists . to assess the, habitat 
requirements for displaced species, 
and enhance other places to provide 
these .requirements, without displac-
ing species that already depend on 
that place for survival.The functional 
approach represents a marked 
-improvement over traditional com-
pensation. methods that focused on 
"replacing habitat on a 1:1 basis" 
(area of replacement habitat : area of 
,lost- habitat), which, sometimes 
improved the habitat for one species 
at the expense of otbers, resulting in 
a net habitat loss. ., - 

" Accordingly, compensation requires 
an assessment of functions and val-
ues of the habitat prior to develop-
ment. . . . . . 

Information should be collected on 
. pre-construction numbers and species 
of birds, types and. functions of habi-
tats, and presence of rare, threatened, 
and/or endangered species of flora 
and fauna. This baseline is . critical to 
'designing' an adequate . program and 
evaluating success. 

" -Simple purchase or preservation of 
like habitat would not achieve no 
net loss unless the replacement 
lands were enhanced to' make . up 
for.the lost habitat. 

Assuming that existing habitat in a 
landscape is already at or close to car-
rying capacity, cômpénsation by sim-
ple purchase or protection of land 
will result in a net loss of habitat from 
the landscape and ultimately a loss of 

- wildlife . Unless enhanced, protected 
habitat will not likely be able to meet 
the requirements of the displaced 
wildlife . . . 

. Enhancement of the types. of habi-
tats required . by . the displaced 
species should be carried out with-, 
out any significant loss of existing 
wildlife values. : . 

Enhancement sites have their own 
complement . of flora And fauna that 
must not be lost when increasing the 
land's capability to support addition-
al species and individuals. This limits 
the - .type and amount of enhance-
ment that can take place per hectare 
of land . 

To conserve habitats in perpetuity, 
various methods need to be 
employed, -from . strictly protected' 
sites . .to stewardship of .prtvate 
lands managed for multiple use. 
No net loss of habitat capability . is 
most likely to be achieved through a 
combination of sécurement; enhatice-
.ment of secured properties, and stew-

. .ardship , on private lands. The 
promotion of good land planning and . 

, management practices on private 



lands 'is just ,as important. as acquisi-
tion of small pockets of habitat, to 
ensuring long-term benefits to . 
wildlife on the landscape. A healthy 
working landscape, . interspersed 
with areas of natural habitat, can best 
accommodate the ~diverse daily and 
seasonal, habitat requirements of a 
range of wildlife species. 

Ensuring- that farming . remains 
viable over ii large portion of the 
delta is essential. ' 

Many species depend; in part, on 
. farmland for their. . survival . It is not 
(?ne ..or two particular pieces of land 
that arre . critical fir overwintering 
birds ' in the Fraser delta, but. the . 
ecosystem or landscape as a whole, -
with its mosaic of habitat types. . 

. 

" Compensatory .lands 'should . be 
located as geographically close to . 
the lost habitat as possible, should ~ 
be as ecologically similar to the lost 
habitat as possible, and have good 
enhancement potential, . 

Also, compensation for lost habitat 
should ideally occur prior to dével- . 
opmerit. . 

Evaluation is regarded as a critical 
component of the . compensation 
program. 

First, a prlôrt evaluation of the merits 
of enhancement and stewardship 
proposals will promote optimal allo-
cation of the resources available for 
compensation . Second, a posteriori ." 
assessment of the success of individ-
ual enhancement and stewardship 
projects will reveal the strengths and 
weaknesses of different strategies of 
resource management and, thereby; 
improve .future endeavours : Third; 
assessing progress toward no net loss 
of habitat capability will indicate . 
when ~or whether the* lost habitat: is . 
adequately compensated. 

Despite the lack of knowledge and 
information. about implementing 
the no net loss principle, dedication 
to the principle is commendable. 

Adopting the no let loss: principle 
indicates not only an acknowledge- 

ment of the importance . .of wildlife 
habitat, but a commitment to provide' . ' 
a means to try to compensate . for 
unavoidable habitat destruction and 
alteration. With each new application 
of the no 'net -loss principle, we will 
move closer to solving the problems. 

Approach to Compensation 
The Airport Authority made -â substantial 
investment in minimizing the impacts of . 
the runway on habitat and wildlife, includ-
ing transplanting vegetation and creating . 
nesting sites such as perch poles, etc. The 
Authority also' invested in an assessment. of ' . 
the functions and values of the habitat prior ' 
to development: analyzing total acreage and 
types of habitat lost, and conducting field 
surveys to assess . wildlife use in . the area . 
planned -for development. As previously . 
mentioned, this case study çoncentrates on 
the habitat compensation strategy, .âs the 
unique Aspect of this project. 

Environment Canada,. supported' by the 
Wildlife .Habitat AdvisoyCommittee, on' 
Compensation, undertook a number of ' 
activities to compensate for habitat lost as . 
a result of the expansion of the Vancouver 
International Airport: 

1) Preparation of a strategy for compensat-
ing habitat losses . 
" -The Parallel Runway Wildlife 

. . Habitat Compensation Strategy 
identified- and described three main 
actions that would be taken to com-
pensate habitat losses : land secure- 

. nient, enhancement, and private land 
stewardship. , . . ' 

2) Development of criteria for iden g 
lands for securement'and enhancement 
-programs. 
" Acquired lands were to have similar. ~ 

ecology to those lost. on Sea Island, . 
have good enhancement potential so 
that their carrying capacity could be 
increased to help absorb. wildlife dis-
placed from Sea Island, and be locat-
ed in the lower Fraser River delta. 
~The order of preference-for location 
of compensation lands was: 
Richmond ; northwest Delta; south 
Délta/Boundary Bay area; elsewhere 



within the lower Fraser River delta. 
" Enhaticement activities would 

increase habitat carrying capacity to 
make room for additional birds dis-
placed froth Sea Island, and cover all 
types of species affected, including 
~waterfowl, shorebirds, passerines and 
raptors: Although management and 
enhancement activities would only 
be . implemented on secured . land to 
ensure the result contributes. to 
wildlife conservation in perpetuity, 
they would. not be restricted to lands 
acquired with airport compensation 
dollars. Preference for enhancement 
activities was, again, as geographical-
ly close to Sea Island as possible . 

+ An assessment . was made of ~ the 
enhancement potential of 28 protect-
ed sites in . the Lower ~ Mainland -
including regional and municipal 
parks, provincial and federal wildlife 
areas, and~some lands held by conser-
vation groups. Based on this assess-
merit, the Committee recommended 

, priority sites to Environment-, Canada . 

3) Exploration of conservation easements. 
" Conservation easements were 

explored as an alternative means to 
acquisition for securing lands. 
Easements are .attached to the title 
deed of the property, and . therefore 
protect the land for the long term. 

4) Identification of possible enhancement . 
projects. : . . 

Examples of possible enhancement 
. . projects - are: wetland creation/ 

restoration,, creation of old field habi-
tat, planting of trees and shrubs, 

52 removal of exotic and undesirable 
vegetation, installation of nest boxes 

- and platforms, and water control 
structures to 'manage field -drainage. 

5) Identification of private stewardship 
projects that .are beneficial to wildlife 
and also improve the, capability of the . 
land for agriculture . 
" Encouraged projects that help main-

tain soil-based agriculture such as 
winter cover crops (emphasizing the 
maintenance of .viable farming, and 
securément of habitat); pasture rota- 

tion (rejuvenates soils and provides 
habitat for voles and raptors) ; and 

, establishment of hedgerows (habitat 
for passerines) . 

6) Developmenf of the Evaluation Plan . 
for the Parallel Runway Habitat . 
Compensation Program. . ' 
" Documented. a process for evaluating 

the merit, success and progress of the, 
program. .The process incorporates 
ecological, administrative and finan-
cial criteria . It is scientifically defensi-
ble because .it 'rflies on primary 
ecological criteria (i .e . .criteria requir-
-ing empirical field research), in addi-
tion to secondary ecological criteria 

. (i .e : criteria that are derivatives of pri- - 

. 

the program on track. Evaluation will 
be a continuous and open process. 
Once it has been shown that each . 
habitat type lost on Sea Island has 
been compensated for, and secured, 
elsewhere within the Fraser River 
delta ecosystem, the Committee will 
have achieved success in implement-
ing the no net loss objective. 

mary ecological criteria or those hav-
ing ecological relevance, but not 
requiringempirical field research). 
In practice, é valuation of no net loss 
is accomplished primarily by evaluat-
ing. the type and amount of habitat 
each project has provided . As imple-
mentation of the strategy proceeds, 
the Committee and CWS will . make 
any. Modifications needed to keep 

Results 

In this case it was not possible for lost 
habitat to be compensated prior to devel-
opment, but implementation of the com-
perisatiori strategy -coincided with the 
construction of the. runway. Table 2.2 pro-
vides a summary of all the components of 
the strategy. ~ ' , 

Land Transfer 
Transport Canada transferred administra-
tive control of two parcels . of land to 
Environment Canada, totaling 171 ha and 
including: . 
" Robertson Farm, approximately 3 1 ha 



Table 2.2 
COMPENSATION PROGRAM SUMMARY 

, 
Component 

Habitat replaced 
as of July 1999 . Value 

. 
Status 

Land Transfers ~ .171 ha . . . Transferred 1994-96 

Acquisitions , i48'ha . $6,000.,000 Completed 1995 

Stewardship and ' 7 ha - hedgerow . $3,000,000 Ongoing 
Enhancement (1.2 ha lost) 
Program . . 

(179 ba to be 1 hectare - ditches, 
compensated) ponds and wetlands . . 

. ' (.7 hectare lost) 

350 ha - grassland . 
(116.8 ha lost) 

3 ha - wooded . ' . ' 
. (56 ha lôst) . 

3 ha - .pond 
' (3.6 ha lost) ' 

of prime agricultural land bordering* the 
foreshore of Roberts Bank, primarily 
benefiting waterfowl; and to be man-
aged .as part of the Alaksen National 
Wildlife Area : . . . 
Sea , Island Conservation Area, 
encompassing much of the land north 
of the new runway, approximately 140 
ha of , prime . habitat . for raptors and 
herons. Conservation of these species 
could be pursued without posing a risk . 
to aviation safety. ' 

. 

Monetary Compensation _ 
Based on the loss of 350 ha of wildlife habi-
tat, and'allowing for the 171 ha of land that 
will be transferred to Environment Canada, 
the Government of Canada agreed in 1992 
to provide monetary compensation for the 
remaining area . Compensation funding was 
based on a ratio of 1:1 replacement of the 
178 ha, at fait market value of non-côm-
mercial upland delta lands. As a result, 
Transliort Canada transferred $9. million of 
funding to ,Environment Canada . for 
enhancement and securement activities, as 
detailed below. . 

Land Securement ' 
In 1995, Environment Canada entered into 
an agreement with the Greater Vancouver 
Regional District and 'the Province of 
British Columbia to become a . partner in 
the Lower Mainland Nature . Legacy 
Program. Environment Canada contributed 
$6 million towards the partnership's acqui-
sition of three properties in Richmond . 
totaling 148 ha, based on the criteria devel-
oped.The three-party agreement stipulates 
that the primary objective on the acquired 
properties is wildlife conservation, particu-
larly for-those species impacted by the "air-
port expansion. . . 

Habitat Enhancement 
Environment Canada contributed $750,000 
between 1995 and 1998 to improve . the 
capacity of protected' lands tp support 
wildlifé, such as those lands purchased 
through the Legacy Program or other lands 
held for conservation by government .or 
non-government ôrganizations . Enhance- . 
ment activities commenced on selected sites 
in the Winter of 1996 . Success of the habitat 
enhancements is being monitored by winter 
bird surveys at two of the enhancement sites 



and photo-monitoring of vegetation growth 
at five Of the enhancement sites. 

Land Stewardship 
In March 1995, following a competitive 
process judged , by the Committee, 
Environment Canada awarded a $2.25 mil-
lion grant to the Delta . Farmland and 
Wildlife Trust to implement private .land 
stewardship programs iri the lower Fràser 
River delta. The income. from this .endow 
ment, approximately $140,000 each year, 
will be used to run the -stewardship pro-
gram in perpetuity, for . projects such-as' 
grass. field set asides, hedgerow establish= 
ment and farmyard improvements . The 
Trust has established a Steering Committee- 

, composed of : representatives of the 
Wildlife Habitat Advisory. Committee, 
Environment Canada, the Corporation of 
Delta, the City of Richmond, and their own . 
organization, tô.help direct the program: 

The.Trust developed a long-tfrm wildlife 
monitoring and evaluation work plan, to 
ensure that the; stewardship program opti-
mizes wildlife use of replacement habitats . 
Results of monitoring and evaluation to 
date -focus on comparative wildlife use of ' 
new and established habitats.These results 
guide stewardship activities, but are not, 
conclusive regarding success of the proo-

Smm- 

Re, fTections 

This case study begs the question : Is "no' 
net loss'.' an effective approach for ensuring 
'sustainable development? . . 

54 
Despite , the . recognition of "no net loss" 
being a commendable and beneficial 
approach to mitigating losses, practitioners 
warn about the scientific and practical lim-
itations of implementing such a principle. 
Trish Hayes of the Canadian Wildlife 
Service, Pacific and Yukon Region, empha-
sizes that. éonipénsation for habitat losses 
should always be a last resort in. the mitiga- 
tion process,, after all attempts at avoidance 
and minimization of impacts have . been 
made . No matter how skilled or experi-
enced. practitioners become at measuring 
and replacing habitat . requirements for 

some species, direct losses of habitat, will 
ultimately result in ecological. impover-
ishment. The Wildlife Habitat Advisory 

. . ..Committee' on Compensation (1993) 
explains "No net loss. is assessed at a very 
coarse resolution . Not all losses .are . 
accounted for. The potential ecological 
impacts of *habitat .loss on biodiversity at 
other scales of resolution - ranging from 
genes to landscapes - are unheeded, but 
may be critical" Hayes, echoes these" 
thoughts : "We have learned a lot through 
this compensation program about replac-
ing habitat losses, but we must be realistic 
about what we are capable of achieving." . 

However, since : other . mitigation options 
we're considered for this project before . 
resorting to compensation of residual 
adverse impacts, no net loss of habitat 
capability was recognized as the best goal 
toward which to strive.The primary reason 
for this was the highly modified, intensely 
developed. landscape of the Fraser River 
delta. Biologists were not challenged with 
replicating "pristine" natural habitat. Also, it 
was thought that the. carrying . capacity of 
alternative .. habitat could likely lie 
increased since current carrying capacity 
was judged "sub-optimal" This would not 
be the case for pristine habitats . 

Establishing the- Wildlife Habitat Advisory 
Committee on Compensation wa's a -hovel 
approach at the time of the project. Hâyes 
commented on the value of that 
Committee not only, in advising 
Environment Canada on compensation, but 
in implementing the compensation strate-. 
gy : "Establishing the Committèe and work-
ing toward consensus meant that we got_ 
buy-in and advice from a wide range of 
groups . The consensus process was time 
consuming; but in the long run, the, pro-
gram was a lot better for it.Thé group took 
ownership of the program, and its success 
became ,a shared responsibility. It is defi-
nitely the approach to take . in the future if 
we want to conserve habitat at the land-
scape level." Hâyes emphasized the impor= 
tance of gaining and maintaining the trust 
of stakeholders, citing consistency in gov 
érinnent representation at the table and 
open sharing of information. as two factors 
critical to this trust: "The process of deci- 



sion-making has to' be as open . and , trans-
parent as possible ." . 

Hayes commends the Committee members 
for their. cômmitment to the program:"Aftèr 
seven years the same people still come 
together around a common goal - that's 
real commitment . In fact, the non -govern-
ment groups have really taken responsibili-
ty . to ensure implementation, and they 
spend the time and effort, necessary to get 
the job done . They are willing to work to 
'ensure that the program continues to be a 
success." She alsô values the Committee 
members for their role in promoting çon-
setvation and . . believes that : "They've 
become another set of eyes and ears on the 
ground - they help keep us abreast of 
local issues important to the community" 
Her work with the Committee members 
has helped expand a network that benefits 
habitat conservation in the delta:"I'm grate-
ful . for, the opportunity tô build alliances 
and bridges that go well beyond this pro-
gram to other aspects of my work." 

One of the greatest challenges of the com= 
pensation program was overcoming barri-
ers *to -innovation. Establishment of â 
stewardship . program , in perpetuity 
requires innovative' solutions and . 
approaches that are good for wildlife and 
for the landowner. It took time and creativ-
ity to develop a workable approach and 

' gain the necessary support for such a pro-
gram from many agencies and individuals. 

. The experience of the Airport runway pro-
ject has also ill[istrated"the importance of 
.having good baseline data = on all . the. 
species affected - before construction 
begins on a project. Although substantial, 

. efforts were made to compile data on habi-
tat types and species _before runway con- . 
strtiction, biologists think that design and, 
evaluation of -habitat compensation pro-* 
jects suffered due to lack of data . In hind-
sight, they could have -used "a couple of 
years" to collect wildlife and habitat data 
on the runway site . Lack of data has meant 
that, in the final analysis, biologists cannot 
definitively conclude whether they have 
maintained habitat Capacity across, the 
landscape, for bird species and, populations 
that depend~on that habitât. . 

Biologists involved in this project also uige 
others embarking on mitigation design to 
factor in the: cost of; evaluating the results 
of mitigation measiires. Specifically, they, 
recommend that a minimum of 10% of the 
total cost of mitigating impacts should be 
budgeted 'for . evaluation . This level of 
resources is éssential to determine if habi-
tat compensation measures are working. 

Although actual success on "no net loss" is 
difficult to measure, biologists at 
Environment Canada recognize that sub-
stantial progress has'been made on replac-, 
ing- the habitat capability that was lost to 
the Airport runway expansion on Sea 
Island . However, they hasten to reiterate 
two important messages from this experi-
ence . First, Environment Canada's partners 
in the compensation strategy have been 
key to the success of the program thus far. 
In fact, habitat conservation in the Fraser 
River. delta: area continues to benefit from 
partnerships. with' landowners that were 
established for the runway project. Second, 
although pleased with . the results of the 
Compefisation' .. Strategy, Environment 
Canada biologists emphasize the impor-
tance 'of applying the other mitigation 
options - avoidance arid minimization of 
impacts -~wherever possible, and reserv-
ing 'the compensation ôption . as a 'last 
resort . . . 
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his chapter_ outlines the theory . Implementing the'Mitigation 
and application of mitigation,' ~ , Sequence' 
with an emphasis . on practical' 
cônsiderations needed to-address The purpose of this section is to . give an. 

the- conservation goal of no 'net loss of wet- . `.overview of the decision-making and inform . 

' : land functions for . wetland develôpinent mation gathering processes generally, and , 

projects undertaken in Canada . .Infôrma- , to provide a context for the types of infor- . , 

~titin is drawn mainly ffom the experiences . ~ mation .required to make decisions as the : 

of wetlânnd- prâctitioners in,Canada and the project unfolds. ,AU steps may not apply in . 

United . States . These éxperiénçes were' a -given situation; depending -upon the . 

gathered . in â- series of .interviews and scôpe .ôf the project and decisions relating . . 

reported in background papers for a 'to. aôval and timing-of .thé 

National Workshop on Wetland ~Mitigatiôn work : Nevertheless, ., the fol- . 

and Çompensatiôn (Bailey 199$;Lëftus and lowing overview should give 

Mansell ~1998).Thé National Workshop pro- P~~titioners a framework to 

. ' _ ceedings (Côx and. Grôse 1998) And pub= 
. : lished literature round . out the principal, 

sources, of -inforination used in developing 
' the framework. ' 

This framework outlines -steps and proce-
dures based on expertise and expèriénces 

organize and assess the sïtua- _ 
tion, to .evaluate information 
needs and to foresee some -of 
the- challenges to meeting a 
no i net loss objective. The 
steps and options to ..follow . 
will . also help practitioners 

gathered 'on project planning, implementa- _ and . managèrs to determine a 
tiôn.and évaluation.Thé informatioti -needs' . course of action,` which 

, and decision-making process are described . would deal with the . uncer- 

:0-* A Practical 
~ Framework for ., 
.Ap~plyirng Wetla~nd 

~ ~-Mitigâtion in ~. , 
,- .Canada* 

- Robert O. Bailey 

for each stage of the mitigation sequence. .tainties inherent in mitigation and 
typically faced by compensation initiatiyes . A_ number of challenges 

Canadian practitioners are discussed, ând 
The steps in this section outline the typical options .to overcome barriers 'and . .con-, 
stages (if the avoidance - minimization - 

strauits are proposed . Methods. of ,counter- . compensation :sequence (see Figure 1j ,3. .: 
Mg uncertainty in the ̀design of mitigation ~ Input during the early planning, stages, of a 

. .projects, and in monitoring and evaluation , :project i's key to avoiding impacts and cost-
of projects, are presented., - _ 1y, compensation measures . Initial-~scoping 

The proposed framework establishes an . . of.the project,proposal may indicate mini-

apprôach to wetland mitigation, for use in a - mal. Potential foi impacts on wetland func- . 

~Canadian context. The framework. is not a . tions, or point td options that would Avoid 

stringent recipe for -success in wetland mit- the wetland entirèly. The best chances .to 

igatiôn, but a guide . to approaches that reduce damage tô wetlands from develop- . . 

have - worked in . Canada and the United ~ . ' ment projects is,to detect forthcoming pro-

States. Mltigation projects may . be expan- Posals_ And alert proponents to the need for . 

sive, in scope and detail . This framework wetland considerations before . .constfuc-: 

outlines information re quiremënts general- : tion is underway. ' 

ly, and ,alerts practitioners -to some of the'. -. In the Unïted . States a permit is requi'red 
options and potential pitfalls inherent in . . -under -the' . Clean Water Act to allow con-
wetland mitigation projects. It is not meant _ : struction in a wedand location . In Canada, 

, `to- replace the ,requirements set opt under . environmental legislation at federal, proviri- ̀ 
various federal and provincial policies and cial, and territorial' levels may. Apply, . 
legislation ; rather, it can help guide actions. depending upon a wide range of factors 
taken in support of these "requirements, . -such : as the' size of the wetland' the .jùris- 

. and can also guide 'activities to be under- . diction;. the nature of, poténtial.impacts, if 
taken withouf a legislative requirement. . . fish habitat is Affected, and whether .or not 

' This chapter is ;adaptéd from .a paper of the same title cônunissioned_bythe North Ainerican Wetlands 
.wiuci vauUu ~vwn,u ~uuiaun~ : . 
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IDENTIFY FUNCTIONS 
AND VALUES AT RISK 

MINIMIZE POTENTIAL 
IMPACTS ON SITE 

STEP 3 

Figiire.3.1 . . . 
. . STEPS IN THE.MITIOATION PROCESS 

DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT.-
- COMPENSATION. PLAN 

MONITOR AND EVALUATE 
MINIMIZATION AND 
COMPENSATION 

The most critical~step in wetland conservation is detecting fôrthcôming projeçts and 
. initiating action to avoid wetland locations (see.text) . . 



federal - policy- implications, financing or 
other interests are involved . For a discus= 
siôn of the policy and legislative frame-'. 
work for wetland conservation in Canada, 
the North American Wetlands Conservation 
Council (Canada) has published a comp re- . 
hensive. .report (Lynch-Stewart .et al . 1999). 
Most jurisdictions; including: the federal _ 
government, are reluctant to .eriforce envi- 
ronmental policies and . legislation : Often 
projects, come forward for -review. and 
remedial . action only .because of : public. -
advocacy or, legalaction . 

'Wetland . projects . in Canada may. receive 
political approval before . any scientific . or 
environmental information on the site . 
becomes available . There is also a tendency 

, to bypass. the mitigation . sequence and go 
straight to .the question of compensation . . 
In, many- cases developers prefer quick . 
fixes and technolôgic.âl "add-ôns" to resolve : 
.envirônméntal. problems . It . may be easier 
for a company and government adminisfra-
tors. to , negotiate -a financial . package, 
including,- for example, 'a fish hatchery to 
replace spawn'ing and rearing habitat 
-destroyed by'-the construction (?f . a power . 
dam,, than : to determine other mitigation 

. alternatives . This approach . minimizes, 
delays in project approval and in the onset ~ 
of construction activities, while maintain-
ing. the overall scope, and size' of the pro- . 
jèct . . . 

Mitigation measures are often viewed . as 
time-consuming and costly "additions" to a 
project, and can be especially disruptive to 
development planning when these - mea- 
sures enter the orocéss after construction : - 
begins . This situation, Occurs frequently in 
Canada where public consultation is lack-
ing in advance of the project or is defi--
ciènt, and the concerned public alerts 
policy and regulatory agèriciés . and the 

. media late in the process. In addition, 
.industry, and _government departments at 
-federal, provincial, territorial ând municipal - 

' levels, may not be aware of constraints and 
barriers to -development that. are imposed . 
by policies ; regulations and other agree-
ments. Finally, problems can also arise . 
when engineering, opinion is substituted 
for wetland ecosystem expertise, and fails 

- to identify either the presence ôf.wetlands 

Government is_ often the proponent of pro-
jects in Canada, as well as being the .envi- . 
ronmental stewardship ' agëncy - 'that 
reviews project ' assessments and granfs . 
approval . This dilerimrna,~ can result in : 
intense pressure on . ''administrators and .-
practitioners at provincial, territorial and 
federal levels for quick- turnaround- times 
nn decisions . and . project approvals. 
Projects are' seldom cônceived far: enough~-
in advance to allow 'fôr the information 
.gathering tasks and-field studies required 
to adequately quantify'ftinctio.nal losses in 
major wetland, development projects . . . 

Canadian development projects can enter, 
the mitigation. sequence at any .stage, 
which :may .limit mitigation options -or. :-
opportunities. These constraints often call 
for adaptive, . innovative, applications of : 

. :wetland mitigation in an unpredictable 
social; political and economic climâté. . . 

Step One: Establish a consultative-
participatory approach among , the 
proponents, principal~. stakeholders 
and agéncies as early in, the project as - . 
possible . ~ 

Set up a multi~isciplinary, public-private . 
sector review team or panel to oversee the. 
pioject and the building of tlié dâtabase on 
the site . The panel will cbnsider the infor-
mation and options, and oversee the devel- . -
opment, implementation, monitoring -and 
evaluation of the mitigation plan. . The. 
panel will also diréct and pârticipate ~ in. 
public' consultation and the distribution of , 

. information on the project. 

.-The' development of a Project Téam or . 
Advisôry Panel for the project depends 
upon the . scope of the pcoposal and the-
potential . scale of impacts on, the wetland . 
environment: Prôjects .on wetlands requir-
ing an environmental- assessment, or . 
expected to . significantly affect wetland' , 

. capacity within . a watershed or' region, : 
should-be reviewed or managedby .a -team 
or panel compi~ised of the proponents- and. 
leading* stakéholder agencies and organiza- 

. . tioris . The. size of the team should be com- 
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the available . experience . in the field :and : 
the resôurces to fulfill infOrmAtion'rieeds . . 

The project should be.cQhsidered in light. 
of the. policy and regulatory frameworks 
available within the jurisdictioin, and those . 
that may apply nationally. Any appropriate 
triggers fôr the various acts .and legislation ., 
with a bearing on the 'project . need to be. : .. 
identified . A number of these iristruments -
have prescribed procedures that must be ' 
followed . ' . . . . 

ménsuraté with the scope of information, . . 
interests and decisions, required . The team 
will require access to qualified, expertise,. 

Step Two: : Identify: and - quantify the 
wetland functions and values at risk in 
~the'project to the extent possible : . 

The information needs 'outlined below 
would ' normally appear - . 'in, the: 
Environmental . Impact Assessment for â pro-
ject. The Terms of Refeiençe for an assess-
ment should outline information needs and 

' specify .the functional approach required to 
evaluate -potential . impacts to wetlands and 
to assist in the planning and design of miti-
gation or compensation options. : 

Examples of information needs: . 

" 

" 
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' use arid rèsource:profilé for the site ; 

literature review and historical- back-
ground to create an ecosystem, hiimaip 

field inveritory/siirvey data tif fauna-and 
flora. in the wetland, associated uplands 
and watershed; 
spatial/temp.oral:dynamics and .iriterrela; 
tionships among terrestrial and aquatic 
communities and resources; 

" 'physiographic . proflle . of the site, stir-
.rounding area-and ecosystem character-

. istics ; '_ 
" lhydro-geological profile of the ,site ; . 

climate profile and potential influences ; 
" integration of the field and background 

information . in . a dynamic ecosystem 
profile for the wetland; 

" ' ideritification ~of'thé affected functions; 
and, ~ : . . . . . 
determination 

. . 
of 'actual and potential 

Value of the functions/resouiices at risk . 

Examples :of information sources and tools 
include:, 

" scientific -literature, government surveys 
. and- publications,, and consultant 
reports; 
universities, fish : arid wildlife inventoo- 

, ries; botanical surveys arid profiles ; . ., 
" inventôriés of 'rare, threatened -and 

endangered species; . 
" , federal and provincial wetland, land and 

soil, classification Systems; . - 
" : géojôgicâl/hydrological sur'veys ; 
", water quality and flow monitoring data 

systems; 
" information froni :utilities .arid other. 

water regulators; . 
" the ~ Wétlarid Evaluation, Guide (Bond 
.~ et al .' 1992) ; 
" The Federal . Policy on Wetland . ` 

Conservation: Implementation Guide. 
. for Federal Land -Managers (Lyüch- . . 
Stéwart et al. 1996); and : 

" the . North American Wetlands 
Conservation Council (Canada) . 

. Step .Three: With the information and 
expert -interpretation in hand, work 
through ̀ the minimizatioin proçess; 

~ -'develop aind implement a plan -to min-
imize . .pôtcntial .impacts on site ;as . 
appropriate.. : 

Potential . impacts, normally include - those 
resülting .from the "footprihr or actual 
physical presence of . the development. 
structùre,-the~ impacts caused by cônstruc-
tion or increased human use or presènce in 
a location, and by, the influences the de.vel-, 

` ôpment may, cast upon : the. sui-rounding 
-' area and . ecosystem. Examples : of typical . 
impacts- are_ -barriers : imposed - by hew: . 
structures to the movements of fish and 
wildlife, losses ...of v~âter quality : ' down-' 
stream, and fundamental : changes'. in the 
ecolqgical character of a site brqught aboüt. . 
by project -influences on 4he 'hydrologic 
regimé . 

This step examines the options for mini-. 
- mizing- impacts identified 'above on ' .the 
. , site . Modifications in the project design, ré- 

routing roads or pipelines; or Small-scale, 
low-tech ~ cimeasures such as sedimentation 
ponds; barriers or wildlife . enhancement 
-methods are 'exaiimplès' ôf- techniques: 

which may be used to. avoid or minimize 
functional losses on location . Every -reason- 



able -éffort .must be, taken, before procéed-
ing to the next . step . ~ . . . 

rarity of the wétland :type-itself on- a geo-
graphic . basis . is' associated with various . 

A. critical point in determining the require-
ments for compensation -and assessing . the 
level o_ f significance for a range of impacts" 
is to .- ensure , that only . qualified experts: 

-measures to -achieve . no net loss : This step . . . within the respective fields make the eval-
is the decision :pôint for proceeding with . uatiôns ~ required for -the decision-making -
compensation . Where functional .losses fol- prhcess.This does not preclude. input from ° 
lowing efforts to . :minimize effects: are ._ local interests; in fact, the-importance of 
determined to be "significant," a cômpensa- wétiarid benefits .to loçal intérests, must be 
tion .plan must be developed and imple- taken into account: However; this . inforrria- 

. mented to replace -thé lost ~ or diminished tion must be gathered and. evaluated by . 

The functional evaluation of the wetland is -
; key. to establishing the presence of residual 

' impacts and the need f6r 'compensatory 

~ Step, Four: Identify residùal impacts. 

functions. 

e sigmficance . of functions and values 
is-a decisiôn based on the information gath- - . .Step Five: Select -the appiropriate 

ered_ and the'professional judgment of the . compensation -option (s); develqp: and-

ecologist; hydrologist, géologist ~ or other - - implement the Compensation Fn. . 

professional -engaged to evaluate wetland . . . Residual impacts. on wetland functions And , 
functions And values *at risk: Large projects values' must be cômpensated to achieve no . 
ma y.rèquüè input from economists or soci- net- loss 'of wetland functions and values . 
ôlogists ~ . to . : fully . assess wetland values . . ' . Once -the nature of functional loss and/or 
Normally, an array ,of criteria is used to . : impairment has been determined, the 
.establish the ,significance of ~.potential ~review team or panel should- consider 
impacts. For example; criteria with â.bear- . developing a Compensation -Plan, ~ 
ing on.signiFcânce may include. the overall . ' . 
i~ole the wetland plays :in groundwater . . Compensation . in a no net loss . context 
recharge for the region . The- consequences requires clear goals and objectives; which 
of impairing or. .removing this. recharge . should be developed by the pioject team 
fiinctiôn may.be manifested in lower water at the outset . The .overall ~ goal- of compen- . 

' tables. This could result .in inadequate sation . should relate to the restoration .and 
water li f 'ultural P~~ maintenance of the chemical, physical And" purpose-, -min 

Th 

, es or agnc 
- .during midsummer .and â need to irrigate . 
crops, or could 'cause water shortages 

biological integrity of the wetland ecosys- 
tem, which suppôrts the functions and val- ~ 
ùes .identified . ,Specific objectives -under 

' ' the goal should be determined foi~ each 'ôf 
The significance of impacts 6n, fauna and . ' the significant functions And values impac't- 
flôra are usually, détecmined by considér- ed or ;lost in the project 
ing. the, relative .abundance of species and ' . . 
communities,' coupled with human 'usé ~ of in .Canada; several -options may ̀be cônsid= 
renewable . resources produced in ̀ wet= - ' ered for ke-instating ..or replacing the lost . 
lands: For example, the presence of a rare, : . wetlând, functions. Often a project team 

. .threatened or . .éndangeréd~ . species ~ .has may achieve-unique solutions fo resolving 
greater implications for developnient plans- .- : ' complex. social, economic and. environ-. 
on A 'proposed location.. Unique flocal com- mental issues r,elaed.-to the. development 
munities .within a region are significant ele- .of a wétlàtid . area, and it is ., :difficùlt to ... , 
inénts in an assessment . Seasonal use of . describe , "textbook" soliitions, which 
-coastal wetlands by spawning fish, which. would be applicable in all situations across 
support recreational and commercial` fish- the country. On the other hand, the fiinc- 

' eries, or use .of a wetland .by a large pro-.`' tional approach-- to ~ evaluating wetland 
-- portion , of . a ~ migratôry. bird, population impacts, and the'. physical' and biological 
conveys added significance . Comparative - nature of wetland locations, are conducive : 



to establishing consistent goals and practi-
cal options for- achieving no net .loss . 

Monito;ing ,and evaluation of objectives 
under mitigatiori plans is critical to de tek-
miné whether or not the goal, of no net loss 
of the various wetlaitd functions and values . 
has -been effectively achieved. The mitiga-
tion .process is incomplete without a thôr- . 
oùgh 'and well-planned strategy . for 
monitoring and evaluating 'the outcome of 
plans and projects . 

Compensation options are reviewed in the 
next section. 

step . six: Monitor and, evaluate the, 
`outcome Of mitigation projects . ' : 

Traditionally, monitoring has not played a 
mAjor role in Canadian projects, 'although it 
is becoming a more .prominent considera-
t'ion as awareness of long-term, environ-
mental issues, expands. This process'is also, 
vital to building Canadian experiences and . 
technologies required to harmonize the 
interface betwéeti an exp;inding economy 
and benefits provided . :by a . héalthy envi= 
ronment. 

. ..agers monitor and evaluate the outcome of 
mitigation practices, to build the base of' 

. information on effective: mitigation tech-' . 
nologies in. Canada,' It is only through the 
long-terin experience and evaluation ôf 
field techniques that a practical knowledge , 
base of workable - measures can .6e 
acquired . - . 

In a broader context, on-site, minim_ization . 
activities are likely to ~occür in most pro-
jëcts .whéther, or not comperisàtion of . . . 

.,residual impacts~is required . Spécific miti- . 
gatiori measures undertaken will depend . . 
upon â wide array of circumstances, which 
cannot be adequately treated here : 

the fôcus of this section deals" with côrn- . 
pensation planning;. implementation and . 
evaluation . However, some of thé,matériâl 
has â bearing on issues and decisions relat- 

. ed;to'ôther aspects of mitigation: 

Considerations for Compensation 
Options 
Practitioners should be aware that achiev-
ing : the goal of "no net loss" of wetland 
function through compensation measures . 

Planning, Implententing and ' 
Evaluating, .Wetland Mitigatiôn 
Measures 

Considerations for Minimization 
Measures . . , 
Mitigation is vital .-t6 contain cumulative 
losses of wetland functions on an ongoing 
basis over a broad geographic area . Several 
resource dévelopménE industries have 
adopted mitigation: standards . and mea-
sures, which are appropriate to . the specific 
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~ course of fiéld operations, and are. incôrpo-
rated as best management practices by the 
companies. This level ôf , mitigation tech-, 
nôlogy is critical to 'achieve no net loss of 

., -wetland functions. . . 

It is, important for practitioners and déci-
sion-makers tô develop specific mitigation 
applications, which are appropriate to the 
types of wetland environments encoun-
tered on the properties they 'manage, and 
for the kinds of smaflevscale, impacts likely 
to occur. It .is also .critical :that land man- 

., ~ presents a number of:practical challenges 
and .constraints.Tlie .foremost challenge is 
dealing with the uncertainty inherent in 
determining which .fànctions are to be 
replaced, and what options and technolo-
gies are available' to meet this task . 

- . Qualitative and quantitative assessments of 
potentially . importânt . wetland functions, 

` such . as .flood control-, Water .quality 
improvetinefit; .groundwater recharge, and 
habitat. functions are ~ difficult to obtain 

. , .with precision on undisturbed-wedands, 
inuch less after construction has .started . -
Seldom are adequate lead time oi sufficient 

: resources committed to a project to devël= 
op reliable assessments of 'functions and. 

° their: values, or to ensure that these can be 
fully compensated in another Iocation.~ 

A, pragmatic view of the no net loss prihci-
pIé.is the working réàlity of successful wet= 
land conservation . in most of the., best . 
known cases involving compensation prow 
jects in Canada . Kusler (1997) suggests that . 
it is easy to be misled by following "a high-
ly simplified standard of no inet loss of func- 



tion ." ~Iri fact, it is exceedingly. difficult to. 
define and recreate wetland functions in 
quantitative terms, using the current sci-
ence and technology available on wetland 
ecology. Nevertheless, no- net loss of func- . 

. tiori is ~. a itseful 'conceptuâl .goal to guide 
wetland policy,', and to encourage -sustain-
able development through ecosystem com-
pensation for wetland impacts. 

sotutions neeaea to meet conceptual .poli= 
çy goals in a complex landscape.' 

The following. 'six compensation options, 
more fully described below, have both pros 
and cons-associated with them : 

- pensation options: covered ~in this section. 
For this reason, . much of the baékground 
required to choose, implement and evalu-
ate compensation options. will' be present-
ed in this' section and expanded -.upon. in 
the next section. ~ : 

Creation can occur on-site, where an 
-impacted. wetland is extended to coinpen-
sate . for the area 'damaged,'or it may be 

Scientific expertise. on wetlands and exten- . undertaken ôff-site . In geineral, on-site .com-
sive field- experience are critical resourçès . - pénsatitin - is preferred, as the hydrology' 
for reducing uncertainty in the design.and and, physical attributes surrounding 

. 
an' 

implementation of mitigation and compen- . established wetland. may. be: more - con-
satiori options-for wetlands.A lack of scièn- ducivè to the development of a'sbcCessful 
tifiç expertise is a prominent feature in the wetland creation project. 
failure : of compensation projects . in thè - . ~ ' ` 
United States (Hammer et al : 1994), and is Wetland creation . in areas away frorn the 

often . implicated in - the : poor 'quality of . . .development site increases the uncertainty . 

work . performed in Canada . Experienced . ' associated . with achieving. the goal of no 
biologists cân bring the art and science of net loss of functions and values . On-site 
wetland conservation ..together. in the compensation is, most likely to address loss-

design, construction and operation of wet= . es of functions ~contributedby, the impact- . . 
land projects . The critical role 'of field expe- . . . ed . wetland- to the . surrounding area, . 
rience becomes vital to success in the watershed or ecosystem (Kruczynski. 1988; 
compensation decisibn-making . process, Lowry1988; Hammer. et al: 1994). : . . 
when time and resources are not available . The science of wetland creation is not well 
for research-Expertise. is needed to recog- developed. Experiences in Canada and the 
nize compensation opportunities .and rèc- United States show that some classes ,of 
ommend appropriate options, to overcome - wetland are much easier to create than oth-
constraints, and to .provide the practical ers Techniques for creating marshés-with 

(1) Creation of replacement wetlands ; 
(2) Wetland restoration ; - 
(3)~ Wetland enhancement; - 
(4) Exchange .ofwetland areas/ Wetland 

. securemeint; 
(5) Compensation banking; and -
(6) Other harmonized solutions. 

open.water communities of emergent veg-
etatiôn, swamps, 'wet meadows and wet- . 
land-shrub .communities are better known : 
than options for developing forested wet-
lands, or fen and bog communities. In gen-
eral, .early succession-.wetlainO types with 
high- primary productivity are easier, -and 

. re qnire much less time, to create-than the . 
more :ecologically . .advanced : types. . 
Productive wetland classes tend to support , 
a broader diversity of flora. and fauna, and 

. are sometimes. perceived by the public to 
be more "successful" as compensation . ~ 

(1). Creation of Replacement Wetlands Examples of potential locations for, com-
Wetlands may be created to compensate . pensation-prôjects conducive to the .estab-
for functions and/or :area.lost ôr impaired lishment of early stage wetlands-can often 

.,through development. Creatiori .refers to . . be found_ in areas where shallow water has_ 
. the construction of a wetland where none' - . been inadvertently. impounded. Roadways 

previously existed. The approach ; infôrma- . . : and poorly-drained construction sites close . 
tion needs, issues ; considérations and deci- to the- proposed development project. can 
sii;ns required to create compensatory give an indication of the type of early stage : . 
wetlands are fundamental to all,of the com- wetland which~,mày result from flooding â 
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comparable . location over a .given time . . 
period : However, early'stagé wetlânds may 
not fulfill the. range -of .wetland functions 
lost at the devélopmént site . 

Wetlând functions should be well defined 
at the out'sét to ensure that all functions are : 
considered arid compensated as appropri-
ate. Often . compensation.wetlands are riot . 
the'same -type as .those .lôs.t in- a watershed 
because of the difficulties in- creating 
forested swamps, bogs and fens.Theré is a' 
tendency to favour early. succession wet- 
lands -as, compensation, because the public . 
can : relate more 'easily ~ to ' highly visible 

- functions and values such as wildlife habi-
tat. In some cases, it may not be practical or 
possible to,çreate the same type of wetland : 

, in a compensation project.This. may be jüs- . 
t'ified . -where the functional values of the 
wetland to the ecosystem are fully çom-
pensated in the design, and if â significant ' 
ecological bottleneck is removed for a rare, 

~ threatened or endangered . _- species, . -or 
another, relatively 'rare and valuable func- 
fion is enh°-~~~ ~ - - 

'the functibns lost on the impacted wetland 
and ta . :determine, . if conditions on the 
restoration site ate conducive to replacing 
thein: In. general, the closer the restoration . 
site is to, the project,, and the more : similar 
it . is in hydrology, ; soil profile. :and other 
-characteristics, the more likely it is :that the " 

. compensation pt.oject will achieve no riet .~ 
'loss "objectivés . 

(3) Wetland.Enhancemént " 
Enhancement involves the use of tech-
niques to improve specific functions and 
values . of â location, as compensation for 
-the loss or degradation. of these functions 
in. an. . impacted wetkind, Enhancement may 
occur. at the' development site or in, a dif, . 
feietit location : Iri the past, enhancement,_ 
has involved measures to increase the prô-
dtictivity,qr attractiveness of.wetlafidsJor 
wildlife, . as . co inpénsation _ for, ~habitat .. or , 
wetlands lost in ~anothér ârea. . 

In Canada and the United States; the loss of 
the .wildlife habitat function has tradition-
ally been a focal point for wetland mitiga- 
tion, and, particularly for compensâtiôn: 

" . (2) Wetland Restoration ., '. . Until recently, functions. related to ground- 
control -and water' Wetland restoration involves replacirig v~ef- ' . -water. recharge, flood. 

land fuirictions ând"yalués lost by restoring a, quality have been overlooked . 
. " -former wètland.ôri the .prôject'site or in the,, 

uva _ , . .~. ... . . .. .. ».. . .- . .... . . _ _J . 

techniques are available for enhancing wet-
land functions, but practitionérs should be . 
sure that . certain functions are not 
enhanced to,thé dCtriment of others, and -
that the more difficult functions to assess " 

vicinity. The: . foremost consideration for Practitionérs should, exercise caution and: 

meeting compensation needs off-site is to thoroughness in their, assessment of fync- . . 

locate a former 
.wetland: 

nearby or . in the tional losses in wetlands, to 'ensure all func-, 

same river reach or watershed, that has been tions ' . have , . beep , considered : before . 

drained and -could be ., restored . Wetland proceeding with . enhançement as the côm-

restoration is the 'most effective, xnéthod of pensation option . . Functions -such . as 

compensating lost values as it is much easier groundwater recharge, flood . abatement . 

to rehabilitate a drain éd wetland than to cré-~ arid water quality improvement are much ; 

occurs in wetland=sipported- ecosystems in 
64 southern Canada, where there is a history of 
.'- significant wetland lôsses . Areas~that have' 
. . been previously drainéd,for urban develop-

menf or agriculture may be appropriate for: . . 
. restoration . 

. .Wetland restoration "is much more pre-
dictable' than weth-.Lnd creation as an option 
to 'replace functions and values, because a 

_' wetland previously existed on the site . . If . 
the soils and general configuration of the. . . 
wetland . are intact, the restoration . may 

. involve. a - simple addition of water. 
Nevertheless, it is still important to assess 

and replace are~considered : 

The complex issue of ecological trade-offs 
sometimes arises in . enhancement projects .-
Tor example, the flooding of a meadôw "to . 
expand . wetland area along à stream may 
result in the loss of habitat for a rare plant, 

- but improve waterfowl production . In 
. sqmé cases, trade-0ffs 'may convey overall ' ' 
benefits to -wetlândfunctiôns and . the 



watershed or ecosystem by -éliminatirig a 
class (if limiting'façtors,but not in others . A 
broad knowledge. of the ecosystem, 
resources and dynamic relationships ,is 
required to make these decisions. . 

Enhancement is often targeted-at the rejuve-
nation of wetland . ecosystems by 'setting 
back- ecological' succession to an earlier 
stage. This -process' may favoitr, or .confer 

..competitive advantages to different. commu-
nities of plants and animals. Fundamental 
changes in the, nature of. a wetland may be 
precipitated by . modification of the water 
regime . Enhâncement .proposals should be . 
carefully assessed, to ensure that the pro-
-posed actions,do riot reduce habitat values 
for non=târget species: or result in other, .. 
unforeseen - changes in wetland functions 
and values. Often, enhancement options are 
available fôi . fish and wildlife resources, 
which ..are not likely .to . produce major 
effects on the wetland or ecosystem. . ' 

. (4)' Exchange of Wetland Arecis/ . 
Wetland Securement " . 

Habitat exchange has been . used in Canada', 
and elsewhere as compensation fôr wet-
land losses . However, exchange usually 
involves the handing-over of. 4 wetland or 

. non-wétland area .as compensation for . .. 
developing 'Another site .' Exchange may' 
result in the protection of a larger wetland . 

tions: may be -evaludted'in terms of credits 
and. ' compensatéd by withdrawing, .*the 
same number of credits ',from the compen-
sation bank . In theory, this practice could' . 
result in nd net loss of wetland functions. 

The principal, advantage of a- compensation . 
banking scheme is the: flexibility given to 
proponents and to . wetland conservation 

. interests . Rather than require a proponent 
to compensate the. loss of wétlarid fume= 
tions by constructing a wetland of margin-
al value in an inappropriate location such . 
as :a parking lot or shopping mall,.the .pro- : 
ponent. can purchase_credits from thecom=. 
pensatiôn bank . This allows the flexibility 
to create worthwhile projects. in more . 
appropriate surroundings . 

The banking :concept may be .used. by con- . 
. servatiônists to focus . resources on reduc-
ing limiting factors to race, threatened or 
endangered species, or as an approach to : ' 
conserving uniqué, ,threatèned communi-. . . 
ties within an ec6system. The flexibility, of., 

" compensation banking encourages innova-
t'iyé options . such as building corridors : 
betweety fragmented . habitats or assemw 
bling .habitat areas, of, â critical size for . 
species at risk . 

Drawbacks tô the ~banking çoncépt relate 
to how money is-used to buy credits and -to 
~thé difficulties in defining, and meeting no . 
net loss of wetlands under the scheme . ~ 
Some practitioners feel that the need to 
avoid developments .in wetlands, and to. 
properly assess : impacts and options, may.' 
be diminished by,the banking concept.Tô6 . 
often this concépt , of banking` leads the . : 
proponent to . jump past .avoidance, over- . 
look minimization and offer cash as ;com- 

than : the area lost . to : development, but 
overall there is a tiet loss of wetland func- . 
tions and/or area in the process: It ïs~also . 
difficult to guarantee the .protection of . 
exchange wetlands -in' perpetitity~ Habitat 
exchange is, generally not considered to be 

. Adequate compensation for wetland losses-.' 
In most cases, . exchange amounts to .little 
more than bartéiiing or purchasing the. 

" right : to destroy. a wetland. - 

. (S) Compensàtiôn . Banking., 
Compensation or. .mitigation . banking has 

. become prominent in the United States as 
a method of compensating wetland losses . 
(Loftus and Mânsell 1997). Development 
companies may create or restore wetlands' . 
for. receipt of a certain number of !credits 
dépeinding upon size and- other character-
istics of -the :site . Wetlands impacted or 

. - destroyed by the..,company in. other loca- . 

pensâtion. However, it is possible 'that a 
; carefully conceived and ethieally operated . : 
:'compensation bank might contribute 
sonmè flexibility to . reach highèr consetva-
tion goals and achieve no :net loss -under 
challenging circitmstances. ._ 

(6) Other Harmonized Solutions_ 
The partiçipatory-cônsultâtive approach-
outlined .earlier* is -intended . to result in a 
win-win situation for dévelopérs,:conservà- 
tionists and other stakeholders in wctlând. 
development projects . . . Building , this . 
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approach, at .whatever scale, should be the 
first priority of project managers . Although 
resources aie required from the proponent 
to build the database On a site; to .cotisidér 

, a range of tools, options and methods- of 
applying, fhem to achieve no net loss, there 
is no discussion ;of compensation at . the . 

° onset of the process. The review team or 
panel strives for a harmonized solution . 
considering, all~ interests, and specifically 
âvoids negotiating ecological, trade-offs . 
The method has beén used in Canada'by 
governments, to compensate wetland loss- . 

. es in:iriajbr'developmentprojeçts .involving 
â broad range of public and. private sector 
intecests, .such as the parallel runway,pro-
jéçt at the Vancouver *International Airport 
(see . Case Study 2.7 herein). . . 

Wetland Creation and Restoration 
Options: Information Needs and 
Considerations for Planning and 
implementation 
Wetland creation and restoration is an art. 
enhanced through, experience, and a sci-
énce based: on a ' body 6.f . âccumulàfed 
knowledge. Both must be applied to devel-
op . successful çoinp.ensatiôn outcomes . 

' Compensation projects, should always -be 
based on the ~ best knowledge, and. éxperi-
ence . available. It is incumbent upon all par= 

. ticipants . to ensure . that expert . capability is 
.used on the project.- 

The following framework outlirnés' informa- -
tion needs and considerations _for. planning 

, wetland creation or restoration as compen-
sation for the loss of, wetland functions. 

. - The information needs are based on . expe- 
riences in Canada . and the United States 

66 (Kruczynski 1988 ; I.owry 1988 ; Hammer et . 
al . 1994 ; Bond et al. 1992). it is seldom pos- . 
sible to completely . fulfill the information 
gaps and conditions needed to guarantee 

: 100% success, of a wetland compensation 
undertaking. However, assembling â core 
set of baseline data and using well-qùalified 
expert interipi-etation and experience can 
.significantly enhance the chances .of meet-', 
ing no net loss objectives . 

Hydrogeologic SetMng 
The ground and 'surface water ,relation-
ships (recharge-discharge) on the impacted. 

area . should be described 'on a seasonal 
basis. The significance of these functional . 
~relationships to the: surrounding area ; . , 
groundwater supply, watershed or ecosys-
tem dynamics should be established to 
determine which functions are the most ̀ . 
important in the 'new project: The wetland 

. creation or restoration site should be close-
ly examined : and assessed during the- pre-
-construction . phase to see if the ̀ 
relationships and functions described, for . . 
the .wetland lost or impacted can be repro- . 
duced .on the new site . This task is .eâsier to 

' achieve withiri the . .same, hydrogeologic . 
unit or. reach of a rivèrine system . A. thor-
ough . undérstanding: of what is being lost 
or- altered must be established, .and the 
capability of a new area to give rise .to the. . 
intended hydrologic conditions confirmed. 

Needs and Considerations: ' 

" test borings to understand subsurface 
profile As it relates . to hydrogeologic 
properties; . 
determine watef fable characteristics; 

~ an estimated water budget should be 
constructed under the'new conditions ; 

. , . " . the feasibility of. construçting, on a new 
site -shôuld include -logistic cônsidera-
tioris such as the need ,for diversions, -
drâwdowns; machinery. operation, . the 

; : types of machinery to .be .used ;and soil 
sources etc. ;, . 

" in situations where more .restrictive 
hydraulic - conditions are proposed there 
may be a need to model the water bud-
get .and build in provisions -for surface 
water level controls to'correct for inac-
curate predictions ; and, 

" the re-cxeatioü of hydraulic condifions 
. required in wetland creation or restora-

tion projects may be a challenge for çon- 
- strizction crews and engineers. Success . 
often depends . upon the -ability- of open 

their equipment to meet specifications . 

Sbil Profiles 
The organic . horizon is . the most difficult 
aspect of a'wétland to réplace.The soil pro-
file is the foundation of a wetland.-It influ-
ences , ground and . surface water_ 
interactions, water quality maintenance 

. 

flood.storage capacity, . and- such as 



shoreline .erosiôn functions more than any 
other wetland component:The soil or 'suli-

: straté at; thé new location MUsi be suitable . 
to ;support vegetation regeneration and the . 
wetland furictions to,be replaced. ~ . 

The type . of soil used depends upon the 

functions: .Wheréver feasible, the upper 
layer of soil'-from impacted or destroyed 
wetlands should : be removed and used at 
wetland creation sites. . 

Other considerations : 

. performance of .èhe ~ soil type; nutrient . 
côntent.aind other chemical 
should be~considered, a's well as how any 
projected changes in the physical/chem- 
ical )ënvironment ~ may, influence the 
delivery of targeted functions, under the . 
conditions to be created; . - 

" thickness of the soils required in the cre-' . 
ationproj'ect to -'.achieve functional 
objectives ; and,,' . . 

" practical. on-site considerations for dévél-
' opingthe soil profile that. will meet the 
:required specifications*- for functions on 
the creation or restoration project; such 
as' drawdown to -deposit the .soil, . ability . 
to grade soils to elevation specifications, 
control of sedimentation and erosion 
while vegetation is being reestablished, 
elimination of wildlife depredatiôn .on 
planted/seeded . sites and minimizing 
human intrusion and disturbances. 

Biological Characteristics 
' Biological . characteristics of a site should 

Wildlife and domestic animals can have a , be documented to assess the functions of a 
.significant . impact- on the success of' cre- wetland as fish and wildlife habitat, in sup-, 
atiôn, restoration and enhancement pro- - ' ' ` -
jects. Cattle with free . access'.to wetlands, : ' porting unique species or floristic .commu=. 

nities, and to determine the role 'biological 
shorelines, streams and ditches-can quickly. cha'ra'cteristics play ~in contributing to 
destroy these -areas by impacting the soil,- . , . other functions and valuès .~~ . 
degrading the _ vegetative ~ cover and 
enhancing the loss of the organic lâyer :, Biological characteristics are important in 
through run-off erosion. This . causes the supporting such functions as water quality, 
exposed impervious layer . to dry, harden .- . 'flood control, recreation and resource 

' arid no longer support many wetlând func= based tourism. A'. thorough understanding 
tions. Salinity of alkali soils . is often of biological . factors is critical to replacing . 
-increased . with cômpâctioti, pcohibiting, . productivity and life-support functions, . 
the growth of .all but the most salt tolerant, which ,depend Upon nutrient . cycling and 
species. Erosion . control and. dainâgè by . . ; the unique nature 'of tropliic dynamics 
burrowing -.animals such as muskrats . within a given . wetland_ -ecosystèrim . 

nents depend upon the Uses of the created 
wetlands and the availability. . and cost of . 
materials. ' 

conditions encountered at the wetland cre-
ation site. Low-lying areas are naturally con-
ducive to wetland formation, especially 
where the wâter. table is close to the sur- 
face : On occasion, wetlands may be located 
well above the water table: Creation of an 
impervious or semi-pervious:layer below a 
saturated, organic layer mày, be needed . . 
Many* wetlands in the prairie region have a 
"hard-pari-". .impérvious base, which is diffi-, 
cult to replace if breached by cultivation. ; 

Dikes and other watef level control struc-
tures may be made of less pervious. materi-
als" than the floor* of a wetland: Special 
"consideration* must be given. to *embank-
ments 'exposed to ~ current, storm events 
and wave . action. . Most . of :the. - decisions 
'about the types ôf.soil to Use in the foun-
'dation; organic layer ând structural compo- . - 

should ,be considered in plans for -main- -Identification of liniiting factors in the wet-
tâining structures . Sometimes loose, sandy , land to .be replaced could also result in .a 

. .soil can be used in the upper portion of a . - net gain . for. . biological functions in the. . 
structure :to discourage burrowing animals. .newly, created or restored wetlarid, where 

this is desirable.: 
-In a restoration project, ~the . original wet= 
land soil profile .may be intact, which great- Information; requirements * . needed -to 
ly helps the. task~ ôf reestablishing : several describe biological functions in wetlands 



avaiiatne . tor repiacuig .or ennancmg Dio-
logical components and these will , depend 
upon the~:suitability bf.the combined char-
acteristics of the compensation. .wetland. 

Options fôr replacing.-, fish and wildlife 
functions include restocking, reintroduc-
tion or using several methods to promote 
natural propagation or occupancy, on the, 

. site . À wide range . of enhancement tech-
, iniques such as -. the. building of nesting 

the new location . An array of options are " ment of â desirable plant comntuni ,ty: 

.attenuation; pollution abatement and other 
water supply and-quality functions, as well 
as serving as,â foundation for re-instating 

the ecosystem puzzle" by tying- together . : biological. communities. Once . a suitable 
the physical and biological components of soil profile hàs been préparèd, and the 
a location . Information.- integration in an apprôpriatè water -regime is, in place; most 
ecosystem concept is key to ., determining .. creation sites have to be seeded or planted 
which functions are. significant or. most - , to control. erosion on -banks in the short= 

valuable, and how they may be replaced at terrim- and. to promote. . the rapid develop- 

' jects is thé ability to "organize the .pieçes. of 

were outlined earlier. A. key element in the 
successful planning of compensation pro-- 

-compensation projects. . may - support a much more biologically 

The type, distribution and density of .vege-
tation- used in a~ compensation wetland 
depends , upon .the .principal functions to 
.be replaced . Tor -example, flood control' 
and pollution abâteniént may. require 
broader coverage by dense` stands of emèr- . 
,-gent vegetation . such as cattail . The dense 
vegetation . stands slows the velocity of . 
flood ~ waters ; increases . detention time in . . 
the wétlând, and permits the uptake- of 

.matiori -available for -re-introducing or other functions. For example, bullrush . 

enhancing, fish or wildlife abundance' on - species growing on a firm, organic soil base . 

èncé is .available (in specific .'species and- 
community 

using a ;ratio of about 50:50 open 

community requ'irements, food prefer- - " water .to eniergent vegetation. The open 

es and cover types, ratios for the dis- water promotes thè. .growth of submerged. . 

persiôn of ' aquatic. . and - terrestrial aquatic ;plants and invertebrates used as . 
vegetation; and interrelationships between. , food by wildlife, and permits easy access to,. 

wetland and upland . côinponènts of . cover. Wildlife habitat often, requires differ- 

wildlife habitats . It is béyorid the ~scope. of. ' . ént species of aquatic vegètation . and sub- . 

this paper to review the extensive . irifor- ~ strate in .a wetland, ~`from thbse. used -for 

amount of research and., prâctiçal, eicpèri- WildLfe habitat functions tend to de most 
age use by.fish and, wildlife . .A considerable. ~. . . 
sources and cover are available to encôur- " heavy metals by the plants : 

. ,structures, spawning habitat, plantmg, fooa . . . nutrients and other . pollutants such as 

diverse' community than cattails growing 
Vegetation on a soft'mud bottom . Dispersed stands of 

téchniqiies . and efforts to recreate , biologi- cover and breeding habitat for birds; fish, 
cal components-, in 'a new location will mammals, reptiles ; amphibians and: inverte- 

' Success. of propagation or enhancement . . bullrush. tend to, provide muçh better food, 

68. depend . upon the. overall success achieved ' brate species. . . . 

removal of an limiting factors to desired - ~ : tion rom t e surroun mg area is o . en t e . 

- , in. replacing .the habitat functions.ôn a çre- 
Natural colonization of the site byvegetâ- 

.'the . .'-- .-and- : ation' or restoration project; 

: . 

.' f h d' , ft h 

or Communities 
design* . The reestablishment of the 

Developing commercial 
-Ri 

'rebuilding of fish precursor 
can and. aquatic 

project . area ., communities .in 
creating 

or 

y most desirable option, as it entails, less cost in the project species 
the végeta- ~d risk than bringing in plant materials. 

sources: , . frôm, 
ndâmen tiôn on â compensation site is~a 

and 
~ternative ..types of soil pmfilès,.vègetation 

tal` -fo the 
be more dif-communities 

the wildlife 
. ficult than the ubiquitoüs . cattail 

restoration ; cômmunity ovér a mud substrate,- which. . Re-vegetation of â creation . 

Colonization can. be achieved 
be -the norm . . tends* c consideration, 

by . transfer= floristic community provides and sustains . 
. industry ~ - . .to as a robust project is a basi 

soil-or soil -flood, ring functions-. . .such cores from the plants, as many physical 



outcome. 

ing -and .establishing floral communities 
appropriate for. the region and the project 

. functions. It is also -noteworthy that -timing 
: of séeding and transplanting : operations 
can have a-significant bearing ,upon the 

methods- for - establishing compensation 
ratios used_.in projects in the United.States: 
In Canada, several factors can influence the 
ratios, used ; including- public -perceptions 
and political. pressures; 

Râtios fôr compensation projects under â . 

impacted location, or from surrounding 
wetlands . Practitioners- should be ' aware . 
that a wide range. of. specif c infoimation 
must be considered, such as species toler-
atnces .and geographic variation~fôi~.select= 

Compensation Ratios, Timing and . -
Slopes . . . . : ' . ' 

Compensation ratios are established to 
counter, the uncertainty of meeting füric-
tibnal losses in newly created, restored and 
enhanced wetlands. Ratios are also consid-
ered ori a case by case basis foi ôther com-
pensation. options: 

Compensation wetlands are often twice as 
lârge or more than the :wetland impacted 
or destroyed. Higher replacement to lost 
wetland ratios (usually based. on area) are 
established in compensation.plans to offset. 

plete. Scientific information is 
seldom directly applicable. : to the . 

don or enhancement projects~ is incom- 

in the compensation pioject. ~ .Scientific money by reducing the uncertainty associ-
knowledge~ related to . the'. reestablishment ' , ated . with re acing lost -functions . Under 
of wetland functions in : creâfiori, restora- . . these circurimstançes, â ratio closer- to . 1 :1 

functional lôsses'-caused by inefficiencies - . sultirig firms; could save proponents 

project at hand or, for .all the func-
tions . at stake . Many uncontrollable . 
sources of variation exist in ~ the : nat-
ural environment, making it difficult . 
to replace a full suitè of lost wetland . 

. functions in 'one area, -with the exact . 
same suite of functions and values on . 

: a similarly sized compensation wet- 
land. Ratios based on wetland area 
are -used to offset the, uncertainty 

.no net loss, policy, should be giüded by 
_what is. required to fully replace 'the.;func- 
tions . and .values impacted or destroyed. . 
Where field measurements are not avail-
able to quântify functibns *and wetland con- . . 
struction ..capabilities are minimal; larger : 
ratios of compensation . area to impacted 
wetlands may be necessary to ensure no . 
net loss of functions is achieved. 

-hi theory, information should be gathered . . 
on larger projects well in . advance of con- . 

~ : struction. Sufficient lead time and' 
resources 'for field . studies allbws a more ' 

. thorough assessmènt .and qüantification of 
the functions to be replaced . . : Properly 
funded projects, spanning two -to, three 

' years -or more in âdvançe, directed by q9al-, 
ified scientific experts and reputable con- 

encountered in replacing functions 
on- a compensation site . 

The' size of the compensation ratios 
used depends upon the value .(and, 
complexity) of -the impacted wet-
land, timing , of the cotinpensation . 
project in reiationto construction of 
the development project, and . the 
nature of the. functions that require. : 
replâcement:,Kruczynski (1988) pro- . 
vides an overview -of theory and 



the same reach, using the same sod profile 
and vegetation -community, the work may 
be conducted concurrently with the devel-
opment, at close to a l : l . ratio. . 

may be. adequate tô achieve the no net loss . 
goal on the compensation project: For typ- . . 
ical, smaller . wetland. projects on, site of in 

direction , of fully' . qualified scientific 
experts, is fundamental to guiding the plan-
ning and implementation of:compensation 
measures . 

Other timing considerations include: deter-
mining the dptimum season . and weather 
conditions for re-vegetation efforts, and any 

aquatic environments, are more rapidly sta-
bilized by . early plant'. colonization, and 
offer more favoiirablé.and efficient côndi-
tions'fQr réestâblishing wetland fianctions . 

on a case by case basis (Kruczynski 1988) . . : The -shape . of 'compensation -wetlands is' 

Wetland development projects :'in Canada , partly determined' by the functions they. 

often :involve large, complex wetland sys- 'need, to replace. There is a tendency to 

tems and associated uplands. Unfortunately, over-engineer" wetlands created foiwater 

, . . cômpensation'is planned and implemented . quality, flood; control and other functions, 

for many' sites with little lead time' for resulting, in- square or rectangular .con-

. gathèring field data, . quantifying functions structéd wetlands.xhat. ate not functionally 

at risk and determining the, pôtentiâl avail- . . nor, esthetically, integrated . in their . sùr- _ 

able on Ahe compensation area to meet ; rôundings. Compensation wetlands,shôùld . 

. requirements of no net loss . Under these. .follow ahé natural. contours and configùra-

circumstancés; tnuch . highei. ratios of tion ;of their environment to fulfill a broad-

compensation to lost wetland area may be er profile . of functions in an esthetically 
. '70 'justified to address the no net loss directive.' pleasing . manner. 

pensation . measures : in advance. , 
Comliensation ratios recommended for 

: - projects include: wetland restoration 1 .5 :1, ; 
creation 2 :1 ; enhancement 3:1 and others 

Complex . projects with several .unknown , 'fish or wildlife re-introductions required ;, 
functions require planning and implemen- . : timing- construction to avoid. disâdvanta- ': 
tation .of the compensation project well ." geous weather or flooding - events, .and to 
before the onset of construction activities . minimize disruption to seasonally-depen- . . 
In situations where compensation is under- dent life-cycle évènts: for fish and wildlife . 
taken ;ahead of site development, the pro- . such as nesting, migration or spawning . , 
portent has an opportunity to demonstrate . ' 
the success, of achieving the policy goal on The slopes of constructed wetlands; shore-

the compensation pr ôjéct before develop=- ' ~e banks,, streams;' 'ditches . or channels ' 
should be gentle As . a rule to. ensure rapid mént is permitted. This approach Js being 

used to-enhance the~success of coinperisa-.: ie=vegetation, to . create, a :broader flooded 

tion projeçts in~the'United States and may ., . area foi~ :wetlands and littoral zones, and to ., 

be applicable to developments liroposed . avoid erosion. Vertical to horizontal slopes . 

on fedèral .'lands in Canada: In these cir- used . on most projects range from 1 :5 to . 

cumstancés the onus .is on-the ~ proponent '. 1 :1 .5 . As a general rulé, gentle slopes ease 

to demonstrate the siaccess ôf the côm- the transition between terrestrial and 

The most critical aspect :with respect to . Characteristics of the borders surrounding-

the timing of compensation projects in compensation wetlands are key to efficieti-

Canada, is~ whéther ~or not the project is . - cy in fulfilling 'several functions.The nature 

planned fat -enough in advance to allow , and depths of wetland borders vary greatly, 

vital field information tn be .gâtheréd on . . depending - upon specific, functions, size, 

the development .project and compensa- position of the wetland in .the watershed 
tion site : Lead time for research and infor- and ~ . bthec factors (DeLânéy 1995). 

` matiôn gathering is highly relevant to. ~the Guidance to ~ equipment operators is 
success . of. .Canadian compensation . pro-: required in the field tô avoid steeply cut 
jects. Far too many' Canadian projects rely slopes on ditches and the !evcling .'of spoil 

on . inadequate; 'outdated information. ; piles without damage to natural vegetation. 
Current .data, gathered on site, under_ thé ' . The type of construction -equipment used 



by a contractor can determine the ability of 
field crews to méet project specifications . 
Equipment required for more critical tasks 
.should ~ be specified in the ~ contract and 
procedures .reyiewed with the. . operators 
well before the work to minimize misun-
derstandings and collateral. damage to wet-
land -locations . : 

Ecological Trade-Offs . 
Ecological trade-offs may occur as planned 
or unplanned consequences .of wetland. 
degradation, loss -and/or compensation deci-
sions. For example,'an enhancement project . 
may be undertaken to improve the .wildlife, 
habitat function on, a nearby .marsh.as~côm-
pensation for draining a wetland. The capac-
ity of the: marsh may increase . foi waterfowl 
production, although'a dike created for-the', 

. enhancement project 'precludes access: to 
the: area by spawning fish from an adjacent . _ 

. lake or :river resulting in of recreational ; -loss 

in, the management of ecosystems : and 
impacts.~These constraints direct agencies 
to limit their. involvemZrit to species- or' 
habitats ."of .intecésc" under their mandates 
arid encourage ,trade-offs;often to the.detri-
ment of non-commercial species, biodiver= 

: sity or life-support functiôns .in wetlands 
and aquatic environments. For example, 
the focus of Fisheries and-Oceans Canada 
on "fisheries," .rather. than -fish and the' _ 
aquatic ecosystems that support them, has 
resulted in trade-offs enhancing' cômmér-
ciat fisheries at the expense of non-com-
mercial species under the no net loss goal , 
of the federal Policy for. the Management 
of Fish Habitat. 

Trade-offs can also arise inadvertently 
among other wetland functions . such as 
-flood control, groundwater.rechargè, water 
qùâlity arid others. These trade-ôffs occur 
because it. is difficult_ to assess the scope . 
and value -of the less visible functions in a and commercial fishing opportunities . _ Wetland. Léss visible ..functions'may be . 

Ecological trade-offs or costs of compensa- among the most valiiablé to the watershed, 
_ don that alter fundamental characteristics ecosystem .and the -broadest .human con- 

' .of terréstrial and aquatic environments are stituency. There bas. been .a .fendency in -
an ongoing concern in projécts: The . Canada . .to minimize evaluation efforts 

. nature, of potential costs and benefits, and . dü~ectéd at coilecting . field dâta ; particular-
. how these relate-'.to the significant func- . ly for the least .visible, functional compo- 

, tional values to be compensatéd under no, nents of wetlands . Inadvertent trade-offs of 
: net loss . should, be thoroughly assessed~ in one fünction fôc another -result when infor-
the compensation planning process. ' matiôn and knowledge sources are ~instiffi= 

_ , cient to -detect and describe, fhe~. less'. 
. , Experience' shows that trade-offs among apparent wetland functions:" ' 

species of high commercial or recreational 
value with those of lesser interest are com= Several methods of habitat -evaluation have 
mon in Canadian approaches to mitigation . . been attempted in the-United States to pro-
Ecological imbalances can result . from . a. .vide .-aft .* objective assessment of, the 
narrow focus .-on socio-economically _ amounts and values of habitats lost and 

; important resources in compensation plan-
ning . These imbalances are induced, by a 

' -: traditional focus of environmental :field 
studies and impact assessments on highly . 
visible components of ecosystems, and 
public -advocacy for retaining the more' . 
"vàlùable" components of fish and wildlife 
in developmént projects . . 

-Institutional barriers created .by govern-
timent mandates, acts, treaties and regula-
tio.ns limit the inteiests . of environméntal 

, and resource management agencies to cer-
tain species or groups, and severely cori-
strain the role individual âgencies can play . . 

_--___ ~~ _ _~. ..., . ., ..,Y.. ..,. .. ...... . .. .,. . . 
pensatory mitigation :' Evaluation 

. 
tools. are 

sometimes used to assist in decisions con- . 
cerning .ecologicâl tiade-ôffs .Thesé indices 
are based on parameters 'such as "habifat 
suitability for certain species. . An ecosys- . 
tèm approach and thorough knowledge of 
pâst,- present and future potential ~ of . the 
sité in~its unaltered form .is necessary ;to ' 
use habitat evaluation tools .with Confi-
dence. There is great 'latitude . for the 
misuse and misinterpretatioit . of -tools for 
measuring the value or significânce of wet- - 
land functions and resources, particularly , 
in the hands of unqualified people . . 
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nent . Cons tmg . s o en ry g y 
or "muddle through" environmental assess-- . 

pro jéct ~ implementation contains, -a high 

mérits .using . evaluation tools with -little or 
degree of .uncertainty and` inherent . risk . 

poor datâ, on fish, wildlife and ecological 
The .science surrounding the replacement .. 

relationships .given by an : engineering 
of wetland functions, :is critical to wetland 

group.Altliough many consulting firms are 
compensation potential. Practical solutions 

pushed into this situation by government 
to working in and ,near wetland énviron- : 

-
and -private sector focus on price in cbm= . . ments will become more important to wet- ' 

pétitivé bidding processes, inadequate land practitioriers ; .devélopérs, regulatory . 

produçts. can be challenged and may entail 
agencies; stakeholdérs and, the public , as 

several- fôllow-up costs to the proponents . 
development expands in remaining. wét- ., _ 
land-.Supported ecosystems. 

Proponents should seék the best écologiçàl : - 
expertise ànd information available to make 

Building the knowledge. needed . to replace . 

informed. decisions: In this way; proponents . . wetland . ~ fùnctions , through . . scientific 

agencies cân_bé advised o¬ . ~ research and practical . experience is :, the 
and regulating àg . key to the successful design and imple= . 
the real . costs and .plan compensation méntation (if compensation projects in the 
accordingly. A straiglitfôrwàrd 'approach 
involving. community stakeholders ; quali- future . Research on wedând ecosystems . is.: 

fied experts within the appropriate., field . a , long-term ~ undertaking, which , is now, 

and (he responsible :mânagemént .agencies, 
unlikely, to provide many of the answers. 

minimizes the threat of future legal action 
needed,in the short term to achieve no net . 

or adverse .publiç .reàction td the venture. . 
loss ôf functions~through wetland- mitiga-

Publiç .protests and .legal, challenges . in. don: and compensation . . Research, ,should 

Canada can , have . far-reaching . conse- be guided and assisted by practicâl.experi- 
â 

p 1 pP ' The' science supporting wetland ~çompen- . 
tions or containing costs for .the ; propo- 
ro'ect a rôval circumventihg regula- 

functions:ànd values in the hope of gaining accessible to the public . ' 
to misuse assessment tools, to downplay Monitoring should be- trànsparent and . 
Urifortunately it is.cômmon for consultants success in meeting no, net loss objectives : 

by community action and proponents have, 
faced bankruptcy in the process. 

. quences on à project. 'and the proponents . 
Projects haye been'successfully terminated 

sidering mitigation measures . to . prevent 
the loss of wétland fuinctions and values in 

.72. the . face of : development. Although some 
wetlands should never bè developed, and 
riot âll functions can' .be compensated in . 
every situation ; .no net loss'pollcy offers an 
opportunity to harmonize economic devel- 
opment with environmental stewardship: , 

Monitoring, evaluation alnd the applicâtion . 
of adaptive management -principles are . 
vital coinponénts ~ôf the accountability 

. 
and 

: Adaptive. Resourçe anagemen 
A no net loss policy ~ ens the door to con- . op 

compensation in the field . . 

Monitoring and the . evaluation ~ ôf' initïga= 
~ tion measures and projects ;offers an 
ôppôrtunity'to build upan and, accelerate 
the knowledge gained thioiigh research. 

Management . 
M t 

: Monitoring, Evaluation and Adaptive 

learning' procésses relating to mitigation . . 
Monitoring is needed 'tô ensure . that pro-
pbnents meet their obligations, under 

. development agreements and to evaluate 

Learning must become a foremost compo-
nent of wetland mitigation- implemerita- . : 

. tion, as ; sustainable. development of . 
wetlands cannot be attained with thè limit-
ed knowledge currently available- for 
-replacing wetland functions , in . . Canada . 
Adaptive resource -management (t1RM) .is a 
management aind ..léarining process devel-
oped to meet the challenges. of managing . . 
resources in the face of uncertainty, with â 
focus on :monitoring and assessing the out-. . 
comes ôf decisiôns .to reduce uncertainty 
in the future . . ARM .may . also be defined as ; 
a process of learning about. system 
responses through the experience of man- 
agement (Waltérs and Hilborn 1978). 

ences in . . implementing mILigauon aq 



Adaptive resource management differs sig- . 
nificantly from haphazard learning and. . 
décision=making through 'trial and error, 

. although ARM may be confused with the' : 
latter: ARM is a sequenfial,ôrdered process, 
which -targets . learning and management , 
perfoimance as . two* distinct sets of 
products resulting from program imple-
mentation. Monitoring information is used- . 
to verify, predictions froin Competing 

. response models and ~ ,the knowledge 
gained through experience is incorporated .'. . 
'in the process to improve future decisions. 

The strength of ARM emerges in conserva-
tion decision-making where four principal' 
sources of uncertainty, namely . - environ- 

. ment, incomplefe management control, 
. sampling error and structural' .uncertainty - . 

main . source of .ühcertainty _in the .design .' . 
and implemehtâtn : of conservation pro- . _ 19 
jects. and mânâgement.plans . : 

: Adaptive resource . management . is .most 
applicable* when there. . is a, mandate- to . . 
:manage despite uncertainty, . and .when 
research.fiunding is.limited .,In cases invôlv-= 
ing wetland mitigation ; there is an ongoing _ 
need to -respond to development, initiatives, . 

: and préscribé inanâgément crieasures.Time 
is, seldom available 'to' find research solu- . 
tions . on an -individual project ~ basis. It 
seems apparent that wetland practitioners. 
will-. need to develop the biA of their 
knowledge from . experiential learning . in 
'the future . ARM offers a practical' frame-' 
work . for .achieving this goal for, wetland 

rhitigatiori in Canada. 
= pose . tisks and potential limitations to 
management performance (Continentàl Adaptive resource management . differs 

Evaluation Team 1_ 998j . from the, traditional- decision-making 
. . . . process .most commonly practised .by 

Environmental 'uncertainty . stems from resource management agencies . and is 
.uncontrollable *'environmental - factors, often referred to as-adaptive management . . 
which 'may curtail . management Objectives . ` In traditional forms of nmanagément a single . 
For example, .unanticipated changes in the . hypothesis or ."model" of the system .drives 

' -moisture regime caused by climate change . . the management decision-making process. 
may limit - success of -otherwise'. well- - The modél~is .built on historical and other 
planned compensation measures . . background , information, supported. . by 
Incomplete management control' .refers to -research. to the , extent possible and. tem-. .~ _ 
the inability to consistently predict the out- pered with the insights and experiences of . 
come of management options in a given sit-~ managers . . Policy decisions assume this, 
uation. For, example, . vegetation . on a a -model is the single best representation Of 
restoration, site may not always- respond in how .the system works;.proyiding -the best 
a predictable 'manner due to local growing . estimate of respo 
conditions arid moisture . regime, : agement "treatment ." 

~ . (Continental Evaluation Team 1998). 
..The strength ofARM is thàt .it rec- explicitly 

Sampling, error,, or "part ial system qbserv- .ognizes .sources of uncértainty and address-, 
ability" ~is unçértain,ty tliat . mây arise_ from es . them at the beginning' of the 
sampling bias ., or imprecision in .the sâm=~ manage mént âpproach . This approach 
pling, conducted under. a .monitoring .pro- builds: learning. _ into the management. 
gram (Continental Evaluation Team 1997). : process as a distinCt objective. Active ARM , 
Sampling érror, may occur. where parame- uses . an iterative process of monitoring-, 
ters_ of interest- must be estimated from assessment and decision-making .to test a' 
incomplete .samples.Structural uncertainty . range . of-.alternâtive .môdels. Itlformation 

. refers to an incomplete understanding of derived finin system responses is used tô 
, system ~ processes that produce. the discriminate among competing models, 
,observed results: ini the case *of wetlands, : .using a "weighting" system, which permits 
incomplete understanding of the physical '. the most acèurate concept to "weigh more . 
and biological processes supporting wet- . heavily" in future deçisions: ' 
land fuüctions, is . at the root of assumptions , 
used in mitigation and compensation mea- Application of ~.the. active .ARM _approach 
~sures : Untested assumptions are bften the~ récôgnizés :that some management or poli= 



cy decisions will be .more informative' than 
others in acceleratirig the learning process, 

and uses management, and policy strategies 
to inform,, as well as to meet more tradi-. . 
tional objectives. (I; Johnson pers . comm.) . 

.Policy decisions ate based on a~computed. . 
balance between the "best" . management 
decision in the short term, and â long-term ' 
interest in discriminating the most power-
ful (if any).among -the alternatives (Walters 
and Holling 1990). . 

The ARM. approach starts with broad qués- . 
tiôns~, which are an expression of the .-. 
incomplete knowledge about how the "sys-
tém" 6f interest,béhaves or functions (see . 
Figure 3.2). These questions, . may ponder ' 
biological assumptions or'the theory used . 
tô guide wetland management ~ decisions. 
Articulating the."right" questions is critical 
at the 6utset. These questions should gen-
erate' explicit hypotheses about the'key, 
sources of uncertainty, which affect nïan- 
agement performance (Anderson et. al . . . 
1990. . . 

Hypotheses should be concise and 
amenable to testing using empirical infor-
mation as the basis for . discrimination -
among- competing ideas.The next step is to 

. calculâte the Expèçtéd Value of . Perfect 
information (EVPI) . EVPI estimates the net 
worth of an-investment, in findingout more .' 
about how the system works. EVPI is 

_ defined as the gain in management per-fon' 
mance resulting from the elimination of 
uncertainty (E Johnson pérs ; cômm.) . . . 

The establishment of an activé ARM 
, . process ~m ay be, cost effective where. the 

potential gains in information _are: high and 
j4the investment in time, money and human 

resources needed. : in the monitoring and . 
. assessment.stages are offset by future sâv- : 
.ings.Whe"re EVPI is thought to be low, man- 

` . agement or policy decisions may be robust . 
with respect to sources. of uncertainty. In 
this case, the best -management action 'is_ 
the same whether or not the information is 
available (Johnson et al. 1997). 

The following questions are useful in deter- . 
� mining whether or not a reasonable poten- 
tial exists to apply.ARM in'a given.-situation 
;* ---l- _____ , . 

" Can explicit, cOmmonly-held. objectives 
be embraced? " " 
Do information needs lend themselves 

, t6 ARM? 
" Will resources be re-allocated based on 

better information? 
" Is' learning possible? 

The . adaptive learning , paradigm differs 
fro m the traditional single-model decision-' 
making . approach in a fündamental way, 
however 'traditional research focused on 
well-'defined, critical questions' . is . still . . 
required to advance learning and .thé appli- . 

: cation . of_ knowledge. Most ecological 
research uses . a * hypothetical-deductive 
method (the classical 'reductionist scientif-
ic process), to diss6ct the phenomena 
under . study, into its component parts, 

, where they can be studied in detail . . 
Hypotheses on the-basic functions and 
relationships, of interest aré established, : 
and predictions from the hypothesis(es)' 
are tested. in the field . 

Adaptive .,resource management . focuses 
more, on effects to steer learning - than 
causes . It monitors and evaluates the prop-
erties emanating from a phenomena tinder 
study ; Through. observation . of emerging: . 
properties, inferences can be mad6 about 
the nature of the phenomena; which rinay be 
of.potential use to decision-makers.To some 
extent,-'the advantage of an adaptivé .manrn . 
agement _approach is that it bypasses . the 
complexity of systems and ̀a need for knowl-
edge.~of the .dètails,of the internal working 
.relationships, which produce the "net 'out-
come."- In many cases, these, complexities , 
are' beyônd the scope ,of research capability. 
to dissect, understand, and_ re=integrate in a _ 
fashion which would supply timely and 
reliable direction to decision-makers. 

In essénce, :the adaptive _manager. does not . 
study the inner workings of the watch . 
when all that is required is the ability to tell 
'time. ARM serves . to integrate, science and 
management in ways that are comfortable 
and- productive -for managers (Johnson et 
al. 1997). It is a form . of "civic , science 
which pursues reliable knowledge in' a 
inanner 'consistent . with, awareness. ~ and 
sensitivity to real world constraints . faced 
by public policy makers (Lee 1993). . ~ 



Figure 3.2 
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Since time and Money are .not available to providing unlimited aécéss , to staff exper-
ânswér all questions about . the replace- tise, assistance in field vvork .and sampliWïg, 

'- ment of wetland functions through tradi-
tional, an adaptive management 

. approach is. essential to speed up the 'learn- 

.and free helicopter or air-time to consul-, 
tants. working on- behalf of the proponent. 

ing process and guide 'décisiôin-making for- It is essenual that the roles of proponents 

wetlând.mitigation and. coinpensatioii .This and government agencies be clearly sépa-. 

does not preclude the need for research on rated in the :environmental assessment and : 

the fundamentals of wetland ecology. decision-making process. Working closely 
, Adaptiveresource management should ;be with consiiltànts ând providing them with 

seen as an opportunity to incorporate .prac- - resources, and servicés ; which they should 

ticâl : experience, in learning, processes undertake. under contract, often. simply . 

directed at urider wetland ~ééology. . expands the profit margin�at~the~ expense 
. of public credibility in the objectivity of 

Improving the performance of mitigation , goSernmént. Public âccôuntâbility ,is best_ 
measures .benefits , all players by ~ meeting served by a clear , delineation of the roles 
social, economic :and environmental needs, : _ and , interactions expected-of proponents 
and by saving .proponents, agencies and and. their consultants ; and the ~ regulatory . 
stakeholdèrs time and moiiey: ARM' should : , agencies in the: beginning ' 
become the centrepiece, guiding thè: plan- .' ' 
nirig .and implementation of wetland miti-
gation and compensation on federal lands 

' and elsewhere in Canada. A national . focal 
' ` .pdint fôr,planning, implementation, côqrdi-

natiôn . and . analysis of adaptive resôurcé 
management for wetland, mitigatiori, is. 
needed to support xhe growth of wetland 
cônservatiôn knowledge, in a realistic and. ~ 

, effective manner across the country. 

Fundamental.. questions coneërning, wet-
land . processes and how. . these rela~te- to 
practical: methods. of : replaciing wetland 
functions at the project level, need to, be : 
identified and addressed ii! an ARM.frame-
wôrk . National coordination of adaptive 
resource' management research, imple-
mented at multiple project locations across 

. . .'the, country, would accelerate the advance 
of mitigation and compensation technolo-

, gy, and .prôvidé a source of timely,. cost-. 

76 effective 
.guidance for achieving wetland' 

conservation in Canada. . ~ 

Roles of the Project T'eam, 
Proponents and'

. 
overnments _ . 

in . the Mitigation . Process 

The roles of. the projeçt .teâtn, proponents 
and governments have tended to overlap in 
Many cases in Canada where the regulating 
agency alsô' has . an interest in. .proceeding-
'with the'project . The -overlap often results 
in gôverninents underwriting a portion of . 
the costs: of environmental assessmentsby 

, Project Team roles inchide: 
building dialogue, awareness and reU-. . 
tiônships among the . principal players, : . 

, stakeholders and the .public -in the 
process; - . , - 

" : organizing- the, project approach . and 
_ building, the information database; . 

" receiving advice and. input from -all 
sotirces on.thé project;' . . 

" considering récômmendatiôns for the. 
mitigation and/or compensation proce-
durés, measures, options -and plans; 

" . developing . irihbvative approaches, tools 
or other .requirements to achieve con-
servation or no net loss. objectives ; and, 

" ti sing the. best scientific information and 
. : .experience available, to *arrive at a har- 
monized "win-win" situation as opposed 
to. specifying trade-offs . 

.,,.Proponeint roles include: .' . , 
" providing the resources tô fulfill infor-

mation requirements and, to implement 
the avoidance, mitigation and compén-
satiôn measures. recommended: by. the 
panel; 

", where 'compensation . is 'requir6d,'the 
proponent should implement the. pro- , 

" 

ject, . without' any- flow of .. financial, . 
resources through gôvernment ; 
where compensation banking may be 
required . to increase the .flexibility. of 
options, financial, banking should be 



mitigation Measures and compensation 
. projécts: The system should .be âccessi- 

ing system to evaluate the success .'of 

through a recognized conservation non-
government,organizat'ion or third party 

. in: the private, volunteer sector; 
guaranteeing success of the . mitigation 
and/or compensation : plan using objec-
tive criteria as an.indication .of-the miti-
gation or . replacement of wetland 
functions; and, . 

" -establishing 'and maintaining a monitor- 

=blé .and transparent to the public . 

. 

. 

,. . " 

tions are condùctéd,and significant 
. elements addressed; " 

~ Figure 3.3 ~ . . 

ensure ;competent environmental 
assessments .- and project . evalua- 

.and im.plenientatiqn of. mitigation 
and/or compensation projects ; 

" maintaining an. onus ori.the pr.opo-
nent . and his/her -consultants' to 

assess the potential impact of 
-" development projects on wetlands 

. and to oversee ~ the ~ development 

. maintained in Projects .affecting 
wetlands ; . , . - . . 

" maintaining' adequate expertise to 

" . ensuring . that the public interest is . 

Wetland' distribution in â watershed . 
The~typé and positioning of wetlands with- 
in a'watershéd are directly related to wet= 

, land, functions and values in an ecosystem 
(see _ Figure 3:3). Several 1`rnpbrtant' . infer-
'énces can be made abôut functions and 
values based on this information as a start- 
~ing point for field assessments. 

Environmental assessments should consid-
er 'the' spatial-temporal : dynamics, of 'wet-, 

oyer. seasons, , and . ecologically . 
relevant time scales, and.how these affect 

Government roles. include: - 

maintaining public_ confidence, in ; . 

. their legislation and policies are fol- 

. " ensuring that their wetland. consér= . 
vation objectives are met, and that 

. ficatiôns, suitability and capabilities 
. . of consultants used . to conduct the 
work and make~recommendations ; 

'and âccess " to the process; ., . . 
checking the .project record, quali- 

evalüatioris by the proponents, and 

lôwed; . 
reviewing -project monitoring and 

ensure- piocedurés are maintained ; 
and, . ' 

adaptive resource' . management . 
approaches ' to . . wetlandmitigation 
and compensation .' 

and technology, through the imple-
mentation and coordination., of 

promoting the development of 
wetland - management knowledge 



functional relationships to the surrounding ' reaches of the watèrshed,.côntrdUing .erô-
ecosystèm. Assessments bàsed,.on desçrip- .: sion and fish habitat. damage from ,severe' 
tive "snapshots in time do nôt`çapture the . , , storm events, and in,contributing to water' 
dynamic role of wetlands, and. often lead to storage and moderating seasonal . floôding ., . . 
"conservatioir' measureS that tend to func- ' . ' 
tionally isolate wetlands from. the ecosys- 

Developers tend to overlook the ünpor- , . 

fèm. . Acçuratè interpretation . of wetland : . tarice : . of 'wetlands, in this . zone because-, . 

functional relationships is .key td Planning ' they are small;:môstly."dried-up". and abun-. . 

appropriate. . mitigation :or compensation ~nt. However; the, development .of linear . 

meàsüre~ : , structures; such as roads in this . .zône, can 
. have sweeping impacts on .drainage .pat- . 

The beaver is a singularly key player in wet- ' : :terns ., and wetlarid ' funet'iôns . over- . An . ., , 
land dynamics throughout a watershed. extremely large area . Although .the "foot= . 
Beavers . move through_ a, watershed creât= print" of ~a structure may. be very small in 
iing . new ponds and swamps, then aban-,proportion. to : the area left in a,.`natural. 
doning them to: dry and become state, it ~is.the,-barrier effect of linear struc- 

` repopulate d . with terrestrial species. Thè tures. thàt càn alter drainage ~.patterns and - 
relationship between, beavers, their. preva=. ' adversely impact Wetland functions over â 
lent fôod sources, such as aspen, and river- . much greater;area: : 
ine ; systems; plays a. . basic . role in . :' . . - . . 

Hydrotechnical studies performed in envi= rejuveriating wetland functional capacity 
in a watershed, over à 30 to' 40-year cycle. ` - ronniental- impact .assessments tend. to 

This, dynamic : relationship is a ,key- influ-
ence in wetland :ecosystems in many parts : 
of the-country, And an important consider--. 

: ation in wetland mitigation and compensa-
tion . . . 

overlook small-scale drainage patterns over . 
a large . area, focusing ori ~damage preveri-
tion for "significant" elements on the land- 
'sçape.; and to infrastructure . Many barrier 
structures havejnsufficiènt. Allowance for' 
seasonal water passage, resulting in . signifi'= - 

Zone A = is dèfinéd by the üpper reaches, cant; local. 'alteration . in drainage, soil . mois-
of a. typical watershed. In : undeveloped . : ture, floral . communities and habitat 
environments the terrain tends to be .heav- , 'functions . It is critical to mitigate all wafer- . 

`- ily wooded, has higher relief; with : shallow crossirigs, including seasonal . streams, with 
soil profiles, small, fast-flowing streams And . ' , appropriate. drainage capability, and to min- . 
many~, inte'rmittènx, seasonal tributaries : ' imize impacts, to . existing wetlands. ' - , 
Soils are often acidic andwetlands tend to 
be less productive types; such as, bogs; fens Zone B - is defined by the more gently' .. 

: . and some wooded swamp. Early succession rolling or flat .; terrain with' deeper so s, 

wet .meadows and swamps may be nurimer- . . .slower flowing,, larger -streams and -rivers,. , 
, oodplains sup- . : . . ôus; but small in size . Several, seasonally - and broader; productive fl 

flooded; small -vvetlands may': riot contain . : porting -larger wetlands : The . nature . of 
~vvater every year, and for thé,most . part; do . , potentiâl'impacts shifts to largfr .develop-~ 

7$ not resemble wetlands . Nevertheless, these, ment projects involving dredging, chanriel= , , 
'éphemeral depréssions.çôntribute to flood. izatiôn, draining, . :and , filling . for, _ 
control 'and fulfill , â variety,. of, other fünc- transportation, urban and industrial devel- . 
tions in years of abundant run-off. . opment, ~ôr flooding : wetlànd basins' for, 

' ` - ° hydro-electric projects : Smaller; èarly, suc-
The small size;iritérmittent nature and Scat- cession ` .wetlands in . this zone are removed ' 

' terèd distribution of wetlands in the: upper - : `in -land .clearing and for Agriculture .. . 
-reaches of watersheds . belies the fuinetuôn-, 'Erosiori, sedimentation and declines in 

al importance of this zone:. in downstream . ' 
flood Abatement, water supply and .quality :: . 

water quality aré. typical impacts: . . 

management for' . fish and wildlife habitat .Larger, more. productive wetlands in Zone . 
and in. ground water recharge . Wétlânds in B tend to support a much greater diversity _ , 
Zone A :arè important in stabilizing stream ~. and abundance of, faunâ.arid. :flora per unit 
.banks ., .in retaining soil. in tlie upper area, ̀than: the upper, reaches of the water- : 



s bwirng oo water, mamtauung a gher 

shed . .Aréas .of critical wildlife~and fish habi- removed by urban, industrial and agricul- . 
tat become more . appàrént and easier to . tuiral land ~ use. Remaining wetlands . aré . 
delineate. This :zône May also contàin . tinder constant threat from devèlopment, 
extensive areas of small , to , mid-sized wet- .pollution' and~ sedimentatiôn . ' . , 
lands in glacial môraine; such as the prairie. ' " 
pothole: country Individual wetlands have ~ Marshes, opén water wetlands arid swamps 

greàter capacity ~fbr storing ~ run-off and ~ , are thé.predominant wetland classes in the1 

fl d ~ lower reaches. ôf a watershed. Marshes and , 

or net ,g1in principle, .appears to be the 
most viable optiôn for maintairiing wetland 
functions and values in. sifüations where 

against. summér drought, and improving : .~ ~d~ along oxbows. have. a treméndous 
capacity in an unaltered state to store and water quality by .-removing contamiriants 

through sédimentation and üptake by slow . waters, remove nutrients and sedi-. , 

aguatic plants.Wetlânds in this area are key ments, and attenuate flood .peaks . These : 

to contàining non-point source pollution wetlands also éichibit the greatest capacity . . 

of surface .ând groundwater sup.plies in to support fish, wildlife, and biologicâl . . 

agricuttural landscâpés . . " : _ divèrsity. Although many remaining wét- . 
, lands in this~zoné should ndt be dèveloped 

Zoné Ç - is definied by the lower.portions . at any cost, the reality is that developmént . 
of a watershed that ténd to contain areas.of . is ~ongoing ' ând ° is likely . to continue . ; 
deep, fertile soIIs in rivei ~deltas and exten=. , Wetland compensation, coinpetëntly 
sive floodplains. The largest, most produc- applied, ànd evaluated under a no net loss, ~ 

water table -iri the uplands -as a hedge ~ wooded wetlands :on floôdplaüns, in bays 

These wetlands terid to have the greàtest 
capacity for.à wide rangé of functions, ànd 
the highest levels of. biologicàl diversity . 
occurring in the ~ecosystem delineated by . 
the wâtershed. 

tive wetlands in .a -watershed or ecosystem 
are, most often found. in thé lower'portions : 

The lower reaches of .watersheds are most 
likely to contain . human settlements and 
industrial development. Màjor i~iver flood-
plâins, deltas, estuaries and the Great- Lakès 
lowlands have attrâcted the highest human 
densities in soutlièTn Canadâ . Over 70% of - 
the wetlands ~in these areas have-~been 

development will piocèed. 





:ing such a process has been suggested. . 
Case studies have been referenced an& 

- Kenneth W. Cax 

reflected' on . Some of the . most - critical 
steps and issues in the mitigation process 
are outlined below: 

makers, professionals and the public the . 
. importance of these. habitat, types tô wâtèr-: 
shed ecosystems . One measures the- health 
of â weiland by the functions it performs, 
riot just by the amount of water visible or 
the ~ wildlife arôùrid it. No point is more 
critical than this one. 

4 .0 :Rèflections 

from across:Canada exists. Before . this pro- . .This must alwavs be the. first . ste6 . 

document that'pulls together the mitiga-. ' 
- tiôn process *thinking and/or examples AvOidance 

, Eçological, systems, particularly wetlands, 
will be affected . Retention of these systems, 
is critical to prôvide~ potable water, wildlife 

' habitât: and ' a place for' these 'increasing 
nurribers 6f people to 'recreate and relax. ~ 

To . this ~ point; in time, no comprehensive 

-and : watér will -be affected . Some . ~tion and. use of ~süch method- 

Canada must move-to accommodate this.. 
olôgies is .not advanced across Çanada, ànd~ 
it is -essential to point out to decision- 

effect it will .have on increased urbanizâ- 
dons of the wetland or 
wetland' ..ecosystem to be 

. tion; industrial development; wâste dispos- 
impacted 'clearly,ôùtlined at 

.al and food production .- -Environmental. 
distùrbànce- is -inevitable. and more ~ land " A times. Functional evalùa- 

date . Canada. -will not escape . this popula- . FunctZOns Approach 
. tion growth, nor the development pres-. . 
sures that it will gerierâtè.Now is the time Wetland functions; :values and benefits 

to move towards. reasoned :thought and . . were discussed in thé~operiing of,the .doc-
umènt: It is critical to always have the, func-reasôned responses to that growth arid the 

n a world . of - rapid population 
. growth, which reached 6 billion peo-
plè in 1999 and will in all likelihood 
climb -to 10. billion by 2070 ; there 

will ~ be even more . severe effects on oiir. 
environment than we have. experiencèd to 

where we: are or where we are going on 
this issue. It . is the, hope : of the NAWCC 
(Canada) that this document will serve as a 
beachhead for the future on the mitigation 
process. 

jéct started, little . comprehensive thought 
Detecting projects before construction 

had been given to where we came from, . be2ins is more- than half the battle . 

Avoidance, minimization and compensa== . . under the threat .of being impacted, with-, 
tion are components of the mitigation out advice from . wetland hydrologists, eçol-
process. Guidëlines for these have been .ogists, biologists,, engineers, restoration ~ 

~ outlined . A practical framework for apply-' specialists and- community, leaders. The- . 

thought, reflective action and conservation . 
of wetland and other critical ecosystems . ' ~ One cannot enter into a mitigation process ; 

. and expect .to . do justice to the system 

Canada that are' aware of, or participate in, . . 
activities' involved in .the . mitigation 

-Multidisciplinary 
Tea»2 bf 

~ ' process. Hopefully; ' it will-'inspire more, . . .Experts 

opinion. from the professional sectors in. . component of the mitigation process. 

Canàdians have lost a large percentage of 
their wetlands in many different ecore-
gions. Too often, those involved . in- wetland 
disturbance- want to jump to ~compensa- 

. , . . tion, want to, write . a- chéquè and. . be' done 

The . principles, guidelines and framework " . with the frustration of dealing with -Mother. 
for 'applying the mitigation process out- Nature and the environmental .impact 

lined are the. result of màny years of. active .. process. Ducks and turtles , cannot swim, 
research,- consultation arid practical. appli- , . eat ànd breed in a"chequé." Even if a iiewly-

catiôn:in collàbor~tion with a wide range created wetland is -proposed, it may not . 

of interested parties in a: variety of eco- -.ftmction properly. . VWhilé some, . wetlands 

riomic . sectors. ,It is . as 'comprehensive in can be* constructed, most cannot : 

nature. and reflects at this stage in time, , Avoidance. is the first and tnôst important, 
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ty, of Canadian wetland policy or guidelines 
is based on, demands this .. Most projects 
ignore this critical step ~- critical -not only 
to the protection of the. wetlaifid but also to 
educating and communicating wetland 
importance to Other sectors of society. 

functions approach, which the vast_ majori- 

Pre-Project Baseline Data 

The environmental assessment is not a mit- ' 
. igation. _plan. It : merely , detects residual : 
impâcts, Mitigation plans address* them . If 
the pgcôjéct is, approved, on-site supervision; 
should be one of the requirements of the 

. : mitigation . plan . Not-only is it critical to 
have part of.the mitigation team :ôn site to 
`monitor the~process agreed to, but it is also 
critical to, monitor progress and process so 

: that mid-:course correctiôns can be under-
taken.' Part of this involves education of, 
and monitoring, the various components of 
,construction (for example, heavy :equip-
merit operation; toxic material stôragej : 
On-site operators and supervisors . are criti- 
cal to the proper completion of an agreed-
to minimization plan . As well, having a 
monitor on site allows discussion with, and . 
therefore, education of, project de,velôpers, 
workers, media, public and others . who 
work at', or visit thë site, during the. wet 
larid's disturbance. 

Undertake a: thorough inventory of avail- . 
able ~data and resources (see Bond et al. . 
1992).A great deal of existing information, 
is available.As well, :insist on a pre-project 
baseline data study. It is impossible to. work 
'through the mitigation process in, â scien-
tific and rational way . without data : . Data 
must also be collected throughout the 

. process if _the intrusion proceeds . _ _ 

Public Participation - 

The process .should involve .public stake- . 
holders, in many cases the owners of the 
wetland .being impacted : It is essential to 
bring them and their potential power "on 
side ." In most instances, the printed or visu-
al media will pay more attention to the -
public than they will to the.team .working .-
on the mitigation process: Never underesti-
mate the.power of the public - they may 
be ~ thé môst.important factor in obtaining 
avoidance. . . . . 

Project Design and the 
Mitigation Plan . 

sound basis .for the minimization of project 
. disturbance? Many just see it .'as, a part of 
the' permitting process. Attention to, the , 
steps outlined in this section will help 

' pressure proponents to~ân:open and trans- 
. parent environmental assessment. ' 

An environmental assessment should be 
part of the project design . It -should not be . 
an afterthought . Environmental assessment 
is a relatively new process. in Canada and is 
not always well .understoôd: Project propo-
nents understand. the re quirrement of an 
environmental assessment, legally, and 
politically. But do they enter, into the envi-
ronmentàl assessment with the intention 
of full. documentation or full .concern that 
might lead -to avoidance. or to providing a 

Long-Term Monitoring and 
Contingency Planning _ , 

While monitoring is not specifically includ.i 
ed by inafné in the mitigation process, it is 
important . for measuring the. effectiveness.' 
of the .'minimization ahd compensation 
measures outlined for the project. Ask the 
following questions. Will the proponents/: 
opponents of the project being worked on 

' be in. a position tomeasure'tbe success of . 
prescribed measures after project çomple-

tion? How effective was the .entire mitiga- 
tion process three, five and ten years after 
the disturbance has taken place? . . ' 

Learning and Adaptive' 
Management . 

Consider documenting in print or through 
video the wetlarid and its proposed . or. 
delivered' disturbance: Document the steps 
outlined here, and any other steps that are. 
considered important: In ;this way, : other 
people can learn from the experience and ,, 
the information that . such anew~casé.study . 
can provide to help improve .wetland man-' 
agemént. and the mitigation process in the. . 
future ., 



T'hèse nine steps . üid/.or actions are thé 
most impoi~tant . in designing and .imple-
menting a mitigation process. .As such .a . 
mitigation sequence is refined, adapted for 
use and implemented in a variety of distui-' 
bance situations -Across the country, it is 
hoped that, serious impacts ~ to . wetlands . 
and/or wetland systems can be avoided or; 
minimized, thus . protecting ~ one . of our 
most important natural resources: 





Avoidance: The prevention -of impacts, 
-either by choosing an . alternate prô-
-ject, alternate design or . alternate site 

. . fôr . development. This is the -first 
choice . of mitigation alternatives, par-

~ ticularly inr high qtiality%tiniqtie Wet- 
lands, and wetlands,of national or 
international importance . It. should 
also be" the choice in situations 
where cumulative .impacts in . a spe-
cific atea exceed, a. 'certain . threshold, 
and :where impacts of even a smâll 
magnitude will result - in : significant 
negâtive effects. . 

Benefits :' Products, services or experi= 
~ ènces that flow from wetland func= 
tioins~and values. 

existing wetland by humin.activities, 
often with the accômpânying.decliné . 
in ~ other. wetlând -values' . (Lewis 
1990)~ . . 

- Functions: The natural 'properties- -and 
: processes (physical, .chemical. .& bio- 

logical) associated with wetland . 
. ecosystems:. 

Minimization : The reduction ôf adverse 
' . effects of :'develôpment . 

, ' on ~ the _ functions and , 
' values . of wetlands, at all'. 
project stages ~ (includ- 

. ~ ~ ing planning, design, 
Glossary 

implementation '' and 
'. nionitoririg); tô the smallest practica-

ble degree . ` . ' 
Compensation: r1 last resort- in .tlie initi= 

gation process, compensation -refers 
-to â variety of alternatives' : that 
attempt to."make up for" the unavoid-
able ;loss of oi damage -to wetland . 
functions and 'values, usually -by 
improving:wetlands bff-site from the 
development. Preferred methods 

. include restoration . and, énhance- . 
- ment.of wetlands, although the . cre- . 
ation of a new wetland would also' 
be a potential compensation 
. 

method. . 
Securement of : a wetland alone 
would not normally - be considered 

. adequate : compensation. because .it 
would not result in . the replacement 
of lost or damaged wetland func- . 

- .tions . However, there may be situa-
tions in which .a combination -of -
securèment and _other compensatory 
measures may, be appropriate. . 

. Comp erisation~ may also include the~ , 

Mitigation: t,pcoçessfor achieving wetland 

conservation through the -application 
. of a. hierarchical progression of-alterna-

tives, which include: " 
(a) avoidance of impacts; 
(bj ininimization .-of unavoidable 

. . impâcts; and ' . 
. (c) compensation residuâl impacts 

that cannot be avoided. 

Restoration: Lewis (1990) defines restora-
. tioit as "Returned from a disturbed or 
tôtally ; altered 'condition to, a prévi- 
ously existirig natural or altered con-
dition by ` some .human action . 
Restoration refers to a return to pre-
existing conditions :' However; in-
many situations. restoration efforts do 
not result in -the. original condition, 
but to.a more realistically achievable . 
"natural" condition. ' 

Securement: The protection of â wetland, . _-
. , usually through tenure, formal . .financing of wetland-related activities . . . 

.such as research and'~educâtibn . . 

`Creation: The conversion of a persistent ' 
nbn-wetland 'area -into . a wetland`- 
through some human activity.' This 
definition 'assumes that-the site has 
not been a wetland within recent 
times . (100 . to 200 years) (Lewis 
1990). Simply put,' creation refers . to 
the construction of a wetland where 

' . : none .previously existed.' 

Enhancement: The increase In' one, or 
more values of all or a'pôrtion of an 

, . ~ agreement, , policy , or' legislation . 
Secuiemeint normally refers to a long= 
term. -or 'permanent ° state, generally , 
achieved through direct acquisition 
or the granting- of a conservation 
easement or covenant .' 

Values: Anthropocentric or human~en-
, tréd capabilities that derive from. wet- 

lands;, often . . divided intô science./ 
information, aestheric/rec%eatiônal, 
cültüral/psychological, arid ;prôduc- 
tion (or similar) categories, ~ 



Wetland: "Land that ; is saturated..' with 
water long enough to promote Wet- 
land or aquatic, processes as indicat- . 
ed~ by', poorly 'drained soils,, 
hydrophytic vegetation and various 
kinds -of.biolôgical activity which are 
adapted 'to â wet environment" 
(National Wetlands Working Group 
1988). 
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